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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS NEW JERSEY BANKERS ASSOCIATION-May 23,24,25,-1935

REPORT OI THE SECRETARY--Armitt H. Coate, Moorestown

Page 161 

Every effort was exerted to obtain more equitable appraisal
of assets in bank examinations, and as you know, President Eip-
pel has made the solution of this problem one of the paramount
objectives of his administration, following clear through to
President Roosevelt, against many obstacles that blocked the
path. Reflecting Mr. Eippel's untiring efforts, expressions from
many members indicate improvement, with a more just and
reasonable allowance for fair values prevailing. New Jersey
was complimented by Bankers Associations of other States, and
heartily supported in its efforts to improve this condition. We
frequently hear now of various plans to co-ordinate examina-
tions which will be very helpful, and should command universal
endorsement in correcting top heavy bank supervision.
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SOURCE: THE OHIO BANKER -- JULY 1934

ADDRESS BY THEODORE H. TANGEMAN

Pages9-10-11-12 
* * * * * * * *

* * *When a bank fails the first inclination of many people in
that community is to want to hang the bankers. Some have expressed
the desire that it might be a g000 thing to reenact the old Chinese
law, which I am told provided that when a bank failed all its officers
were immediately decapitated. That would simplify the discussion, I
know, but I am sure that if such a law were enacted the supervising
officers would be incltded in tl.ose who should be consideredirilty
of a capital crime if a bank should fail.

I do not blame the public for criticising the supervisink authority
when a bank fails. They have always assumed that the supervising
authority was really a kind of a managing affair, a managing function
that the state and nation attempted to perform in your banks.

Of course, you ladies and gentlemen know that neither the law con-
templates nor is the Banking Department equipped to manage your banks.
If the Banking Department were to assume responsibility for the manage-
ment of your bank it would have to have at least one person in your
banks ell the time, and that would rt-sult in a duplication of effort
if not of responsibility. There is a distinct field for the two.
Ls your president said a moment ago the determining factor in the
safety or soundness of banks always will remain "What is the type of
the management of that bank?"

* * * Just now there are plenty of tendencies at Washington and in
most of our state capitols that would seem to indicate there is an
inclination on the part of the government, state and national, to as-
sume the management of your banks.

May I say a very brutal thing to you and yet with all the kindness
in the world? The reason that is true is because you as a group have
failed to manage your banks properly. I am speaking of you now as a
group and that is the subject I would like to touch upon.

State and national supervision have
of banks. We hope that supervision in
Supervision can be effective only when
and courage to stop at its inception a

failed to prevent the failure
the future will be more effective.
it is so equipped with personnel
bad practice or a bad policy.

Let me suggest to you that while we have reason to expect state and
national supervision to improve in efficiency there is another element
that has to be introduced into what might properly be called the field
of supervision before you will ever have it effective.
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The Ohio Banker -- July 1934

Theodore H. Tangeman
Pages 9-10-11-12 (contd.)

The suggestion I would like to make to you in reference to
supervision, in addition to whatever Washington or Columbus may
supply, is this. We have had a few spots in this state that have
been exempt, fortunately. So we can talk frankly about those things
for the panic among bank depositors is definitely over. Instead of
worrying about where you will get the liquidity you are nor worrying
where you will place the liquid funds that are now loading down the
banks of the country.

But I would like to make this suggestion and ask you when you
think back to the irritation and the danger that you all lived through
by reason of weak banks in your own immediate neighborhood which so
shook the confidence of the public that finally they wondered "Is.
there a sound bank left?"--haven't yau also en interest in seeing to
it that there are no such weak banks in your neighborhood? As a
matter of fact most of you knew which they were. You sometimes
whispered it among yourselves, but what did you do about it? Nor and
then when a collapse in your immediate neighborhood was imminent
(imminent after perhaps years of rotten practices and unsound banking)
when you were afraid that the collapse of a neighborhood bank would
carry yours down with it, then you got together and chipped into a
pot of varying sums in order to carry that bank over a short period
of time. But what have you done as an Association or what have you
done as a group of bankers to eliminate these unsound banks?

* * * in ten, fifteen or twenty years from now we will again have
a certain proportion of banks in the State of Ohio and every other
state in the United States that are managed by men who are unfit to
be in the banks, and those men will constitute a menace to you; they
are your enemy in the rear.

Public supervision in the past has not eliminated or stopped that
type of banking. I would like to leave with you the practical sugges-
tion that there be regional associations, not for the purpose merely
of playing golf and having a good time, but for the purpose of seriously
setting up--here is what I would like to suggest--a standard of manage-
ment, which shall be thoroughly flexible but much more specific than
anything that you can write into any law or enforce by any type of
supervision.

In order to produce a little more flexibility we devised about two
years ago what is known as an Advisory Board to the banks so that the
banks could have that direct contact with the department. The only
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The Ohio Banker -- July 1934

Theodore H. Tangeman
Pages 9-10-11-12 (contd.)

way you can get more flexibility is to vest supervising officers
with a certain amount of discretion. It is altogether unfair to
impose upon any one man, no matter how smart or how diligent or
industrious he may be, the responsibility of determining what shall
be done when he finds himself facing conditions such as the present
Superintendent of Banks found himself facing as the result of mis-
management that had been going on for years.

I am suggesting to you to set up in regions, not over the entire
state because conditions are different in the stAe, a group that
should determine a standard of management, and when you find out, as
you will, that any bank is not willing to let the other banks of thatneighborhood, in its own community, know what it is doing, then it
is probably not a safe bank.

Let us get away from this old idea of secrecy and the idea ofmaking our banks hiding places for people who want to avoid taxesand all that sort of nonsense. It is a community enterprise. Neverin any activity has it been so true as in banking that you are "Yourbrother's keeper" and you will pay the penalty for your brother's mis-deeds. Let the banks in that community know what the other banks aredoing, know what the management is.

It is rather amusing at times to have men who are lending, financialinstitutions, either banks, building and loans or insurance companies,come into the Department with kind of an apologetic attitude, especiallywhen they have some criticism of the Department. I think it is truegenerally, both here at Columbus and at Washington, that an intelligent,constructive criticism and suggestion, coming particularly from someonewho represents a group and has carefully considered the matter is thor-oughly welcomed by any supervising department.

When you have thoroughly considered the matter, tried to place your-self in the position of a supervising officer, and come to a conclusionthat is different from the one he has, don't be afraid to say so. Theydo not claim to be any smarter than you are, in fact they sometimesadmit their own weakness, if they don't they ought to be put out of pub-lic office in a hurry.

It seems to me, however, through a kind of a standard or managementthat can be enforced through voluntary organizations, made flexible andyet specific, in cooperation with public supervising authorities you canprevent the growth of another one-third of rotten banks that will endanger
the public confidence in the good banks.
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The Ohio Banker -- July 1934

Theodore H. Tangeman
Pagep 9-10-11-12  (contd.)

It seems to me there.is another reason why you should be inter-
ested as a group and with other organiations in the state and
nation at large, in wanting to prevent weak banks or too many banks,
because too many banks usually results in some bank being starved
and becoming a weak one. You should be interested for another
reason because of the constant threat that an enemy is in your rear,
for if these banks fail you are going to help pay the price. You
have a most extraordinary direct personal interest in what the other
man is doing in his bank by way of sound management.

* * * * * * * * *

I believe this Association last year, after the Insurance Law was
passed by Congress and was on the President's desk, appealed to the
President to veto the law. Gentlemen, that was unfortunate, that
seemed to say to your depositors, "We don't want you insured."
Your reason for it was that you were thereby encouraging unsound
banking, that you were being asked to pay the penalty of the unsound
banking of your neighbors. While there is that danger, of course,
and because of the fact that that danger is greater today than it ever
was, may I once more suggest you give serious considerl,tion to the
thought of forming and putting into effect a self-created and
voluntary regional organization where you will establish a standard of
management. The effect of that organization if properly and honestly
set up and diligently followed will be more beneficial than any laws
written upon the statute books of your state.
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SOURCE: Proceedin6s. of the New York State Bankers Association-193S

Pages 83-84-91-92

An address by Hon. Wm. R. White, Deputy Supt. of Banks and Counsel of
the Banking Department—THE BANKERS' CONCERN WITH LEGISLATION

Mr. President and members: Intelligent discussion of State
banking legislation is possible only in the light of the position
which the national government now occupies in the regulation
and supervision of the banking business. Twenty-five years
ago, the New York banker who operated under a State charter
had little more concern wit. the activities of Congress than
his fellow citizens. He looked to the State not only for the
grant of powers under which his institution operated but also
for legislation regulating his business. Whenever he arrived at
the bank in the morning and found an examiner waiting out-
side, it was unnecessary to inquire from him by what authority
he had been sent, since in those days, the supervision of banks
was conducted soiely by the State Department. After en
examination had been completed and the Banking Department,
on the basis of its findings, had submitted to the bank some
specific recommendation concerning its affairs, the banker
might have differed with the Department but at least he could
rest assured that he would not within the week receive a con-
trary recommendation on the same point from some other
supervisory authority.

* * * As late as 1894, the then New York k-duperintendent of
Banks steted in his annual report to the Governor and the
Legislature that in his opinion the Aational Bank Act should
be repealed in all respects except the provisions relating to the
issuance of currency. He went on to say that "There is no
longer any good reason for the continuance of the national
banks as such. There should be but one banking system in
each state, as well as one system for the issuing of currency."

However, notwithstanding the opposition which it met, the
national banking system continued to expand and, in 1913,
was bulwarked by the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act.
That Act, the full name of which was,Q'An Act to provide
for the establishment of federal reserve banks, to furnish an
elastic currency, to afford means of rediscounting commercial
paper, to establish a more effective supervision of banking in
the United States, and for other purpoaes!) marked the be-
ginning of the extension of federal jurisdiction over state
chartered institutions. 618

L
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Address by Hon. Wm. R. White (Contd.)

While the title of the Act declares one of its purposes to be
to establish a more effective supervision of banking in the
United States, it may fairly be said from reading the original
Act that the emphasis was placed on the other enumerated
purposes. * * *

Pages 91-92 

An amendment to the Bankine 'aw, which recognizes the
need of cooperation EtS between state and national supervisory
agencies, is one which extends from twelve to fifteen months
the period during which two examinations of banks and trust
companies are required. This amendment does not deprive
the Banking Department of the right to conduct as many
examinations ae it may believe to be necessary. However, by
providing for two examinations in each consecutive period of
fifteen months instead of in each calendar year, the burden
upon institutions of numerous examinations can be avoided
to some extent. It is obvious that this change is not in
itself sufficient to insure the banks against unnecessarily fre-
quent examinations. Onless a plan is followed by which the
State, the Federal Reserve Bank and the iederal Deposit In-
surance Corporation cooperate in the matter of examinations, 110 a
the burden upon the banks is likely to increase rather than
diminish. There is no reason why such a plan should not be
followed. For years, the Federal heserve Bank of New York
has examined State member banks in conjunction with the
Banking Department.)

* * *
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SOURCE: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF THE BANKING DEPARTMENT OF

THE STATE OF MICHIGAN -- December 31, 1335

Page X 

All state banks have been examined during the year, as well as each

of the trust companies.

Preliminary examinations consist of examinations of new banks under

section 7 of the banking law, which is incumbent upon the Department to

make precedent to the issuance of certificates of authority to commence

business.

All state banks with the exception of those organized during the year

have made four reports of condition, two reports of earnings and

dividends, and special reports whenever the Department has deemed it

necessary to require the same. Directors' examinations, oaths of

directors, signatures of officers, and a list of stockholders, together

with a report as to the number of depositors are furnished each year by

each state bank.

4- im
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"State Bank Failures in Michigan"
by Robert G. Rodkey

Michigan Business Studied - Vol. VII, No. P.
University of Michigan - 1935

Ammar/ and C9nclusionS

1. The 163 Michigan state b,,nks which failed between Janwry 1, 1930,
and February 11, 1933, constitute the subject of this study. With one exception,
these banks were located outside Detroit and they therefore belonged in the
country bank classii'ication. During this same period 411 ether atate banks re-
mained open. The figures used in this analysis are taken from the banks' state-
ments as of Docelber 51, 1928.

2. In the aggregate these 163 banks cannot be said to have had, at the
end of 1928, capital funds inade(.uate to support their volume of deposits.
Nevertheless, they were operating in this respect closer to the minimna which
has come to be considered adequate than were the state banks which did not
fail, or than rere all national banks*

3. The percentage of their capital rands which the failed banks had tied
up in the non-liquid form of banking house, furniture, and fixtures, and other
real estate was much larger than it was for the banks which did not fail, or
for all country national banks.

4. The failed banks had a liquidity ratio at the end of 1928 of 14.6 per
cent, while all country national banks on the saffle date were P6.5 per cent
liquid.

5. The percentage of their savings deposits tied up in real estate mort-
gages was no larger for the failed banks them for those that did not fail.
This percentage, however, was almost twice aa large as it was for all country
national banks.

6. Only 58 per cent of the combined bond portfolios of the failed basks
was in those classes of securities from which the major portion of bank Wad
investments -Should cone. In these classes country national banks had plowed
over 69 per cent of their bond fumds*

7. Over 42 per cent of their entire bond account was composed or real
estate and construction bonds, a CIABS of securities which, under no circum-
stances, leet the fundamental tests of either soundness or liquidity.

8. Over 55 per cent of the combined capital rands and gross deposits
were frozen at the end of 1928.

9. ill Michigan state banks compared favorably with all national banks
in earning power and in the percentage of net earnings consumed in charge-offs
and write-dowms. This fact indiestos that there was nothing fundaaental in
conditions in Michigan which nade it relatively difficult to conduct banking an
a sound basis.
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10. It seems reasonable to assume that the group or failures un-ier observa-

tion includes an uncertain number of institutions which were forced to suspend
because or location in decaying communities, or beemuse of failures of near-by
banks which led to hysterical rues on banks reasonably sound but lacking some-
what in liquidity. Nevertheless, due regard to the facts enumerated above
indicates incompetence as the Pundamental cause of failure or these banks con-

sidered as a group.

11. ?he problem of incompetence in management may be attacked through a

licensing system for bank officers, and hy attempting to liait the scope of

operatIons for such incompetence as may creep in despite safeguards intended
to eliminate it.

12. Limitation of the scope of operations for incompetent bankers may t,

achieved through wisely designed etatutory standards, a larger meaeure of

publicity as to actual condition, and higher auality bank examiners.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

,Rea2‘ Estate MorUaitito 

Authority granted the Reserve banks by the Banking Act of 19E5 to dis-

count sound real estate mortgages at a penalty rate will serve to make such

assets less dangerous than formerly. With the further development ef national

mortgmge associations and a wide extension of the insured agrtgags principle,

real estate mortgages, froa the standpoint of the individual lank, may coae

to acquire some of the ilhiftatility of long-term bonds. At the time of

writing (August, 1955) it is not poasible to estimate even approximately how

extensive this, movement may be. It must be admitted, however, that the ad-

mission of real estate mortgages into the class of eligible paper at the

Reserve banks, combined vitt) the possible development of a widespread market

for these instruments, will serve to eliminate the chief weaknese of thia

form of investment for savings rands. Nevertheless, the principles of sound

banking will continue to require a strict limitation or this form of commit-

lent if adequate diversification is to be achieved.

Diversifiwtion

Safe and sound banking, like insurance, is based on the principle of

spreading the risk. To follow the policy of excessive local loans is to over-

laid* this principle. If there is any economic justification for a particular

balk, it must be its service to the home community. But the local community

its poorly served idima more local loans are made,than sound banking practice

can justify. Referees* here is not to the quality of these local advances bat

to their quantity* Mere is a disposition on the part of many bankers to be-

lieve that the balk should take care of the local demand for good loans, ir-

respective of the quantity. Only after this demand is satisfied, they assume,

are Nude available for investment elsewhere. In instances where this local

demand is heavy, the pursuit of this policy leads to an excessive concentra-

tion of the risk.
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Even in the very largest cities there are inadequate possibilities for
sound diversification. The development of the banking crisis in Detroit in
February, 1955„ Purnishes a good example of this principle. In *The Detroit
Money garketts G. Walter Woodworth demonstrates clearly the excessive
character of their local commitaents. hen Table 58, page 11S of his study,
we learn that, in Detroit banks, inveetments constituted a ;smaller percentage
of aggregate loans and investments then they did for all banks autside New
York City. Not only this, but from len to 1930 this percentage decreased
regularly from year to year while no emdb tendency appeared for banks out-
side New York City. The Detroit banks held practically no autside commit-
ments in the form of commercial paper or beakers' acceptances, and Professor
Woodworth shows, in Table 42, page 125, that in January, 1929, over 90 per
sent of their loans were local in character. With their total loam; repre-
senting an unduly heavy peroentage of their total loans and investmentso and
with their loans so predominamtly local, their leek of adequate diversification
is apparent. Too many of their eggs were in the Detroit basket, and this con,
dition farnished the Pandaaental factor underlying the banking crisis of 1935.

Until adequate diversification is secured outside the home community,
sound banking dictates that local lo&ns, both commercial and otherwise, be
definitely restricted. If, after the risk has been spread by means of an
adequate volume of outside ceeniteente. there are not sufficient funds
available to meet the local demand for good loans, then there is need for
additional capital.

Small communities constitute the principal location of our 163 failed
banks, and in such communities the local demand for ehort-term, self-
liquidating commercial loans is likely to be extremely restricted. If the
temptation is resisted to meet this situation by using commercial funds for
long-term local loans, recourse to the outside market is indicated.

The most satisfactory sedia by means of which outside diversification
mey be achieved umder normal conditions are open-market commercial paper and
bankers* acceptance,. Such instruments represent funds used for short-tern,
self-liquidating oemmercial purposes, and thus they constitute the most de-
sirable outlet for commercial bank Nada. Ordinarily the yield on commprcial
paper is lower than OMB he secured on leeel advances, and during 1935 the
yield has declined almost to the vanishing point. With a return to more
normal conditions, hammer, it is not unreasonable to expect that the yield
on this °pas-market peper any return to the modest but satisfactory level of
pre-depression years. As the writer has shown elmewhere, the average yield
on open-market commercial paper during the first twenty-five years of the
present century was 4.89 per cent. During that same period the average
yield on high-grade bonds was only 4.65 per cent. Not only was the bond
yield smaller but the rate of loss on bonds actually held by banks was con-
siderably larger. It is easy enough to understand and to vapathize with the
disinclination of the average blnker to build up secondary reserves and at
the same tine immure outside diversification through bankers' acceptances and
short-term treammry notes. Even in normal times the yield on mach instruments
is extremely 10,4 ant, in view of the facts just cited, the soon= preference
for bonds over opes.narket paper cannot be justified 'hen conditions in the
money market even approximate normal. Nevertheless, bonds will no doubt Con-
tinue to be the principal autlet for funda which, are not needed locally or
which it appears unwise to lend locally. The problem which meeds emphasis,
therefore, is the selection of sound and suitable bonds.Digitized for FRASER 
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* * * * * * * * * * *

/11  Profits and Losses Criteria

Answers to the questions propommdid at the beginning of this sect5on now
seem clear. Michigan state banke did not fail in larger proportions than did
state banks in the rest of the country. Furtaermore, while Michigan %ay have
been somewhat harder hit by the depression than was the country as a whole,
still the records presented above indicate that it vas by no means inpossible
for good managemeata to conduct safe and sound banking institutions. But if
Michigan state banks as a whole made a mot unfavorable comparison with other
banks in respect to earning power, famadhissa of assets, and percentage of
failure, additional unfavorable reflpetion is oast on the charactPr of the
163 failed banks* They were constituent elements in a vraup of state banks

which in important fundamental respects mere as good as banks elsewhere. Thus
there is indicated a wide disparity between the charactPr of the managements

of the 165 failed banks and that of all other Yichigan state banks. And in

the final analysis, of course, the soundness of the assets of an institution

is a function of the character of its management.

;# There Aar 101041 

The only practical value of an investigation into bank failures either in

a particular state or In thP country as a whole lies in the possibility of there-

by isolating fundamental causes for such failures. The remedy for bank failures

naits an a clear understanding of the nature of conditions which breed failures,

just as the curative efforts of the physician necessarily come after and not

before his diagnosis or the seat of the trouble.

In a sthte so far-flung that it reaches from Detroit and Toledo in the

southeast almost to Duluth in the northwest, a great variety of local con-

ditions is eacountered. Certain communities which flourished before the timber

was gone are dying away. Others in the copper regions face a like fate. The

growth of the automobile at the expense of the railroads has helped some com-

munities and injured others. It is impossible to say how many of the 165 bank

failures discussed in this study say be ascribed to location in decaying com-

munities, but it is reasonable to assume that this factor 7444 operative in at

least a few instances. Michigan is one of the states which now permit state-

wide branch banking, bat as yet there ham been little progress in that direction.

So long as the unit system of banks continues to prevail, certain individual

institutions will from Vine to time find themselves unaloonomically situated in

communities no longer able to support a baak. It is easy enough to say that

sach banks ahoulc recognize the nandwriting on the wall and proceed to liquidate.

But local pride and hope have a tendency to linger on until it is too late. For

failures due to such causes no remedy is in sight.

It must be recognized, else' that nothing is more contagious than an

epidemic of bank failures. There ism be no doubt that among our 165 failed

baaks not a few eases can be found in which perfectly sound and solvent beaks

r,ere forced to suspend because of hysteria engendered by failure o' other

banks in the same torn or of banks in near-by, larger communities. In other

MIN
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cases, bankers, especially those in dharge of some of the smaller in.stitutions,
made the mistake of relying too implicitly on the advice of city corresponcients
having affiliates with bonds to sell. It is not maatiral for the small-town
bankers to have real respect for the knowledge mmd juflgment of the big city
bankers, and to assume that arlvice from inch sources sust he Bound even when
it runs counter to his own botter judgment.

But, while indiscriminate censure of all those bankers whose institutions
failed to survive is clearly unwarranted, an overibelming percentage of our
163 failures must be ascribed to one fundamental emsse--plain incompetence.
The lack of knowledge of what constitutes sound and conservative management
has been indicated in this study in several ways: inadequate capital; excessive
commitments in banking premises and real estate mortises; unbalanced and
thoroughly unsound bond portfolios. The management problem, therefore, is the
one to which attention -gust be chiefly directed.

Two elements in our American banking system tend to foster incompetence
in the management of individuAl institutions. The one is our system of
independent unit banks. This system leads naturally to a multiplicity of
small banks under local control, owned locally, and operated usually by
citizens of the home community who may or may not have some knowledge of the
fundamental principles of sound banking. Over a long period of years the
gradual spread of branch banking on a large scale may be expected to rediove
the weakest features of this situation.

The second element tending to breed incompetent bank managements is
closely related to the first. Reference is to our dual system of control. So
long as state banking departments and the federal Government compete with each
other for the privilege of granting charters to promoters of new bsnks, the
difficulty of limiting such charters to competent persons is obvious. And so
long as the dual system remains, it will be difficult for either side to re-
frain from this competition. The resulting laxity in the granting of new
charters meat be placed high in the list of ommses of bank failures. The
remedy is obvious, but apparently, for political reasons, it is impossible to
achieve. Mart should be dome is to place in federal hands the power to grant
charters for new banks which accept dammed deposits' subject to check. Control
over institutions doing solely a swims* and trust busness can safely be
left with state authorities.

But incompetence in monogamist eamaot be eliminated by merely reserving
to the federal Government the right to grant bank charters. The problem ex-
tends even to the managements of old, well established, and highly respected
institutions. TO meet it, we must, in the first place, find ways and zeans
of keeping tncomretent indivtiaals out of executive positions in banks; and,
in the second place, we must narrow the scope within which incompetent manage-
ment may operate.

Licenses for BfInkers

(The law should provide that a state or federal license must be secured
bpfore an individual may qualify for an official position in any bank. Such qo
licenee should be granted only after the passing of an examination, elm ar
a properly constituted authority, had clearly demomoirated adequate prepare,.
tion for the banking profession. The taking of such an examination is a
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widely recognized eastom in the fields of lam, medicine, dentistry, engineering,
public accounting, and teaching, as well as in the skilled trades. The
banking exaieations would cover the broad general principles of sound banking.
They would be concerned not at all with the technical routine operations.
Presumably no bank would think of appointing an individual to an official
position in which he would have charge of certain technical operations unless
his experience clearly demonstrated his competence so far as those particular
internal operations were concerned. But able, aggressive, mod industrious
individuals gradually advance from the poet of assistant oalhier in charge of
certain routine internal operations to high executive positions in which they
have control of, or at least considerfble influence in, the determination of
major loan and investment policiem. It is with problems of general policy
such es have been discussed in this study that the stete examination should
deal. The candidate should be forced to demonstrate in this examination his
knowledge of the importance of maintaining an edequate volume of capital in
relation to deposits; the danger of excessive commitments in non-liquid assets
such as banking premisee, real estate aortgeges, and non-marketable bonds; the
importance of diversification outaide the home community; the need for adequate
secondary reserves and the composition of such reserves; the fundamental tests
of a sound bond investment; and sound methods for the analysis of commercial
risks.

The imposition of en examinetion each as that just 3eacribed would, in
the course of time, become an important factor in the eliminetion of incompetent
bank management. It would have a tendency, also, to improve the eorale of the
clerical personnel and to Increase their knowledge of the brouder problems of
banking. Each clerk would see clearly that, in addition to his ability to
perform well his technical routine tasks, if he vas to advance to an official
position, it would be necessary for him to become a student of bank management.)
He would be forced to learn something about the broader problems of the
profession in which be was engaged. In the course of time, a new generation
of well-prepared young bankers would be coming on, and thus the whole standard
of banking would be raised to a level befitting its importance in the modern
world.

Limiting the Scope of Operations
for Incompetent Bankers

Should a plan for the licensing of bankers be placed in force, its pro-
visions presumably would not be effective with respect to bank officers then
holding executive positions. Furthermore, the licensing system could not be
expected to operate perfectly, any more than it does in other fields. It
would still be necessary to 'ace the other aspect of our twofold problem.
That, it will be recalled, is to devise means whereby it will be possible to
narrow the scope within which incompetent management mgy make its influence
felt. There are three obvious lines of approach to this problem: first, use
of statutory standards; second, requiring the publication of more detailed
statements of condition; third, improving the quality of bank examinations by
raising the standards for examiners.

1. Statutory standards. The problem here ie to reconsider a number of
statutory standards at present in the :awe and to set up certain additional
restrictions and limitations. With respect to banking in 6eneral, the writer
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has disclosed this sabject at some length elsewhere. As applied to the Michigan
situation ta psrticular, it is believed that the following noggestions„ if
placed on the statute books, would tend asterially to linit the scope of in-
competence in bank management.

a. Real estate loans. Investment of savings fuads in loans on the security
of real 3tate Should be substantially reduced from the 60-70 per cent limita-
tion now in effect. In Table 9 it vas shovn th t all Michigan state banks out-
side Detroit had invested in real estate mortgages, on December Sl, 1928, a
percentage of their savings deposits almost twice that for all country national
banks. In the aggrekate, nevetheless, the percentage of 40.7 did not even ap-
proximate that permitted by law. In maay individual instances, of course, the
legal limitation was closely approached. A reduction of these maximum limita-

tions, therefore, from the 60 per cent level to one of 40 per cent would not
interfere materially vith the normal operations of most banks and it would
serve to limit excesses on the part of the minority. It is obvious also that,
from the standpoint of sound and conservative banking, a liquidation plan
should be an integral part of every mortgage loan.

Commercial banking funds, it is generally agreed, should never be loaned

on the security of real estate. Yet the Michigan law permits, upon a two-
thirds vote of the board of directors, loans of this character not to exceed

SO per cent of the combined capital and surplus. It seems rather obvious that

no provision of this character has any place in modern banking laws.

b. Baakimg premises and ecuipment. * * * * * * It is suggested that

53-1/3 per sent be set as the maximum pernentage of capital funds hereafter to

be invested in banking prez,ises, and that the Commissioner be given power to

waive this limit in particular instances where it might work a hardship. * * *
* * * * *

a. Legal reserves. * * * * * * Whatever priaary reserve it is desirable

to reouire should be rermired in the form of cash in vault or as free balances

with reserve agents.

d. The bond portfolio. * * * * * * Some attempt is made to set up standards

insuring soundness. * * * * * ** *

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * If, in addition to the standards provided, there were to be

0 added a requirement that at least three-fourths of such issues should beNO listed on an important stock exchange or otherviae have proven marketability,

the present statutory recuirements would be fairly satisfactory. * * * * * *

It must be admitted that no conceivable statutory standarls can take the

place of good judgment. No laws can render it iml%ossible for bankers to make

bad loans or purchase unsound bonds. But so far as bonds are concerned, if

their selection is limited to those which meet the tests mentioned earlier in

this study and to those now prescribed by Michigan law for certain classes of
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bonds, with the amendments suggested herein, the range of choice of bad bonds
is definitely narrowed. * * * * * * * *

2. Nore detaileditatstmente qf condition. * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

7he statements or condition which banks regularly publish in the news-
papers provide the natural means for informing the public about the true
state of affairs. The typical bank statement is especially deficient in
giving pertiment details with respect to earning assets. * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

If the public is to be informed as to the soundness of the earning
assets and their liquidity, the *mount of detailed facts vast be greatly ex-
panded. From the standpoint of both diversification and liquidity, the
importance of adequate secondary reserves and a marketable bond rortfolio
has already bees emphasized. Banks should be recuired, therefore, to give
facts sufficient to enable the general public to inform itself on these
points. * * * * * * * * *

Banks could profitably atiopt the practice long followed by American
industrial and commercial corporations of publishing balance sheets in
comparative fors. Tendencies, both sound and unsound, thus stand out wore
clearly. Non-financial corrorations in this country also liublish regularly
their operating figures, givin7 significant details concerning income and
expenses. English and Canadian banks follow this policy, and American
banks vonld do well to emulate their example.

* * * * * * * * *

3. HIT:her titaadards f2r =miners. lichigan, like the great majority
of other states, has failed to recognise how vitally important the functions
of bank examiners really are. It hag been quite z-enerally assumed that those
functions are:

a. To veriry the soundness of the assets, and to require euch charge-
offs and "'rite-dome as eonditions warrant

b. To certify to an unimpaired capital structure as revealed in the
reports of condition ealled for by the State Banking Department

c. To make certain that banking laws are being obeyed.

Such activities as these, it must be admitted, are routine in character,
bat their importance is obvious. To perform satisfactorily ouch routine
functioas requires t,-aining, experience, and ability of no mean order. But
additional qualities are essential if the examiner is to perfere adequately
his sost important function—advising the nanagement with respect to matters
of gemeral policy. These additional qualities are maturity, breadth of
vision, sound judgment, and a full comprehension of the significanee of all
phases of banking policy. The examiner should be able to recognize unsound
tendencies in their early stages and advise the management that they are un-

sound. Too many local loans, inadeanate secondary reserves, and unbalanced
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Proceedings of the MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCILTION

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIoN

S. E. Trimble, Chairman

* * * *

Bills that Failed

* * * *

(Page 65)

HOUSE, BILL NO. 228. Permitting exchange of information by the
Commissioner of Finance with Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,

Federal Reserve Bank, and the heconetruction Finance Corporation.

;
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*Banking and Legislation*
Address by John S. Wood,

Federal Reserve Agent, St. Louis
59th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., June 1955

(The Hoosier Banker, JUA* 1955)

* * * * * * * * * *

Through trial and error, we have developed a great banking system

potentially the greatest system the world has known. Both branches of

our dual banking system, National and State, rendered valuable service

in fostering commerce, industry and agriculture. Great praise is due

both of them. Both of them, however, failed to rlevelop banking to the

point of absolute security to depositors, independent of external aid.

It has been deemed neceesary to introduce an outside agency to insure

aur ability to discharge a part of our liabilities to iepositors.

This independent agency has demonstrated the value of its service

in restoring confidence in banks. We are pleased to think of it as a

temporary expedient, but we can not escape the implication contained

in the legislation creating it. The only conclusion we can reach ie

that if we can not ourselves make our banks safe lodging places for de-

positors° funds, legislation will in some form seek to provide safety

for us. Congress regards the time as being r.,Ist when derositors must

guess 'which bank is safe and which is unsafe.

There are two conditions under which deposit insurance might be

discontinued. One is for the insuring agency to fail in the same manner

in which previous agencies of similar character operated by States have

failed. This method is too costly and too wasteful. Furthermore, the

administration of this agency is, with experience, increasing in ef-

ficiency. It is almost certain that its authority 'till be so broadened

that deposit insurance hasards will be better protected. This will at

least give it a longer existence than those of former organisations of

similar type. It is my personal opinion that deposit insurance does

not represent the final solution of the problem of sound banking, but

we must be realistic and recognize that it served to restore the con-

fidence of derositors in banks. The other condition is for bankers

themselves to place banking on such a plane that the derositing public

mill find that an outside agency is unnecessary for the protection of

their deposits. The best protection for delvisits is sound bank manage-

ment.

* * * * * * * * * *

1

In the meantime, banks are deriving their earnings largely from three

sources:

1. Interest on old assets, frequently classified as slow.

2. Interest and profits derived from handling Government
obligations.

5. Service charges.

14.4
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The first source will eventually *dry up" through the sale of old

assets, or their collection in whole or in part. Unless this reduction

in old assets is replenished by sound new assets, It will leave the

sources of profit largely two-fold—Government's and service charges.

This is not a normal basis for commercial banking operations, and will

not long continue. If it should develop that this is all the service

that commercial baaks can render in the future, they might well be

socialised, as suggested by some schools of economic thought. The

question of socialized banking will probably not become an acute

problem in the beeediate future—that danger seems to have paesed for

the present. However, a recurrence of the conditions that prevailed

during the past five years would likely make it a problem of paramount

iaportance.

• * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * If borrowers were only granted the credit they really

need instead of the credit they someti,aes want, there would be no

seriouS credit inflation. No bank management is sound unless it has

the ability to extend credit on this basis.

* * * * * * * *

As our banking is presently constituted we must have banking law,

and must have supervising departments to serve as agents in carrying

out the intent of the law. As long as such a necessity exists, ve

should strive to have the best possible banking laws, and the best

possible bank supervising departments. We should not, however, delude

ourselves into believing that law and supervision represent the solution

of the problea of sound banking. Let us assume that each bank super-

vising department in the United States shall become a model of efficiency

in enforcing legislative requirements, and in promoting the fundamentals

of sound banking. This result would still fail to accomplish the

objective of a uniformly sound banking system. Bankers make good banks.

Bankers make bad banks. Neither result is due to legislation.

(Of course, efficient eupervision accomplishes mach good by compelling

observance of laws, and by bringing to the attention of bankers, sound

banking practices. Supervisors, however, can not be present in banks

every day to suggest, where such suggestions are needed, sound practices

in respect to daily banking transactions. Legislative restrictions,

however, rigid, can not prevent bank failures. A bank can fail while

operating entirely within the provisions of its banking laws. Many

banks hnve failed th,t held no unlawful loans. Legislation merely

limits the amount of each of the bad loans. Nothing bat semi bank

management cam produce sound banks.

After a rather broad experience in connection with supervision, it

is my conclusion that supervision is effective only to the degree in

which it produces good management) However much supervisors way strive

7 V 
with and agonise over bad or inefficient bankers, it is iapossible to

/\,
7 

sake a good banker out of a bad banker; it is imroseible to make au

efficient banker out of an inefficient banker; it is iapossible to

create a spirit of trwteeship where no such spirit exists. * * * * *

* * * * * * * * *
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Preliminary training and testing as a method of selecting executives
is employed by a number of banks, but in many banks there is no such
proving ground. This method Should be employed in selecting all bank
executives. Doctors and lawyers must spend years of preparation before
they are permitted to practice their professions. Plumbers, carpenters,

plasterers and bricklayers muet aerve an alarticeship before they
are accepted as members of their crafts. barbers and manicurists
must pass efficiency examinations before they can obtain a State license.

It is a sad commentary on banking when we realize tl'_at a promotor„ or
any type of financial adventurer, who can bny stock control of a going

bank, sir have himself elected es an executive officer of the bank.

* * * * * * * *

The positive approach to the development of uniformly sound banking

is an internal growth through the adoption by the banking fraternity of

that which banking experience 11.13 demonstrated to be sound banking

practice; this is to constitute s banking code, written or unwritten.
If beakers the,:lselves will make observance of such a code mandatory

upon anyone who would be permitted to function as a banker, especially

as an executive officer, the problem of sound bank management will have

been solved. Souni bank management means sound banks. Any departure

from this principle leads eventually to disaster.

A practical difficulty confronted in the creation of such a °ode,

or if you please, such a traditional background, is the fact of fifteen

thousand independent ).)anks functioning under forty-nine different sets

of laws and with no common source of direction. It is not the rurpose

of this address to discuss this highly controversial subject.

Many banks now require their executive officers to have demonstrated

executive capacity before being charged with executive resTonsibility.

Banka in general have recognised the imr,ortance of such a requirement.

The support given by banks and by bankers' associations to the American

Institute of Banking is constructive. It is yielding dividends in the

form of the educ-Ition of young bankers in the fundamentals of sound

banking.

A forward step in the direction of better bank manageuent is the

establishment at Rutgers College of The Graduate School of Banking,

under the direction of outstanding men in the banking world. This

Graduate School will filrnish a course covering the fundamentals of banking

and bank management. The eagerness with which bankers have Tvailed them,

selves of this opportunity is evidence of its need.

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * We should be realistic in dealing with any existing

condition. We know that legislation can not provide a saund and service

minded executive for every bank. We know that until each and every bank

has such an executive, banks will continue to fail. We know that we,

ourselves, are the only ones who can raise banking to such a plane that

men who fail to measure up to our cols or tradition, can not occupy

banking positions of executive responsibility. We also know, however,
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that we have thus far failed to raise our profession to such a uniform

standard, an,, that vhile such a condition exists, leeslation is

essential to protect the public, L,s fp.r 'ns 7,ossible, from the 
con-

sequences of our failure.
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SOURCE: BANKING--Journel of the ABA--October 19!5

Page 55
DIRECTOR AUDITS

Operating a modern bank requires close coopera ion of direc-

tors, officers and employees. There is a vast amount of detail

operations thht must be closely obeerved in order to reduce over-

head costs and protect the bbnk from lossea.

/ I

In many eanke the practice of rotating employees has been

found beneficial in auditing ae well as furnishing valuable experience

to the individuals employed. in the work. Obviouely, the value of the

audits depends largely on the individual ability of the auditors.

When directors undertske an examinetion of the bank it seems

that thuy should be compensat,d accordint to the time and work re-

euired in making the audit. Officers should sup?ly each member of

the auditing committee with copies of the benking laws and regulatione

and also some recommended auditing proceduxe, so that the directors

may thoroughly inform themselvee before making en exeminetion of the

bank.

Often it will be found beneficial to suggest a division of the

work so that cGch memter of tae committee will know exactly what he

must check me how the work iE done. kor example, if one person knows

that hia job is to prove the liability ledger end check the notes, mucil

time will be saved and the audit will proceed in se orderly manner.

One of the most important features of a director audit is the

fact that the committee is in a position to check carefully the

coreaterel held by the benk. in many instances it is poeeible for

directors to make inepections on real estete loans and place a value

on the collateral. Bank examiners do not havu the time to meke such

inspectione nor are the* femilier wieh real estate values in certein

communities. Where directors are in personal contact with many of the

bank borrowers, such en arrangement hes mak adventages.

Perheps an inside look into operating methods will be interesting

bS well be instructive to directore who ordinarily see only the melts.

GEORGE R. SMITH

Cashier
Commerciel National Bank
Demopolis, ;debase

;Al
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Address by James E. Davidson, Pres.,
Michigan Bankers Association

49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935
(Michigan Investor, July 13, 1935)

* * * * * * * * * * *

The 1933 Banking Act which was put through Congress, needless to
say, added restrictions and euperviaion and all banks have been

functioning under these new laws since they became effective. We find

today a great cry on the part of many people, and some in the manu-

facturing industry, for the baaks to make loans. On the other hand,

we also find the bankers saying that they are ready to make the loans

regarded as acooptable bank aseets in the ands of the banker and the
bank examiner on the one hand and aur Federal Government, whose bank

examiners have for years, and are today, closely scrutinizing the

bankts assets on the basis of good, sound loans, on the other hand.

At the same time we have this same government, with its alphabetical

agencies, condemning the banks for not making loans. The truth of

the matter is that, as a result of the depression, there are fewer

good loans than there used to be. Banke have been put through what

is known as the "asset wringer" and their assets have been scrutinized

and all inflated values wrung aut. Regardless of what the govtrnment

says, the bankers are not going to be fooled into carelessly lending

their depositors' funds. It must be remembered that the banker and

his associates have their capital inveated and in order to safeguard

this investment it is also necessary for them first to safeguard their

depositors' funds. Every true banker regards first his depositors"

safety and second the safety of hie stockholders and tries to make

for his stockholdere a reasonable interest return. Bank stock has

not been very profitable during the last few years and banks wauld

indeed be foolish to begin makiag loans which would jeopardise their

depositors' and their stockholders' Interests. Such is not going to

be the case la long as real bankers are running the banks of the

country. However, if it happened that some of those in the present

national administration realized their ambition, the beaking industry

of this country might possibly be controlled by the government.

39

* * * * * * * * * * *

1.612
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SOURCEs THE 2ISLISSIPPI BANK1R ItAY 1935

ADDRESS OF M. D. BRETT, State Comptroller, Dept. of Bank Wpm-vision

Pee -e 7f2-37-36 

* * * * * * * * *

With the verious rules and regulations I have mentioned and
others thet will be ireusd from time to time, you no doubt think
of top heavy tank eupervision. But may I call te your ettention
that theee ere not merely to brinE about e proper underetanding and
observance of the law, but are also made in the intereet of uniformity,
to the end that ell will Le proceeding along the seme 'ince. rhen
Ude is sccomplished the examinerle time in your bank will be leseened.
The objectione thet are nou common, and whiee fore the bevis of
rugiestione end criticism, will be eliminated. The time of your direc-
tors and officers will be saved to bc devoted to the important dutiee
of the beak. I am persuaded to believe that es soon as we demonetrate
our ability to thE r.D.I.c. and other governmental supervising e6encieF
to efficiently supervise and examine banke, and to bring, to them
information aeeded to form conclusions, end impress them with our
desire to obeerve the law on every harv), jutt so soon will we lighten
our burdens in this respect. We are not uneindful of tee wonderfUl
tell done by the E.F.C. rehabilitation er e vehicle for capital
structure end the fine work done by the F.L.I.C. in. geslifying our
benks for depoeit guerenty, and AlEy I say thst I have feund these
agenciee very co-operetive with ue in our progrum. We must admit
that their interact is such in the banks thtt they are entitled to
all the informetion they desire and ameletance in eeeing that our
State laws governing bulking are obeerwed. I believeour banking
law is fairly eufficient rhen observed in every respect along with
the observance of sound principles 0 bankini;. Sound bankinc practices
will do more than any one thing to *serve to ue ehet we are pleesed
to call State righte for our banks, There ehould be clore co-operation
between thie•Depertment and the ES a regulatory end examining
body and to this end both departments are striving, and thus far we
have accomplished some satiefactory results on various matters which
in maiv ways rill rerult in benefite to you. At this time we are
vorking on a revision of our examiners procedure and reports to bring
them in conformity' with F.D.I.C. procodure and forms with supplementel
portions bringing in matters that we see when examinations are not
jointly made. Also other forms you have to make are being reconciler':
to the F.P.I.C..and other Governmental forma required when State
banks are membebe of the Federal Reserve Pystem to the end that when
a call for report of condition or other information comes out the
figures compiled may be used for all call reports by your bank.

135
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The Mississippi Banker - May 1935

rett
Pages 56-37-ZS (contd.)

Immediutely after taking office I began discussione with the F.D.I.C.
through its Oupervieing Leaminer for tLis elsveriet, Mr. C4de
Eoberts, to ece if cur wQrk coulc uot be muLe more uniform eud
d.lplicet,lon of efforta, ‘iherever poesiele, elim4.nated end I huve
ound him very co-operative ariG aympethetic with our proLitao and

with the elaployment of extra ca,tailaur6 we have jusi, been bole to
complete LI tentative sched4lt waion ill the main will remult in joint
examinations, eueject of couree, tu eitharewal at any time it provee
not to be feaeible. Uniform procedure with respect to other matters
ie in sight, wit. certein exceptions. ftherelore, witu uniform examine-
tion procedure and lorme, call reports and as many joint examinatioce
as are poseiclot and joint agreement OS tO Critia6M and auggeatione,
we believe your work will be simplified and leeveneo enc. good will
promoted between the F.D.I.C., our Department and the bunks/ officers.
and directors. As I see it now, under the law, sole enforcement of
the laws rest with the ..dtete Superviaini, autLorities oi the reepeetive
etates. But the exposure of the F.D.I.C. from the standpoint of
deposit gusrantj is Buell us to entitle it to every coneiderution. Co-
operaton fro:1. Ltate departments having juriediction over bank super-
vision to the and ticket all requirements tending to sound beaking are
mat is highly necessery anckthia depaltment is giving the F.D.I.C.
whole-heerted co-operation.) AlthoutO the propoued amendments to the
Banking Act of 19E! of the U.e. curry poaer to enforce its rulet and
regulations and the lea, yet I believe that if our bankere can
cemonstrute that the:, can manage their tanks and are co-operttive,
bad if the Etat° Dep!xtment of Banking properly supervises and extmines
the beaks and aces that the Iaw ie observed, notwithstanding thia right,
which is recited LIS "may" instead of 'shall" in moet places in the
amendments, Stuteul rights in bunking will yet be preserved to a great
extent, in so far us the F.D.I.C. is concerned. its a further aid to
thiu end we have instelled au efficient tracing syeten WIC your call
repoIts are reviewed and anything revealed therein needing correction
we bring to year ettention bOOU bb poevible for correction prior to
examinetions. Thub Wks atould be able to solve such of our supervising
overload through co-opf:ration of all concerned.
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SOURCEI THE MISSISSIPPI BAUER —MAY 1955

ADDRESS OF M. D. BRETT, State Comptroller, Dept. of Bank Supervision

Paizee 1111-52-5Z

* * * * * * * *

Mgr° is one thing in the nEle law, in particulLr, that I would

like to cell to your uttention, this bein6 Sectlor. 74. thereDf, providing

for the organisation, under the .41neral corporate laws of our state,

or corporatiots f'r pulvo. of iyurohasing„ boldin6 owning, deEling

in, lending on and borroring on aseets of banks, tither open or in

liuieation. Thc law drovides thet bs.nkr say ,Airehas any etuck iesued

by ouch corpor&tions and thst such corporations shall heve all the

E.,neral powers of oth;:r corporLtions. The law further provides that

ouch corporetions shall bc organized rith the consent end al:,2roval

of the lAete Comptroller, and thet banks may purchese and deal in the

obligetione of indebtedness itued h; suci corporations. The Deptrtment

of Bank Supervision hes supervision over suoh corporation& and may

issue rullage atnd enforce. reLuletions with reference thereto. Tb my

mind this is an excellent vehicle for the handling and solving of the

real estet6 problems in our bnks since it provide& a plan for eliminatio

from their books of real eatte. Vat the: will from time to time be

requiree to diepoae of under the law. Under the plea beaks cen care

for their potential "Other Reel Estete." TheEe unpreceeenteb times

htve brought real estate probleme and the matttr of diepoeing of reel

eutate by. banke end other reel estate lending agenoies ie one of grave

concern. Thnre hm3 grown up luch destructive competition in the sale

of lands, their operation, and their rental. Tho plan provided by the

law may be availed of by these agencies acting in co—operation with

each other or by any individual bank with resultant benefits to ell

concernod. If availed of jointly euch cororetion would be owned by

the participating inetitutions end the principal purpose of the

orcenizetion would be to:

First: Realize on its assets;

Eecondt Centralize previously scettered ectivities;

Third: Relieve the banks and other lending egenoiee of all

details of supervision thereof;
Fourth: Provide m easagesont auperior in quality to that which

had been previously employed for haeling of properties.

The important phese of capital set-Pup is the values at whieh the

aesets of the banks would be transferred to the corporEtion. It would

be essential that these va3ues be determined in a uniform manner,

preferably by a netionally known appraisal company or en experienced

real estate appraieer, familiar with local conditions and valwa, which

appraisal would give effect to the various factors entering into proper

appraisals. * * *

;:1,4
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TB" MISBItEIPPI BLNKLE 19Ze

M. D. Brett
Fz4,cf.; ?1-n-!!! (contds)

* * * I have brought the subject to you from the standpoint of
real ehltute pxobl(Ins, but auch corporetion, ma. I point out, could
hhndle slow opsr whilein management of properties involved touch
on your to rlile thtreon otihex Clow za-setv could be
handled by Fuct a corporation aad it could be used as a clearing
houoe fo2 of ;ycur proLltze which cpcihlizee, ervice men could
work out better than you. In the building back process we are
entering, the ceab &nd ninc:ti of the officeri of our Ilanks must be
cleared of these problems of real estate sale, ark other things
foreign to balking .1.nd concentrate on tht businet:: conte:.ylated by
their charters. * * *
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"American Bank Failures" by C. D. Bremer
(Columbia University Press, 105)

Chepter MT, Pages 1M-140

The anomalous policy forced upon the federal authorities in connection
with branch banking is an gutstanding example of the defects inherent in
the division of authority over the country's banks. Although, as we have
seen, Congress her shown no hesitation to emulating the state authorities
in their promotion of unsomnd end dangerous legislation, it hss carefully
refrained from conferring upon the national Elysian any constructive ad-
vantages. On the other hand, state banks have been granted the right to
partake of the benefite of the deposit guaranty, which, in connection with
the fact the minimum requirements for a natianal charter have been reduced,
must necessarily result in the re-establishment of many small state banks,
and will enable many uneconomic banks to continue to vegetate on the cm-
munities in which they are established. Of course, the revival of the
independent unit system was one of the major purposee of Representative
Steagall's Deposit Insurance bills of 193P and 1953. It is indeed un-
fortunate that political expediency necessitated the elimination from the
earlier Glass bills of those sections which would heve permitted national
banks to establish branches irrespective of the State statutes, and would
have enabled a sounder reconstruction of the banking system. The fact that
several states during the east few years have abandoned their exclusive
unit-banking policy, while others have liberalised the existing branch
banking proviaions of their statutes, hardly alters the situation, because
of the absurd restrictions on the establishment of branches, in aost of
those statutes.

It should be apparent that only by unifying legislative control over
the country's banks will it be possible to carry through the necessary re-
construction and reorganisation of the banking system. Abandonment of dual
jurisdiction will do away with the ruinous competition between the national
and state authorities which has attended banking legislation in the past,
and enable the national government to adopt a uniform branch banking policy
for the entire country. This will permit the orderly elimination from the
banking system of the multitude of small banks which are at present, and
will continue to be, a threat to the safety of the guaranty fund. By closing
the loophole through which banks have been able in the rest to escape rrom
one jurisdiction, which for one reason or other was obnoxious to them, to
another of more leniency, it will be possible to force all hanks to adhere
to one standard of operation, thus increasing the safety of the institutions.
The nature of measures which should raise this standard above the level of
the past years, and strengthen the internal condition of the banks, h s
already been indicated. The assumption thet the guaranty-of-deposit plan
has disposed of the problem created b- the internixture of deposit and in-
vestment banking is entirely unwarranted. On the contrary, this plan calls
for closer circumscription of the sphere of operations of comfaercial banks,
and for placing further restrictions on their security investment and specu-
lative operations, in order that their portfolios may not again become
filled with all sorts of securities unfit to provide the bank with the neces-
sary liquidity. If commercial banks are to be pernitted to continue their
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savings banking business, provision should be mode for the eeFiration of
savings deposits from thore arising from commercial activities. Thus the
law should lay down definite rules regarding the type of 1nvent-nents wtich
should be kept in the savi_nc-s department.

Of course, the tamk of rreventinp, bentcs frox developing an unsound
or embarrassed condition looms larcer than ever before among the duties
of the supervisory and examining authorities. They should, therefore, be
given adequate powers, and be reouired to make full and effective ure of
V-:em, in orier that an incipient unhealthy condition may be immediately
corrected, &nd that uneconomic basks may be closed before they reach a
state where liouidation would involve losses.

These considerations emphasise the fact that a guaranty-of-derosits
plan is itself no solution of the bank-failure problems However, by
combining the beneficent features of the plan with legislation equally
applicable to all banks, and adherence to which is enforced by etrict
supervision rind regular, effective examinations, it ihould be possible

to obtain a sounder and stronger banking system, and prevent the rc,-(-=enc,

of failure epidemics.
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SOURCE: THE FINANCIAL AGE - June 18, 19Z5

THE PEESIDENT'S ADDRESS --

Page 419 --Edgar A. Jones, Vice Pres. of Scranton-Lackawanna Tr. Co.,
Scranton, and pres. of the Pa. Bankers Association.

* * * * *

There is pending in the Legislature a bill that, if entcted
into a law, till establish a bankine board to advise with the
de!) rtf.Ent of 1-q:nkint; and to perform certain functions. The
personnel of the botrd is to consiFt of nine members:

(A) The secrettry of bEaking, as cheirmFn;
(B) Two menbers :Eppointee directly by the Governor; end
(C) Six members c.Dpointed by the Governor from a list

of fifteen persons to be selected by the Pennsylvania
Bankers Association.

I firmly believe that such a banking board will prove of Ereat
value to the members of our associtttion. Pending legislation pro-
vides that charges made by the bankinE department againFt any
officer of an institution shall be heard and passed upon by the
board and that no bmnch bank shall be established unless first
approved by the board.

• .
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The Financial Age — June 18, lies

THE CUMENT BJ,SKING EITUATIO":--by Dr. Luther A. Harr, State Secy.
of banking, Harrisburg

af,e 4'10 
* * * * * * * *

All private banks not now unuer the supervision of the
department will be, brought under its jurisdiction under the
terms of another measure. Bills to accomplish this end have
passed both aouse alma Lenate and anticipate they will be
before the Covernoi for signature shortl.

lhere are only. fifteen banks in tile Gomiii-onweLith not now
under the supervision of either the beeretury or Comptroller
of thc Currency. Anki I am frank to akAlit pasoi*e of lei4s1lAion
to bring them under thu Lecretary virus greLtly fcilitated by the
enlightened position taken by the leading private bankers of the
L4ate. This indicatcs, I think, more cleerly than anything else
the mutual confidence thet exists today between the bankers and
the departftent.
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SOURCE: ?ROCEIDINGS NEW ',TERSE"' BANKLRS ASSOCIATION - May 23,24,1:5,-19M

ADDRESS--Mr. Julius S. Rippel, Pres., N.J. Bankers Association, Chun.
of Board, Aerchants hewark Trust Co., Newark

Pags 12E 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK BILL

It would take the Federal Reserve Banks and System out of
the hands of private bankers and substitute therefore political
control. The far reaching effects and dan!-er of this bill cannot
be appreised at thi time. It is, however, of such a radical de-
pp.rture from the principles of sound banking thot it has stirred
bhnkers ia all sections of the country to protest Lgainst its
paasage in the present form.

There are but two governmentally owned central banks in
- the world, aae of which is located in Russia and the other in

Italy. In all other countries they are privately cwned, Should
this bill past in its present form, it is the writer's opinion trist
rather ths.a remein under 8. system politically controlled, it would
be far better for bankers, in New Jersey at lcAst, to give serioue
consideration the working out of details and ways and mepns of
forming our own State Centrs1 Reserve kiank.

gAg9  123-

A * * lox my part, as a private banker, I am unwilling that our
institution shall be managed by a body of men who know nothinc about
local conditions en6 whys may maks. axbitrery rules for thf conduct of
our banking.

•, 8
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Address by Z. G. Bennett, Pres.,
First Security Corporation, Ogden, Utah

49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935
(Michigan Investor, July 15, 1935)

Mr. Chairman, members and guests of the conventiomt It has bees
Tory refreshing to me to hear Mr. Carlton's discourse this morning. Leaderi.
ship mast come from the rank and file, and not from politicians.

It is the easiest thing in the world to theorize, and to figure out
how a thing should be. You can't argue with a socialist. But those
things are impractical. The only thing that can operate in a satisfactory
manner is experience, and we have too much in the government today of

theorists and experimenters.

I felt quite at home because it just seemed to me like a good, old—

fashioned Republican rally. I enjoyed the singing this norning very much.

as glad to know that there are few bankers who can still sing. There
is only one tune that I missed, and that was "Title 2, Blues." Your
leader evidently overlooked that one. But I think if the bankers of the
country would start singing, and the administration would let us alone,
wit might get some place.

* * * * * * * * * *

But this permanent fund, as it is now upon the books, completely
socialises the banking system. There is much favor in the House of
Representatives to that plan.

* * * * * * * * * *

1 9,7

//
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SOURCE: Proceediai. of the New York State Bankers Association-19F5

Palen 78-79-80-81 

Report of the Committee on State Legislation

MB. GEORGE C CUTLER, Vice-President, Guaranty Trust Co., Sew York City:

* * * * *

* * * 14 are all suffering frou llegorrheam. Now you don't know what
that means, for I made up the word gyself. It means—taken from the
Latin and the Greek which I found in Webster's Dictionary--a flow of
laws. We have a perfect passion in this country for passing laws as a
cure-all. We all recognize it. We all abhor it mnd we all do nothing
about it.

On the contrary, most of us, including myself, tt onc tine
or another hIlve asked our representatives to pass our pet
law, adding one aort to the pile. I am not blaming theleEis-
lators. They are merely representatives and their duty is to
do what their constituente want. As a matter of fact, the
Honorable John T. McCall, mho ix Chairman of the Senate
Banking Committee, and the ignorable Jake Livingston--
Jacob to this audience (laughter), who is chairman of the
Assembly Banking Committee, have been stout defenders of
our state system, and have kept from passage a great many
foolish laws, so we can't blame them.

Nor do I aean to say that we shouldn't haw_ a state legis-
lature, that it should not meet, because ,,bvioualy every year
there are questions of general importance to the community
at large which cone up--for one thing, taxation. But I ma
asking that we show :sore intelligence and mere restraint.
Let me Rieke sae specific suggestion: Let Us borrow from
our neighbor, Ck,nada. The-,,, have a very mime provision there.
They change their bankinf laws only mos every ten years,
and enee they have done it, they wait smother ten years, and
then look over the situation.

That method late three gret.t merits: It stops the unsettle-
ment wnich goes on every year through our annual tinkering
with out state laws. When they come to revise their laws,
they have had adequate experience upon which to baae b
judgment, and they aren't passed carelessly, but careful con-
sideration is given to thee when laws are passed everT ten
years.
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Report of the Committee on State Legislation (Geo. C. Cutler) contd.

I would like to suggest that we adopt that system of pees-
ing or revising our banking laws--once every ten yeerv.
Before doing so, however, I think wo ehould revise, clarify
and simplify our Banking Code. It was passed in 1914, over
twenty years ago, and every year we have added *one twisty
or thirty amendment:, as we felt beet and put them is where
we thought most convenient. I suggest that we go ewes
further. I think it would be entirely proper and desirable
thht the Governor of this State appoint a reliable, strong cori-
mission to study our Banking Code, to study the banking
codes of other etetes, and with that knowledge and the
knowledge we will get from Mr. Sloan Colt's Study Cone-
mission, submit n siaplified and clarified Code for our bank-
inei system'.

thought is that our banking Ix* should not contain
hundreds of specific recommendations and rules, bat should
ley down in a hroui way thp principles of sound banking,
and I would have, in addition to that, s reliable, atrong super-
visory body, something similar to what we now have in our
Superintendent of Banks and in our Banking Board. My
object ie to gtve latitude to the strong, resourceful, carefUl
banker, to encouragE him amd at the same time helve a watch-
man there to see that the careless, thoughtless, speculative
banker does not violate the fludamental rules of sound
banking.

There is one other reason, I think, we night all have in
mind, if auch a program were carried outs If the legislation
which is now under consideration in Washington le passed,
and if the dangers which mmml of us think are inherent in it
come to pass, it will be a good thing for the country at la*ge,
if we in this 6tate have a sounds simple, strong banking struc-
ture as a refuge to banks which now have some affilietion
with the national system, but may prefer in later days to be
eimply State banks.

This is not a threat, No one wants to do it in connection
with the Federal System sew. But no ome knows what is
going to happen end we should be ready for any eventuality.

To summarize, I think we vhould reeodify, siaplify our
lawv. I believe we should atop tinkering with them every
year, and simply revive them every ten years. And I would
recommend thet we do this for two reasons: First, we can
inprove our systems and make it an example for the entire
country, and second, it may become a very desirable place of
refuge for our banks.Digitized for FRASER 
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The California Banker--June 1935

PROPOSED FEDERAL BANKING LEGISLATION—Hon. E. G. Bennett, Pres. First
Security Corp., Ogden, Utah

Page 250 

Political Control Features 

What is your Federal Reserve Agent, your chairman of the Federal

Reserve Bank, today? He is a direct appointee of the Federal Reserve

Board and the Federal Reserve Bank of this district has nothing whatever

to do with his reappointment. I cannot conceive—frankly, I can't see

how anything in Title II, in the operation of the Federal Reserve Banks

in these twelve districts, brings the banking system more under political

control. I think it does quite the contrary. And here is another thing

right along that line.

Title II provides, under the present law, every official decision

with respect to banks must be formally madeby the Federal Reserve Board.
Title II enables the Federal Reserve Board to delegate those powers to

any of its directors, any of its staff, and the purpose of that, except

where it concerna a national policy, is that under Title II the Federal

Reserve Banks hereafter, if Title II becomes a law, will pass upon such

things as voting permits, admission of banks to membership in the Federal

Reserve System, and all operating matters without reference and delay by

having the Federal Reserve Board at Washington act upon them. Is this

&centralization or decentralization? Is this increasing or decreasing

political influence? Neither. It is simply increasing efficiency and

promoting prompt service to member banks and avoiding a lot of delay and

duplication.
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SOURCE: THE CIIIFORNIA BANKER- -JUNE 1935

,/
ADDRESS OF THE COMPTROLLER--Hon. J.F.T.O'Connor

Page 214
* * * * * *

Are Examinations Too Strict?

Occasionally, there has been some criticism of the strictness
of National Bank Fxaminers in making their examint.tions. Late last
summer an examination of the reports filed in the office of the
Comptroller of the Currency in each of 5275 banks revealed the following
interesting figures: The total amount of loans was V,740,596,000. The
examiners placed 2.88 per cent of these loans in the loss column,4619
per cent in the doubtful column, and 27.05 per cent in the slow column.
The country has been advised of the definition of slow paper as follows:

"The examiners when classifying loans as slow should state briefly
the reasons for such classificE.tions, but should bear in mind that the
responsibility for determining and taking such action as may be necessary
to place such slow loans in proper bankable shape, rests entirely with
the bankers. The examiners, therefore, should refrain from instructing the
bankers as to what course they should pursue with their customers whose paper
is classified as slow."

gi7
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SOURCE: ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE, U.S. SECURITIES
(The Nat. City Bank of N.Y.)

Page 46---(March 1935)

While we do not wish to give endorsement to the principle of

deposit insurance, we regard the proposal to limit insurance to deposits
of no more than C,5,000 as constructive, inasmuch as it will limit the
liability against the insurance fund, while at the same time covering

something like 98 per cent in number of bank depositors. The proposal to
fix a limit on assessments is also constructive, though the plan to levy

such assessments on the basis of total deposits, rather than insured

deposits, is unfair in that it, discriminates against the larger banks which
have large deposits in excess of $5,000 on which they would be taxed without
compensating insurance protection. On the whole, the bill as introduced
represents a vast improvement over the present permanent insurance plan,

and, with appropriate modifications, ought to be acted upon at this session.

181
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The following excerpt was taken from the confidential section of the

report of examination of the Deuel County State Bank, Chappell, Nebraska,

as of January 7, 1937, made by Examiner J. K. Friedebach:

*The Nebraska State Bank Examiners began the examn,tion
of this bank at 10:00 A. M. January 8, 1937, and your examiner
was unable to arrive at Chappell until late at night January
8th. Consequently, the detail, such as verification of cash,
listing of ledgers and proving of liabilities, had been
completed by the State Bank Examiners before the arrival of
the writer.

"This examination resulted from telephone advice to this
office from J. F. McLain, Deruty Superintendent of Banks at
Lincoln, Nebraska, to the effect that he had been informed of
a change in the personnel of the subjeot bank, as well as
other matters believed sufficiently important to make an
imaediate examination desirable.

*Upon arrival at the bank, Cashier Peterson stated to
your examiner that the services of Vice-president C. M. Upson
had been dispensed with on January 1, 1937. Mr. Peterson said
that President F. O. Carlson, now in California, had requested
that Mr. Empson be atvised that his services would be discon-
tinued at the annual meeting and that upon being so advised,
Mr. Empson immediately quit working At the bank. The reason
assigned by Mr. Peterson for Empson's dismissal mas that Presi-
dent Carlson wished to place his son, H. L. Carlson, in the
bank to look after his interests. (It is remarked that H. L.
Carlson is a young man about 24 years of age whose experience
consists of five or six years employment as bookkeeper at the
local Farmers Elevator.) Your examiner viewed this explana-

tion with interest, particularly since President Carlson owns
but ten, and his son five, of the fifty shares of common stock
outstanding. Cashier Peterson explained, however, that Mr.
Carlson's interest included funds loaned by a relative, which
enabled Peterson to purchase ten shares of stock and therefore
Carlson's interests direct and indirect related to one-half of
the common stock.*

"Following this examiwtion, on Janwxy 20th, the Nebraska
Banking Department held a meeting at Lincoln with the follow-

ing officers and directors of the Deuel County State Bank:
C. M. Empson, former vice-president aad director, C. A. Peterson,
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cashier and director, R. P. Akeson and Roy D. Smith, directors.
In addition H. C. Peterson was rresent. The Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and the Federal Reserve Bank were invited
to have representatives present, and A. J. Eggers, assistant
manager of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Omaha, and
D. W. Woolley, Examiner, Federal Reserve Bank, Kansas City,
Missouri, attended, as did the examiner making the examination.

*The purpose for which the meetin was called was to
interrogate the management and directors of the Deuel County
State Bank regarding the various matters of criticism outlined
in the rerort of examination, especially regarding the exces-
sive loans, the advances made to Wayne M. Peterson, a minor,
and the indirect loan to Cashier Peterson.

*On January 21st, following the conference with repre-
sentatives of the Chappell bank, A. r. Eggers, Assistant
Manager of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Omaha, and
D. W. Woolley, Examiner, Federal Reserve Bank, Kansas City,
Missouri, met with B. N. Saunders, Superintendent of Banks
and J. F. McLain, Deputy Superintendent of Banks at their
offices in Lincoln, Nebraska, to consider the evidence and
statements of the representatives of the Deuel County State
Bank and discuss the advisable course of action. This meeting
resulted in the unanimous opinion that the following require-
ments be made by the Superintendent of Banks of Nebraska, and
be transmitted by him to the Board of Directors of the Deuel
Caanty State Bank:*

Here follows the requirements contained in the attached letter from the

Nebraska Department of Banking to Mr. Roy D. Smith, President, dated

January 25, 1957.

This case indicates some of the problems involved because of the

overlapping between the Federal Reserve, the State, and the R. F. C.

authorities, even though only a very small bank is involved. The re7ort

showed this bank had total footings of only t294,000.

The case illustrates another point; namely, the requirements made

by the Superintendent of Banks of Nebraska seemed to go considerably

further.in many respects at least, than ordinarily might be regarded as

possible under the National Bank Act, especially if the supervisory
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authorities should expect any objectIon and thereby limit themselves

strictly to the authority clearly granted by the statutes.
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COPT

Mr. Roy D. Smith, President,
Board of Directors,
Deuel County Bank,
Chappell, Nebraska.

Dear Mr. Smith:

January 25, 1937.

Re: The complaint of C. M. Upson as to irregularities
in connection with the management of the Deuel
County Bank, Chappell, Nebraska.

The above conditioned matter was heard on January 20, 1957
with the following named persons present:

C. M. Upson, represented by R. H. Beatty and M. M. Maupin,
attorneys,

Interested agencies of the Federal Government represented by
D. W. Woolley, Examiner for the Federal Reserve Bank,
Kansas City,

A. J. Eggers, Assistant Manager of the Reconstruct:0n
Finance Corporation,

Management of the bank, represented by C. A. Peterson,
cashier, Roy D. Smith and R. P. kkeson, members of the
Board of Directors of subject bank,

with B. N. Saunders, Superintendent and J. r. McLain,
Deputy-Superintendent, presiding.

After hearing the evidence and being fully advised it is the
opinion of the Department and Governmental agencies that the management
of the subject bank grossly violated the law in making accommodation
loans and by other irregularities which are generally understood to be
unsafe and unsound practices, to the extent which, if permitted to
continue would eventually jeopardize the interests of the depositors.

It is therefore, ordered that the president of the board of
directors call a meeting and cause the following stipulations to he
carried out:

I. That immediate payment be made of the H. C. Peterson obliga-
tions totaling $6,000.00, the Lulu Barns obligations totaling
$5,000.00 and the E. W. Barnes obligations totaling $5,900.00, and
any other loans made for the accommodation, use or benefit of H. C.
Peterson.
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Mr. Roy D. Smith - 2

II. That the Fred E. Smith $2,500.00 accommodation note for the
Farmers Elevator Company of Chappell be immediately paid and that in
the future, if any credit is extended to the Farmers Elevator Company,
that such credit be extended only on the direct obligation of the
Farmers Elevator Comrany secured by Ware House receipts properly
margined and that such credit will be extended only on current reso-
lution of the Board of Directors of the company authorizing auch
borrowing. Any such credit advances must be aupported by current,
detailed financial statements.

III. That no check of H. C. Peterson or his associates will be
paid by the Deuel County State Bank against uncollected funds.

rv. That for the present, no credit be extended either directly
or indirectly for the purpose of paying obligations now held by the
Chappell State Bank.

V. That the obligations of Walter W. Peterson for feed lot cattle
be paid at maturity or when cattle are sold and that the balance of
his line an! any other extensions of credit will be properly secured
with adequate margin.

VI. It is further understood that the Board of Directors of the
Deuel County Bank of Chappell, Nebraska, are to be inst-ucted to elect
a competent banker, acceptable to the Superintendent of Banks, to have
full charge of the management of the affairs of the bank, and that he
shall be the chief executive officer of the bank; that if C. k. Peterson,
the present cashier, is retained as an employee of the bank, he be in-
structed by the Board of Directors that he is not to perform executive
duties without the consent and a:Troval of this managing officer.

VII. The president of the board of directors of the Deuel County Bank
will please acknowledge receipt of, and immediately 7roceed to comply
with this order.

Yours very truly,

DEPARTUENT OF BANKING

Superintendent.

B713-IK
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COPY

DEUEL COUNTY STATE BANK

Chappell, Nebraska, Jan. 27, 1937.

Mr. B. N. Saunders, Superintendent,
Department of Banking,
Lincoln, Nebraska.

Dear Sirt

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of January
25th.

In checking the records at the bank I find that the
notes or H. C. Peterson, Lulu Barnes, E. W. Barnes and Fred E.
Smith were all paid on Janunry 21st. On this same date the
Farmers Elevator note was renewed in the amount of t5500.00
and is now secured by three warehouse recelpts, providing am:1.e
security ror their note. H. C. Peterson or any of his associates
are not checking on uncollected funds and no credit has been or
will be extended either directly or indirectly to pay obligations
held by the Chappell State Bank. The obligations of Walter W.
Peterson for feed lot and range cattle are adequately secured
and the bank will get the proceeds of any cattle sold.

In regard to electing a competent banker, acceptable to
you, this will take a little time and I do not feel like assuming
this responsibility alone and after talking to Mr. Akeson we
agreed that we woul3 notify our President, Mr. Carlson, who is
now in California and ask his to come home and set in on our
meeting when this action is taken. Mr. Carlson owns ten shares
and his son owns five and 1,e do not feel that we would be justi-
fied in taking any action of such a serious nature withaut at
least getting Mr. Carlson's sanction.

Sincerely yours,

Roy D. S7lith.
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MEMORANDUM

The queution of relationship between bank supervision

regulation and monetary credit control is covered in a way by

Mr. Harrison, beginning at page 46 of Part I, Hearings on S.

Res. 71, through the matter of rediscounting paper for member

banks, the proceeds of which are to be used for security

speculation, etc., which fact Mr. Glass contended the heserve

banks should know through the report:3 of their examiners.
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SOURCE: ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE, U.S. SECURITIES
(The Nat. City Bank of N.Y.)

Pages 30-31 (Feb. 1935)

* * * * *

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR BAD BANKING

Inasmuch as the banking business in this country has been regulated
by law, some share of the responsibilit, for its conduct must be shared
by the law-making and supervieory authorities. If the laws are such as
to subject the prudent and careful banker to the competition of rivals
whose methods are unsound, high standards of banking practice cannot be
mnintained. That something has been wrong with the banking system of
the United States may be inferred from the fact that although business
conditions in Canada have been quite similar to those in the UniteJ States,no bank failure has occurred in Canada during the depression. That theCanadian banks have not been able to protect the Canadian people from neeffects of a world-wide disorganization of business relations, is true, andit would be unreasonable to say they might have done so. It has meant muchfor business stability that bank depositors have hed unhampered command oftheir deposits to use as they desired. It has been a demonstration of soundbanking. The first obligation of banking is to the depositors, for withoutthem there would be nobanking.

(In this country, unfortunately, banking legislation became an upper-most subject in politics at a very early day, and from the first theinfluence of political discussion upon banking legislation was in favor ofmaking credit abundant and cheap, with a corresponding lack of emphasis uponquality. The State bank systems of the first 70 yeers of the netion'shistory were largely responsible for this. Their "wild-cat" currendiesaggravated the strain of every crisis and the effects of every depression.Under neither State bank nor National bank regimes did the banking businesshave an organization capable of effective control over the agLregate volumeof bank credit. The Federal Reserve system probably would have been ableto control the private demende for credit, but could not ignore the needsof the United States Government in a great War, and the war-time inflationwas responsible for the post-war inflation and all that happened.) Neitherthe econo,nic system, nor banking system, nor any conceivable monetary systemcan escape the effects of War.

NO QUESTION AS TO PUBLIC AUTHORITY

There is no question as to the authorit„, of the governments, Nationaland State, over the banking institutions chartered by them. The only ouestionis as to how the authority shall be exercised. it is embodied in part inlegislation of direct effect, in part in grants of authority to supervisoryofficials, and in the case of the National government, to an extensiveYsupervisory organizetion, the Federal Reserve system. (Pndoubtedly bankinghas suffered by the division of authority between the Stetes and FederalGovernment. It seems altogether desirable that the system shall be unified,and the .ederal Reserve plan contains the essentials of what is required.With all of the local communities throughout the country beinE served by 1 R3
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Pages 30-31 (contd.)

local bankers, nbturally of varying degrees of ability, training and
experience, the responsibility of supervision calls for an executive
organization possessed of a high order of ability, not only in the
ordinary meaning of that word, but technically qualified by knowledge of the
science and history of banking. The very fact that the functions of
banking are so intimately related to all business makes it desirable that the
administration shall be as far as possible removed from the political govern-

L ment and the contentions of political partie2. If the party in power should
be responsible for every fluctuation of prices, the banking administration
would be the issue in every election, and nothing could be more disturbing

fy to business.;)There is no reason for believing that government employes
would perform the banking functions more efficiently or economically than
they are being performed now.
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF RECENT CONFERENCE ON CALL REPORT STANDARDnATION

May 22-23, 1935, Nat. l'ress Bldg., Wash. D.C.

Mr. Folger:
Psge 6

It would be advisable if some arrangement could be made whereby
all statee could use report forms in agreement withthose of the Federal
agencies. This would enable the Comptroller to include in his annual
report to Congress satisfactory information with respect to banks
organized under the laws of the several ctates and territories.

* * * * * * * *

irst17
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF RECENT CONFERENCE ON CALL REPORT STANDARDIZATION
May 22-23, 1935, Nat. Press Building, Wash. D.C.

dr. Smead:
Page 6 

(Dans for information from banking institutions have increasedin recent years. The number of governmental offices interested inobtaining information from banking institutions has increased substan-tially in recent months. At the present time the Reconstruction FinanceCorporation, the Securities Exchange Commission, the Treasury Department,the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporationand the Federal Reserve Board are all asking for information, and recentlythe Department of Agriculture and the Federal Housing Administration haverequested us to obtain information for them. This has increased the workof the member banks considerably. Many of them resent quite vigorouslythe extra work that is placed upon them. Anything that can be accomplishedto bring about uniformity and simplification in obtaining the necessaryinformation will be a step in the right direction.)
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF RECENT CONFEFENCE ON CALL REPORT STANDARDIZATION
May 22-23, 103E, Nat. Press Bldg., Wash. D.C.

Mr. Wolfe, Phila. .
Page 33 

I told Mr. Fox that I thought we should have had a member of
the Internal Revenue Department present at this conference. The bank
examiner comes in and says, "Charge off this item." Then the field
examiner from the Internal Revenue Department examines our bank and
says, "Put the item back on the books -- it isn't a loss. You are between
the devil and the deep blue sea and as a result the average banker doesn't
have the respect he should have for the supervisor authorities. You
fellows in Washington should get your heads together on this matter.
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SOURCE: Proceedings of the New York State Bankers Association-1935

Address by Dr. H. Parker Willis, Prof. of Banking, Columbia University,
New York City--THE ECCLES BILL AND AFTER

PaAps124-125

* * * I turn, therefore, to Title II of the Eccles Bill, which
contains, hidden away in the middle of the measure, what one
would ordinarily expect to find at the beginning, namely, a
statement of purposes. Those purposes are, to stabilize busi-
ness, to mitigate cyclical fluctuations, to use the monetary
and banking resources of the country to bring about regular-
ity of business conditions, etc.

That is the result of what is called the "planned economy"
philosophy--a philosophy which England took up some years
ago and has now pretty positively abandoned, so far as it
relates to money and banking. It is the thought that a bank
is not a bank at all, but is en agency to be used by politicians
for the purpose of relieving business, or to stimulate this,
that or the other business, or to raise prices here, there or
everywhere. That is the confessed object of this bill. It is
certainly not a safe purpose for a central banking institution
to undertake.

I have heard, in various plsces, suggestions that the wording
of this paragraph should be altered in order to make it less
obnoxious. The only way you can render it less obnoxious
is to strike it out, and then to place the management of the
Reserve System in the hands of those who do not intend to
use the banking resources of this country for any purpose
other than that of maintaining serviceable, sound and safe
banks.

If you can do that, "all these things will be added unto
you." You do not mske business good by making banking
bad. There is no emergency policy, there is no need on the
part of business, that ever warrants the adoption of careless,
unsound or unliquid banking practice by deposit banks. So
I say, without hesitation, that this new proposed measure is
wide apart from the Federal Reserve System, for the purpose
of the Federal Reserve System was that of facilitating ex-
change and of enabling the largest amount of goods to be
transferred to consumers, whereas the purpose of this bill, as
self-confessed, is that of mitigating "fluctuations", of assis-
ing and planning the financial and economic system of the
country, and, generally speaking, of bringing about some new
distribution of wealth. IreriS
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Address by W. S. Elliott,
Proceedings of the

National Association of
Atlanta,

V. Pres., Bank of Canton, Ga.
34th Annual Convention
Supervisors of State Banks
November 1935

* * * * * * * * *

Future of State Banks

* * * * * * * * *

c 
Clash of Supervisions between state and Federal authorities may

resu t seriously to State banks and, unless properly handled, may turn

out to be the most dangerous weapon of the unificationists. Today \O

State member banks are making reports to three supervising agencies

and this week we are publishing a report of condition as called for by

the Federal Reserve Board, which is pr2ctically a duplicate of report

published a few weeks ago by direction of the State Banking department.
This is added expense and serves no us3ful purpose, but is made

mandatory by the Banking Act of 1935. Close cooperation is necessary

between Federal and State authorities to avoid useless duplication of

effort. Such cooperation, however, may turn out to be like that of

the lion and the lamb in the old fable, with the State authorities

taking the lamb's part in the performance)

* * * * * * * * *
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Address by H. B. Wells, Secretary,
Commission for Financial Institutions, Indiana

Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention
National Association of Supervisors of State Banks

Atlanta, November 1935

At the time of this Washington conference we fully expected to
have prepared the supgested forms so they might be submitted to you at
this time, but it required much more time than we had anticipated for
this machinery to function and it took longer to get the small committee
together. Most of the organizations involved moved quite deliberately
in selectinP representatives, they were all cautious what the committee
might do and felt the committee should be represented by persons that
would be adequately able to present the views of each group. The
smaller sub-committee has been working for six or eight weeks and think
they will be in a position to report to the standing committee soon,
and if agreement can be reached, the forms will be submitted promptly
to the entire conference, and if there adopted they will in turn be sub-
mitted to each of you and to the other supervisory authorities of the
country for consideration with the hope that all will see fit to adopt

et

them. When that time comes, I should like to suggest the desirabilit '
of your very careful consideration and adoption if at all possible. he
absurd present situation in which one institution may be called upo 0 4;

‘ make three or four different reports to as many different agencies for \

cl\°'identical purposes will not long be tolerated.) If call and dividendrerorts could be made uniform throughout the c6untry, it would save the
banks an enormous amount of time and effort. It would reduce tremendous13;-1
the irritation inherent in the making out of these reports. I feel con- I

,fident that the bankers of the country would accept it as a gesture of
cooperation on our part, and consider it a striking illustration of the
fact that we are most interested in fundamentals than in petty non-
essentials merely because they represent some individual quirk of
opinion or practice, as some of cur critics chargej

As important as this result would be, it would not be as important
as would be a demonstration of the fact that supervisory agencies of
this country can work cooperatively toward the accomplishment of desired
ends. (We may as well speak frankly within the privacy of this convention
and recognize the fact that unless we do cooperate for the purpose of
reducing the unnecessary irritations and duplications of our present
system, a reform movement will eventually arise which will eliminate us
all and consolidate supervisory functions of government, -Is they relate
to the banking business, into one central federal apency. Such a move
would not be made next year or the next, or perhaps not within the time
of our occupancy of office, but it would come eventually. If we can
eliminate duplication of effort in the making of reports, is it not
logical to assume that in time, through cooperation, we may be able to
eliminate other types of duplications yet retain our identity as super-
visory agencies? If we can do one, we can do the others.

30 ic.59
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One of the most serious of these duplications is that now found in
the making of examinations. In my opinion the bankers will not long
meekly accept our present examination procedure in which two or three
sets of examiners over-run the banks of a state for identical purposes,
even though under the jurisdiction of different authorities I believe
in our present dual system of banking and supervision, and elieve it
provides a necessary safeguard against excessive tyranny of control and
allows the proper differentiation on the Tart of banks to meet the
different economic conditions in various parts of the country. As
firmly as I believe that, however, I am just as firmly convinced that
this safeguard is purchased at too great a price if we continue to
duplicate effort unnecessarily. I do not have sufficient wisdom to
indicate all the changes needed. Many methods might be suggested and
a lot of them--I can think of a half dozen now--not because it is
materially unlike any other duplication of examining, but(ponsider the
state supervision and the FDIC supervision. Instead of having two
complete sets of examiners ranging over a single state for these two I)
bodies, they can and should get together. I don't think I agree
exactly withthe solution presented today. I think the FDIC station
should be in the state office and there should be some agreement between
them and the state examiner as to the type of examination. It could be
done quite as well by reversing the situation and have a state review
officer in the office of the FDIC and let them make the examination.)
I personally favor the state system of centralization, then the state
system would be all in one supervisory body, which would not be possible
if we allowed the FDIC to do the examining and we were to have a review
examiner only.

The really important thing at this stage is not the exact nature
of the program by which these unnecessary duplications of governmental
effort may be eliminated but a demonstration to the bankers and to the
public that we understand these problems and can solve them. If we do
the job ourselves, the interests of the state banks and state super-
vision can be protected, retaining the essential safeguards of state
chartering and authority. Let us, therefore, not overlook the
opportunity that will sometime be ours to demonstrate to bankers of
the nation and to the federal authorities that we, the state super-
visory officials of this country, know how to cooperate and that we are
in favor of an evolutionary program of modifications in our present
system to make it more workable and less cumbersome instead of a
revolutionary program of centralization in one body.
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Discussion on the Address of Mr. Wells

i Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention \\
ational Association of Supervisors of State Bank

Atlanta, November 1935 )..

L;urney P. Hood (North Carolina): It is rather surprisil to me, and
several other commissioners I have heard commented about it: you keep
tar.ing about duplication of examination. Cin North Carolina we haven't had
a single examination made in the banks in that state except a joint ex-
amination during the past two years. All the FDIC members are examined
at the same time by the examiners of both the FDIC and our department, and
that also applies to members of the Federal Reserve system, and there is
no duplicationj As I understand it, I was under the impression that con-
dition existed throughout this country. I've are in the Fifth Federal Re-
serve District.

H. B. Tells: Wouldn't you consider two sets of examiners going in
at the same time a duplicate examination?

Gurney P. Hood: They both make it, and sign the same report. For
instEnce, re examine a bank and it takes thirty men, we furnish fifteen
and the FDIC fifteen; if it takes five, re furnish three and they two;
and so on, and the report is mailed from our office and never sent to
the bank by the FDIC and never mailed to the bank through the Federal
Reserve agent. It is transmitted by us. Every call report made by the
Comptroller of Currency is made on blanks furnished by the FDIC and
they have furnished us those blanks without cost for the last several
calls, and the last letter I received was a letter suggesting they send

us the forms for the December call.

* * * * * * * * *

Gurney P. Hood: The reports are always mailed to our office.L.After
a report is transmitted to the bank, time is given for the directors of
the board to correct the criticisms in the bank, end then we send back

to that bank another examiner. He sits there until all the corrections
are made. We had one man sit for four months, and he raised that bank
from a number 4 bank to number 1. If he stays too long a time we charge
a slJpplementary examination fee, but we haven't charged that in eighteen
monthsf The money we save on stenographers for that ourpose and the
additfonal examiners we are saved for that purpose--in other words, it

takes six men to represent the FDIC and six for us, we would have to pay

for the twelve if we needed that many there, and we are saved that. Now

these four months cost several hundred dollars, and that bank was ready

to close up.

* * * * * * * * *

Gurney P. Hopd: They send two copies of the report to me, and if
the RFC is in it, they type that for them and any copies of the report
we need we get free of charge.

31
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J. G. Fry (Federal Reserve, Richinond): May I say when we receive

i an application for membership in the Federal Reserve ike do not make an
independent examination on that account, we arrange with the Commissioner

\

of that state to make that examination and it is a joint examination, and
we furnish him with copies of the report, and the bank examiner with a
copy of the report. We do not go in for the reason that we do not want
too many crews going into any bank in our district.

1:\

* * * * * * * *

(M. D. Brett (Mississippi): Mr. Wells, in Mississippi our banks pay
the entire cost of administration although they have tried, with the
cooperation of the department, to get the state to assume part of it
the same as the national government does, but just now the idea has
spread that there really is no need for a state department,whatever
because they are getting supervision now, aril without cost,! although--
and that is something I want to know: are they being relieved of the
cost now?

H. B. Wells: Of course they are not being relieved of the cost
b either the Federal Reserve or the FDIC, it comes out of the FDI funds.
think at the last call Mr. Fox said fourteen states were using the FDI

form, some of the fourteen were using that form as a make-shift until a
standard form was adopted to more nearly meet the reauiremeats of every-
body--the Federal Reserve, Comptroller, FDI and ourselves. We do have
a nucleus to go on. The FDI admits the present form is unsatisfactory
as a standard form and we may get some place. Our department is going
to use their report in deference to our banks, but it will be a make-
shift proposition. We are going to try to use it on the theory that
it is easier for the banks than to fill out two separate reports I
just want to make one word further on the mechanics: I believ 4e can--
it looks to me we could get this report form to you shortly after the
first of the year unless we run up against some snag we do not anticipate.
I am told some of the difficulties no longer exist, and if we can get
this to you early in the year; I don't know eAactly *hat kind of machinery
will have to be set up to get the adoption on our part. It may be neces-
sary to have three or four regional meetings and discuss the problems we
are not able to anticipate ourselves, but it won't come to you before the
first of the year. I think you have a simple proposition but let's see
whether or not it is possible for us to have a uniform call, dividend,
earning rerort forms--if we are able to do that maybe we can learn to
do some of these other things cooperatingly.

* * * * * * * * *

D. W. Bates (Iowa): I am somewhat astonished that there is so much
diff4nnce in the manner in which examinations are made. Oklahoma uses
one thing, North Carolina uses another; Wells uses everything in sight,
and kssissippi is doing something different. I think this meeting is
for our education, I think we ought to know if it is possible to ascer-
tain, what different methods are being used by the different states in
examinations with the FDIT7 Now, I will tell you the way I do it: in the

v

\\]
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first place, we agreed with the FDI to make joInt examinations and we
started it and made joint examinations some considerable time, and we
fowl,' it was costing more than we could afford. It would take a day and
a half longer than it would take our examiners to make an ordinary ex-
amination. A change in the supervising examiner made some difference.
vinally we made this arrangement with the FDI: they permitted us to
select the number of banks they were to ex',Lmine in the state for the
first six months and under our law re are not required to make any par-
ticular number of examination4,we are permitted to make one whenever
and wherever we want to and I do not think there is a bank in the
country that ouaht not to be examined twice a year, I think every bank
should be examined twice each year. So we made this arrangement with
them: we divided and selected the banks they would go into the first
six months, and we took the remainder, with the exception of the Federal
Reserve members and three large banks. In these banks we made joint
examinations, the Federal sending one examiner there as they always have
done, and that has worked out very fine with the exception they will not
quite cover their territory in the six months period, they will be short
penty banks in making their examination of the banks for the full year.
'We do not use their reports and they do not make our reports; they use
their own rerorts and we use ours. Two c-Ties of their reports are
sent to our office, and they do not make any comments attached to the
reports they send us, they make their comments end criticisms and

J classifications and send that personally to me. They do not correspond
!with the banks at all; all the correspondence they dR they send through
us and we transmit it to the bank on our letterhead‘MNow, I don't see

ihow, if you are going to use the FDI blanks and not your own, if youare going to do that why not let the FDI make the examination--what is
the difference? I can't see any. We have no triuble with the FDI,
they have cooperated with us 100% (I don't like that "100% expression

, but I'll use it). We have hal perfect harmony with these agencies and

i get along fine, but I think every bank should be examined twice a year.
(7the representative of the FDI has sat in meetings and told Wells to his

ace that they would not take our examinations but say we may take
theirs if we want to take them. If I am going to be responsible for
the banks in Iowa I want men whom I know, who know the value of the ‘()

V
\ assPts of the institution, to examine them and report and show me the

condition of the bank, but I do not want some fellow frou South Carolina
to tell me what the assets in Iowa are worth. I think that .there is no
escape from the fact that you can never get by making two separate ex-
aminations if you are going to run a banking department and know what it
is and have the banks under your control and supervision, and if we are
going to leave that supervision to the others, let's relieve the banks
of the expense and let the banks pay assessments to the membership of
the FDI.)

Delegate: Is there any great difference between your form of re-
port and the FDIC report of examination?

D. W. Bates: There is a vast difference so far as statistics are
concerned, and a lot of duplication in these retorts.

Delegate: As far as classification of assets is concerned, is there
any difference?

1
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D. t. Bates: Not in the examinations made by men with experience
and judgment who know how to examine a bank. Let me give you an illustra-
tion: a man was sent into the state and 7:,t in the real estate morteage
department and was examining the record and said "What does the 'NI Sec
1517' mean?" I think if he 'doesn't know what that means he doesn't know
how to examine a bank.

J. D. Hospelhorn (Maryland): I think we in Maryland have harmonious
relations with the FDI and likewise with Mr. Fry representing the Federal

oReserve. Our law reauires that we make two examinations a year.( At the
\ last session of the legislature an act was passed which permitted us to

accept the FDI examination if we saw fit to do so. The arrangement we
have made with our insurance corporation supervisor who works at Richmon
is this: we segregate the institutions into two parts, the first six
months of the year it will take half of the institutions and examine them
and in each examination we send a senior examiner and saaetimes two or
three assistants, and he is charged in concurring with the appraisal of
the assets of that institution and the report itself is compiled by the
FDI examiner. Before the report is submitted to the Richmond agency to
be typed by their department, it is sent to our examiner and he reads
the report from "a to izm" and if he does not concur he is charged with
the responsibility of not signing it; if he does and there is a difference
of opinion by reason of the valuation placed on assets by the corporation
examiner, he sets forth the difference of opinion in a letter which is
made a part of the report.) When the report is typed, two copies come /
back with a letter of suggestions to our department and any regulatory
powers to go out from our office to the bank with a copy of the report.
The other examination which we make is made by our examiners only and
compiled on our forms and we send a copy or that examination report to
the Corporation. In connection with Mr. Fry's examination, his examiners
always join in the examination of member banks, one examination his ex-
aminers compile and the other is by our examiner. So far, I am satisfied
with these two examinations we get a clear picture of our banking in-
stitutions.

* * * * * * * * *

M. D. Brett (Mississippi): (In our state it has been the custor
the FDIC examiners, when examining separately or jointly, that when an
examination is finished that they call the directors in and talk to
them about the various objectionable items, charge offs, etc., and re- y0
duce it to writing and have the board of directors sign the letter and
make it a part of their report. Our state examiners do not do this but
leave matters needing attention to our office by correspondence or other-
wise. The effect of the FDIC procedure, we have found in a few instances
is to create in the minds of the directors, rhen re make reauirements
based on aur examiners reports, that we are wrong; that those things
mentioned in their letter to the FDIC taken by its examiners at the end
of the examination is all that should be done. This action tends to make
it difficult to accomplish things which occur to us should be rectified or
corrected.) I believe that both reports should be left open for the
supervising authorities to form the conclusions and transmit them back
to the directors. I would like to inquire if that is the procedure on
FDIC examinations made in other states represented here?
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S. H. Squire (Ohio): As far as Ohio is concerned, we have arranged
a program with the FDIC and Federal Reserve of joint examinations, and
the FDIC never makes its appearance or appears before the board of di-
rectors. All the recuirempts are up to the Chief Examiner and a letter
goes from our department. Crhe law permits us to exchange information
with the FDIC and also take one of their examinations, but the responsi-
bility of aupervision of banks IA Ohio is on the departmeat and we are tp
going to examine twice a year. We feel it necessary to have the VDassistance of the FDIC and have as many joint examinations as possible--
75% are joint examinations. We generally send in a whole crowd in the
large banks--we put 175 men in one bank and had to take all the examiners
possible. It hasn't slowed up the work, I have been quite surprised
to hear a number of you say 4' at joint examinations take longer, but
that isn't true in our case. I think another very fworable situation
is that, fortunately, the heat of the FDIC for the Federal Reserve area
in our district is located at Columbus and every Friday morning we meet
with the chief exaffliner of the FDIC and we sit around the table and re-
view these matters--we get their viewpoint and they get our viewpoint,
and we find it very valuable indeed. I could not subscribe to our
adopting the FDIC report--we are looking out from a supervisory angle
and they have, by reason of the Treasury, plenty of information to get,
and go into statistics, percentages, %nd every report has a five year
history of the bank and many thing we know but do not require, and we
could not spend the time to get it- as far as the published reports are
concerned there is only one sensib e way, and no reason why one report
should not be satisfactory to all the acencies who supervise banks,
and the same is true of the report of earnings and dividends. I am
hopeful this committee can bring about the consolidated agreement of
the agencies for one report and save the bankers the bother of making
different reports that are non-essential.

M. D. Brett: The gentleman does not understand my question. As
far as possible re have conducted exam'nations on a joint program with
the FDIC this year, and this has been accomplished except in a very few
cases. However, it so hapoened thlt we have a bank that the FDIC and
our departaient did not examine jointly.bie examined the bank in the
spring and determined losses in certain accounts and charged them up
at those figures and have kept the files open and have been continuously
on the bank to get the losses defined or eliminated; at the time the
lines were questioned our estimate was that it would take all the

Vprofits this year and maybe some surplus. Not so long ago the FDIC \O
examined the bank and, following the nrocedure of criticism to the
board of directors, had the board write and sign a letter to the Board
of Directors of the FDIC which, among other things covered, Tas the
probable loss in that certain account that we were still working on,
but the loss was estimated to be considerably less than that we had
placed on it. The bank probably has the idea that the FDIC agrees that
its loss is less than that determined by us and will probably stand
out for that figure as against the one placed on the account by us.
The bank will no doubt want to pay a dividend this year, in fact indi-
cated it in the FDIC letter mentioned, but under the law giving
authority over dividends to the State Comptroller, based on losses
determined by our examination, we had concluded that if a request for

I//-%
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permission to pay dividends was made it would probably be denied) in the
letter to the FDIC the examiner brings up the question of not paying
dividends and indicates a discussion with the directors,and the direc-
tors in the letter insist that it is the best policy for the bank that
the dividend be paid. If we are correct in our conclusions, the divi-
dend is not justified and cannot be paid, yet if the figures expressed
in the letter taken by the FDIC examiners are correct, then it is
probable that a dividend mi7ht be justified. Assuming that we still
have the same idea about the loss and request is made for permission to
pay a dividend, it will probably be denied, and then we will be met
with the assertion that the FDIC examiner did not believe the apr,arent
loss to be as great as we did, and they ought to be granted the per-
mission. The figures used in the line as an apparent loss by the FDIC
examiners are just about one-half of those of our idea, so you can see
that one or the other is just about half way right.

1:::y cordial, and in a large part of the joint examinations and reports

if there was any difference and transmit it to the bank through the
State Department as it in the main does.

into the two departments wide open with examiners' suggestions and con-
they concur, and for this reason I think that the reports should come

clusions, whereupon the surervisors could then reconcile their ideas

The relations between our examiners and FDIC examiners have been

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Walter Griffith (Oklahoma): I might suggest that also the report
set out how the FDIC in each particular state is handlini7 the thing.
From the various comments, the FDIC is not in accord in every instance
as to the way things are being done.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

IV
A
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Address by Leo T. Crowley, Chairman, F. D. I. C.

Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention

National Association of Supervisors of State Banks

Atlanta, November 1935

* * * * * * I must say that with very few exceptions we have had

wonderful cooperation from the state commissioners. I appreciate th'It

with the new regulations in this law it brought back to the minds of

many of you that we are going to take away from you the right of super-

vision. I assure you there is no intention on our part, but on the

other hand, I know you realize we are carrying such tremendous \1
responsibility with so many banks in the country that we could not let

the banks be supervised by the forty-eight states or the nine super-

visory agencies and in any way protect ourselves. * * * * * * * * *

.0)
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Address by R. E. Reichert, President,

National Association of Supervisors of State Banks
34th Annual Convention, Atlanta, November 1935

* * * * * * * * *

(7 ,

t-- Also, the advent of theset,Agencies has brought dual supervision and
dual authority, and because these Agencies have to be operated by humans,
such operations are subject to all of the human frailties that go with
problems where dual operations, dual authority and dual supervision oc-
aur. It is not surprising that misunderstandings have at times crept iriE
In my own experience with these Agencies, I have always received every
consideration. Our problems have at all times received sympathetic
attention and every courtesy has always been extended to me. We must
recognize that when responsibilities are placed upon these men who have
the safety of these organizations in their charge, they are just as
anxious as we are that their duty and obligation to those whom they are
called upon to serve be faithfully and diligently discharged.

You will have presented to you in one of your sessions a rerort and
discussion by the Chairman of the Committee on Uniform Reports represent-
ing this Organization. This Committee has spent considerable time in

Vworking with Federal Agencies and with Committees from the American
Bankers' Association and the Reserve Bankers Association in order to
unify and minimize required reports, and to get away from the multitudinous
duplication that at present exists. Their activity and their investiga-

/ tion not only deals with reports, but with examindtions as well. I be-
lieve that we all realize that we must get away from this duplication of
effort and try through cooperation to unify our efforts.

(At present, the individual bank is, in many instances, subject to
altogether too many examinations and is called upon to make out altogether
too many different forms of rel'orts. With this in mind, your Committee
has been working with these Agencies and with Committees representing
those other organizations, to agree upon a uniform method of operation,
and report to their respective organizations. There are iastances where A
banks were examined by your own staff, only to be followed by a staff ,1-9
representing another Agency, who in turn were followed by a third, and '
so on. 'his is not only expensive, but is inefficient and cannot help
but tend to undermine the morale of the working force as well :ts the
officers of these institutions.)

The present method of operation is not only disturbing to these in-
stitutions, but is entirely too costly during a period of restricted

&j 
earnings. Every effort should be made to unify the examlnations and
reports and to minimize the expense in the interest of economy, not,
however, neglecting safety.

* * * * * * * * *

1 YA.,fr

1 V
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SOURCE: Proceedings of the New York State Bankers Association-1935

An address by Hon. Wm. R. White, Deputy Supt. of Banks and Counsel
of the Banking Department—THE BANKERS' CONCERN WITH LEGISLATION

PaKes 85-86-87-88-89

**From 1918 to 1933, the number of conditions to be complied with
by New York applicants for membership was increased from two
to approximately fifteen, but no other important changes took
place, relating to the supervision of State member banks by the
Federal Reserve System, until 1933.

It is unnecessary for me to discuss with you the Banking
Act of 1933. The numerous respects in which it seeks to
regulate and provide for the supervision of banking are gen-
erally familiar to you. You will recall that it prohibits cer-
tain affiliations of member banks with organizations engaged
in selling securities; that it restricts bank officers and direc-
tors in their relationships with such organizations; and that
it makes provision whereby for cause an officer or director
of a member bank may be removed from officeily the Federal
Reserve Board. * * * * It is through thig-gigantic agency that
practically all the commercial banking in the nation has been

A
subjected to feder ;Ir. It is true that at the present
time the Corporatio fas rather limited powers of supervision,
but that matter is one which is receiving prompt attention.
If the proposed Banking Act of 1935 becomes law, the Corpora-
tion, in addition to its power to make examinations of insured
banks, will also have authority to require periodic reports;
approve or disapprove capital reductions and mergers of
insured banks; fix maximum interest rates paid by non-member
insured banks; and after hearing and for cause, deprive any
bank of deposit insurance. What the next step of the national
government will be toward centralizing control over the
business of banking remains to be seen. You may contend that
the process will be complete with the encctment of the
proposed Banking Act of 1935. In any event, it may be noted
in passing, that less than three years ago, counsel for the
Federal Reserve Board rendered an opinion to the effectthat
Congress has ample power to adopt legislation, the effect of
which would be to confine the business of commercial banking
to corporations organized and operated pursuant to federal
law.

In these days, when there is so much discussion concerning
the power of Congress to legislate with respect to various
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Address by Hon. Wm. R. White (contd.)

subjects, it is interesting to note that the vast development
by which the arm of the Federal Government has been and
continues to be extended over the field of banking has oc-
curred and continues to expand, notwithstanding the fact
that the enumerated powers contained in the Federal Consti-
tution make no mention of the power to establish banks or
regulate the business of banking.

(Without attempting either to commend or criticize this
centralization of bank regulation, I refer to it because it has
tended to create a piece-meal pattern which the states are

V/presumed to recognize, in the formation of their own bankinglaws and policies. And whether the State likes it or not, it
is compelled by practical considerations, if no other, to keep
pace with the federal development. Valether the State likes
Federal Deposit Insurance or not, is beside the point. It can-
not afford to prevent its banks from obtaining such insurance
if they so desire. So it is with banking laws generally. If

the State refuses or neglects to analyze its banking acts in the
light of federal statutes, it is likely to subject its own insti-
tutions to disastrous, conflicting recuirements or deprive them
of some benefit made available by Congress. The same is
true of the State's policies with respect to examinations and
supervision. Unless the State and the Federal Government
succeed in maintaining complete cooperation and coordina-
tion aE respects such matters, the banker will find himself
in an unbearable position0

(This State has gone far in an effort to cooperate with the
Federal Government in banking matters. It is willing to con- I 00
tinue to cooperate, but not to abdicate its position with
respect to its own institutions.) uver a long period of years,
extending tmxitimmixiRztitmiimon far back, beyond the time when
national banking laws existed, New York was supervising its banks under
a law which later was considered good enough to be used as a
model in framing the National Bank Act. New York's system of
bank supervision will stand comparison with thebest in the
nation. The federal agencies can do no better than to accept
her examinations, thereby relieving the banks of the burden
of unnecessary examinations and furthering the cause of co-
operation, as between the state and the national government.

A measure of great importance is the one which clarifies
and enlarges the powers of the Banking Board. By this act,
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Address by Hon. Wm. R. White (Contd.)

the Board was given specific authority to fix maximum inter-
est rates to be paid on bank deposits. (It is only in recent
years that the importance of providing authority to control
interest disbursements has been realized. The Banking Act
of 1933 vested such authority in the Federal Reserve Board
with respect to member institutions.

The fact that such power was conferred upon the Federal
Reserve Board made it doubly important that corresponding
authority be placed in the Banking Board, in order that uni-
aim rates in this State could be maintained as between mem-
er and non-member institutions. )In the entire field of
banking, no subject is of greater importance than that of
interest paid on deposits. Many of the difficulties which have
been experienced during the past few years are directly trace-
able to competition in the payment of interest, for in order
to maintain high rates, the banks found it necessary to invest
in high-yeild securities, many of which were the first to
crumble when the depression set in. The power of the Bank-
ing Board to fix maximum rates is particularly effective,
since rates prescribed for state banks are also applicable to
national banks because of a provision in the National Act,
to the effect that such banks may not pay a rate of interest
in excess of that permitted to be paid by the law of the state
in which they are located, on similar deposits in state banks.
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SOURCE: 327. PUBLICITY ACTIVITIES - F.R. BANK, MINNEAPOLIS

Mr. Puton's letter of aay 11, 1935.

* * * * * * * * * *

(report of Harry Yaeger)
This reporlialso again introduces the question of simultaneous

examinations on the part of those different agencies to which a Etate
bank is subject to examination. This would seem to be a simple thing
to arrange, and I think the examination department of the Federal Re-
serve Banks, the FDIC, the RFC and the State Banking Commissioners
would well cooperate in this regard without harm to themselves and to
the advantage of the banks.

1"55
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SOURCE: THE MISSISSIPPI BANKLR ,iiay 1935

ADDRESS OF M. D. BRETT, State Comptroller, Dept. of bank Supervision

* * * * * * *

Page 31

On account of confusion resulting from various rulings and
interpretations on deposits, interest paid thereon and withdrawals,
emanating from the Federal Reserve Banks, the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation and our State Department, to the end that this may
be eliminated, this Department has made an exhaustive study of the
rulings and interpretations of the Federal Reserve Banks, which
cover all members of the Federal Reserve System and National Banks,
known as Regulation "Q", Regulations "B" & "C" of the Iederal Deposit
Insurance Corporation and previous rulings of this department, prior
to January 1st, 1935, and has sought by appropriate rulings and regula-
tions to bring together these rulings and regulations and interpretations
thereon by the various agencies having to do with bank supervision. This
should be of much assistance in preventing Asunderstandings and conflict-
ing interpretations in the enforcement of rules governing deposits,
interest payments thereon and withdrawals.

Page 35 

,pince 1914, or for more than twenty years, our banks have been making
a report known as "Report of Earnings, Expense and Dividends". With
the coming of the F.D.I.C. this same report was among those required by
it, except in a slightly different form and broken down more extensively,
thus necessitating the making of tv,o complete reports, in different form
but containing the same information. When put to use this is a very
valuable report and immediately our department adopted the F.D.I.C. form
and when the information is compiled it will serve to complete both
reports, with resultant savings in time to youtj After much tracing
this report was finally obtained from ever bank and in due time analysis
of the earnings, expense, etc., of every State bank es against various
items proper in an analysis will be made and we should be able to point out
to eEch bank where it made and lost money and the percentage of distribution
of expense to each item and try to point out to each bank where it can
improve its earning capacity. We desired to extend this facility to
National banks as well in order to get a complete picture of banking
operations in Mississippi, but some did not furnish this reiort, hence any
conclusions will not cover the whole banking structure, but, be glad
to make the analysis for those who did send in the report. * * *

Y
0
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Address by Clarence C. Carlton, Secretary,

Motor Wheel Corporation, Lansing
49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935

(Michigan Investor, July 13, 1935)

* * * * * * * *

Franklin D. Roosevelt, when governor of New York only five years ago,
speaking on State's Rights, cited such "vital problems" as public

utilities, banks, insurance, business, agriculture, education, social
welfare, "and a dozen other important features," in which the then

governor said, "Washington must not be encouraged to interfere."

"It was clear to the framers of our Constitution," Mr. Roosevelt

said, "that the greatest possible liberty of self-government must be
given to each state, and that any national administration attempting

to make laws for the whole nation would inevitably result at some future
time in a dissolution of the Union itself." Mr. Roosevelt further de-

clared: "The doctrine of regulation and legislation by 'master minds' in
whose judgment and will all the people may gladly and quietly acquiesce,
has been too glaringly apparent at Washington during these last ten

years. Were it rossible to find 'master minds' so unselfish, so willing

to decide unhesitatingly against their own personal interests or private

prejudices; men almost Godlike in their ability to hold the scales of

justice with an even hand--such a government might be to the interests

of the country, but there are none such on our political horizon and we
cannot expect complete reversal of all teachings or history."

"0 Mighty Caesar: Dost thou lie so low?" "0, what fall was there,
my countrymen:"

* * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS NEW JhEbLY BANKEEE ASSOCI1TION-May 23,24,25,-1935

ADDRESS by HON. CARL K. ZITHETS, Commiseioner of Banking and Ineurence,
Trenton

Page 133

In the matter of dual examinations which your President has
mentioned this evening, now the bane of practical:4 every
banker's existence, several conferences have already been held
in each Federal Reserve District looking to the re-establishment
of some sort of a closer cooperation and co-ordination between
State and Federal agencies. It is earnestly to be hoped that
these conferences will be productive of favorable results, for I
am well aware of the confusion that presently exists, not elone
among the various classes of our State Institutions, but as well
in the morale of our own examining forces. At the present
time, as most of you know, there are four different agencies hav-
ing the right to examine the various classes of banking institu-
tions in our State, each using a different yardstick but all ap-
parently (and may I add perenthetically, we hope) with the
same objective, to keep the banks within our borders in a sound
condition. Certainly there cannot continue such a wide diver-
gency of opinion, or dictum, as to what constitutes a sound
banking institution and sooner or later there must come a meet-
ing of the minds if the present confusion is to be eliminated, or
elFe--(Appleuee)

-V
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EXCERPTS FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

SECREMRY OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF

ACCOUNTANTS 

(Fiscal Year 1935 -- 1936)

A committee newly created tais year, the special committee on

savings and loan acccounts, illustrates the -Vpe of service which

the Institute often is able to render the profession, in this case

particularly the individual practitioners of accountancy and small

firms. Word was received early in the spring that the Federal

Home Loan Bank Board was encouraging savings and loan associations

insured by the federal government to dispense with independent audits

of their accounts, in view of the fact that examinations were required

bi the board's examining division in any case. A comiaittee of the

Institute was appointed to deal with the matter, and the secretary

arranged a conference at Washington with a member of the Federal Home

Loan Bank Board, its chief examiner and other representatives. The

conference brought out the fact thz..t the board had no desire to extend

the work of its examining division, but.that there were shortcomings

in many of the audit reports submitted to it over the names of certified

public accountants. It was therefore suggested that the Institute's

comaittee collaborate with the board in development of a program of

audit and accountant's certificate appropriate to examinations of savings

and loan accounts, which would meet the board's requirements and could be

referred to the profession by the Institute through the state societies.

This work is now going forward and there is every indication that it

will have a successful conclusion.
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Address by L. A. Andrew, Iowa

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
55rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * * * *

The future of the Unit Bank is a very interesting study. Many rho
have given considerable thought to the future of banking in the United
States have come to the conclusion that so called commercial banking will
be, in the future, entirely separated from savings, investment, and trust
company banking. The main argument, of course, is that commercial bank
deposits must be kept much more liquid in the future than they have been
in the past, and that men trained in each particular branch of banking
should be in charge and manage the separate units, each kept distinct
from their particular line of business. Such a theory may be all right
in our larger cities, but the successful unit bank of the so called
country town in the future must be a combination of the three, as it
has been in the past, only henceforth it is going to require a higher
degree of management to operate sach a bank.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Bank examinations, to be
effective, must be made by experienced men, free from political influence.
It is to be regretted that our National Department is so bound up with
politics. This is true, in a lesser degree, of many State Departments.
The greatest danger in the unification of banking idea is the putting
of the entire control of the banks in this cauntry into a political
bureaucracy in Washington. We will never have proper banking supervision,
national or state, until it is taken entirely away from political in-
fluence. The Comptroller of the Currency should be selected by a non-
partisan graup of outstanding bankers, similar to the Federal Reserve
Advisory Council without the ccnsent of the Senate. Commissioners of
Banking in the different states should be selected in a similar manner ')r5
and without the approval of any political body. I am firmly of the be-
lief that if you could get to the inside of the supervising trouble in
this country you would find that probably 75% of it was caused by improper
political influence in one way or another.

* * * * * * * *

, Tie are very sure that our banking laws must continue to be strengthened
in every particular if we are to do away with radical proposals. Many of
our states have stronger banking laws today than the Government. Such
legislation should be more uniform. There should be established in every
state a non-partisan Banking Board, with the power to approve all appoint-
ments in the Department; limit the amount of interest that may be paid;
remove incompetent officers; and set up rigid restrictions for the purchase
of bonds and other investmentss) Probably the most important of all, how-
ever, Is the entire removal from politics of banking supervision and bank
examinations. That is the greatest danger in the National Banking Depart-
ment today; witness the removal of a Chief National Bank Examiner through
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the political interference of senators, end this is only one of thousands
of similar cases where this kind of influence dominates the appointment
of the supervising and the examining personnel.

* * * * * * * *

It is not necessary to have guaranty of bank deposits to make the
customers' money safe. It is necessary to have better banks, which
means better management, and this can be brought about by the change in
the banking law and some of the fundamentals of banking practice which
have been perverted during the past generation.

* * * * * * * *
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"Liquidity and Solvency of National Banks, 1923-33"
By George W. Edwards

From The Journal of Business of University of Chicago,
April 1934

* * * * * * * *

From this analysis it would therefore seem that the failures of
country banks in the depression were due not so much to illiquidity
or inadequacy of reserves, as to insolvency or insufficiency of net
capital funds. The remedy in the future lies in the maintenance of a
sufficient proportion of net capital to shrinkable assets particularly

securities other than United States governments. This relation can
be effected through both private policy and public regulation. The
banks themselves dhould at all times restrict the variable factor of
their security investment accaunt within a reasonable relationship
to the more constant factor of their net capital. Present legislation
on bank capitalization generally fixes the amount in relation to the
population of the place where the bank is located. However, a bank

in a small locality may well hold more securities than an institution
in a large city, and the former is legally permitted to have a small
undercapitalization in relation to shrinkable assets, particularly
securities other than United States governments, as a fundamental
cause of bank failures, and consequently change the basis of minimum
capitalization from that of population of the locality to the amount
of shrinkable assets, particularly securities.

e•trtao
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Discussion on Address by L. A. Andrew
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

(Elmer A. Benson (Minnesota): I have noticed throughout the discus-
sion the last two days a continual mention of the fact that state super-
visors should be divorced from politics and Mr. Andrew again mentioned
it in his remarks. It seems to me that a group of people, most of whom
are appointed through some political influence or another--that we have
a great deal of disrespect for that system. Personally, am at a loss
to understand how you would elect or appoint state supervisors if not
through some political machinery. I have noticed, for instance, the
selection of a state secretary of the Bankers Association--supposed to
be non-political, but in our state at least election is made on a
partisan basis, and certainly the State Secretary of the Bankers Asso-
ciation is that way, and they are not always made in too scrupulous a
way either. (I say that with entire respect for the secretaries we have
had and now have. In Minnesota we have a lot of respect for the Com-
missioners we have had in the past, and they were selected on a partisan
political basis and I for one at least would rather put the appointment
of State Supervisors in the hands of the Governor of Minnesota, be he
Republican, Democrat, Farm Labor or what not, than I would place it in
the hands of a group of conniving bankers, for if politicians are con-
nivers, certainly bankers are. I disapprove of the attitude of many
who have spoken here abaut the disrespect for the manner in which most
of us are selected. I would like someone else to make a remark about
that.)

Mr. Andrew: I was politically appointed myself, end had three ap-
pointments from two Governors. At first I was selected by the State
Association. The Governor asked the Association to suggest the Super-
intendent of Banking and they proposed my name. Mr. Love was appointed
by the bankers of his state, and his salary is very much more liberal
than a political appointee. I haven't any argument with you as regards
the number of very fine gentlemen who have been selected, and done a
great work by political appointment, but you and myself, we have been
hampered in our work. I was, I can truthfully say, and you no doubt have
had moments when you were effected by political influence or at least
someone tried to put over some stuff to you, and that may happen any
time you are appointed through political influence. Of course, the same
thing might be said of any appointment--you are under that influence more
or less. I know the only bank I ever chartered and was sorry for after,
was the result of direct influence. I refused many charters during my
term of office, and granted only 21 and one of these 21 was, unfortunately
brought about by political influence.
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The country has been very fortunate in securing such high grade
men by political appointment. It has been my thought it could be improved
in the personnel. I have sat in Washington in the Comptroller's office
and heard Senators who called on the telephone, and decisions were re-
versed over that desk, and the Comptroller said to me: "That is what we
are up against". It is just the same in the different states, but how
to better it? In the different states a great many Governors ask the
State Association to propose th7e or four names to him. That has been
done in our state several times.)

Edw J Barrett (Illinois): My position is perhaps different. I •A
am a public official elected by the people as Auditor of the Public Ac-,,,,f/t7-0.....1
counts and directly charged with the supervision of banks, building and
loan, credit unions, trust companies, etc. The Bankers Association of 10'1`"'
our state attempted to introduce a bill appointing a Banking Commissioner '
who in turn would appoint a Bank Supervisor, and I vigorously fought that
bill and defeated it in the subcommittee, the committee, and also on the
floor of the legislature. I contend that I am answerable to the public
in general for the condition of the banks of my state. I may be classed
as a politicial9but I have always felt, in so far as political line-ups
are concerned, that when a man is elected to office he is not elected
by a thousand or ten thousand votes or he doesn't lose by a thousand or
ten thousand votes. And if I had to offend any group of individuals
because they wanted something done impractical, I would offend them
because I always and still do feel that my conduct of that office is
answerable to the public. 017hat I did recommend at the time was that
stress should be laid not upon the supervisor or how he could be selected
as the previous gentleman stated, but I stated the examiners should be

Ck- 
made Civil Service employees and should be placed upon some sort of a
pension basis, so the Supervisor doesn't have to go out looking for men
that are capable examiners. You can secure good men if they know they

\ aren't going to have the job for two or three years and then when senti-
ment changes be out because the new Superintendent will put in his own
men. Furthermore, they have some incentive to work for the fUture, such
as a pension.)

I think one of the greatest evils there is, is any Commissioner dic-
tating the policies of how a Supervisor of the state should examine his
banks, and I know when my term of office is up I can go back to the
public, and if I have done the wrong thing they are going to tell me
plenty, and if I am right they will tell me that. That is also true
where the Governor has power to appoint supervisors of these banks--he
is accountable to the public and if the banking structure should col-
lapse or there is anything to cast reflection on the administration, he
is guilty. Surely he is responsible for the conduct in that office.
I am not in favor of any attempt made by the Bankers Association to
dictate policies or how the banks should be conducted.
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(J. S Love (Mississippi): (This is a rather interesting subject for
the Superintendent of Banks from Mississippi. The Governor's method of
selecting seems to have been different in our state from any state in
the Union. Of course, the selection of the Superintendent of Banks by

wrong man selected, practicing favoritism--whether that has been the 11,16

the bankers themselves has its faults. If he perchance should be the

case, the record will stand for itself. The real trouble about the
Governor selecting the Superintendent of Banks is this: the Governor's
term of office is only four years, and some Governors' terms are less
than four years and alwaysOthe records show, within the exception, the

I majority rule is when a Governor goes into office he appoints or reap->
.1, points his friends. If a Democrat goes into office and a Republican,
\' proceeds him, naturally they appoint a new Superintendent of Banks. (My

plea is for a longer term of office for the Superintendent of Banks.
Anyone here can't help but having the highest regard for the men, their
ability and capabilities, their interest and integrities. We who have
come to this Association Convention for years and years have learned to

IN appreciate them and love them. It has been one of the greatest pleasures
s‘ of my life during the last ten or twelve years to have the privilege of

this association with you mens) A strange thing to say is that there are
only two men on this floor today as Bank Commissioners (with the exception
of one or two honorary members), who were bank commissioners ten years
ago. I submit, it would take any man, no matter how capable you are,
to really get into your office and function as you should within two
years. It takes a longer time to train yourself into being a proper
bank commissioner, and my plea has been always for a longer tenure of
office for the bank commissioner, and if he is selected by the Governor
the chances are you are a "four-year" man and you can't really become a
good bank Commissioner in four years. (Most of you are from larger
states, supervising more than a thousand banks, and it is impossible to
know the banks, their management, the class of loans they take, within
a short period of time. You are really only beginning to get efficient
when your term expirest) Most Governors select good men, as proven here
today, but it is often used by politicians to hamper you in your work.
What keeps a Governor from saying "I will appoint you, but I want you
to take care of this man and that man for a job". These men may not be
experienced office men or examiners, and what are you going to say? If
you don't want the job you would say, "I'm sorry, but if I go into this
office I want to be untrammeled". But, at the same time, there are many
men looking for jobs and in order to secure the jobs for themselves they
put in inexperienced men at the request of someone else.

There are many good features connected with appointments, but my
principal plea is that we need longer service in the office of the bank
commissioner. As to the method of correcting the matter, I think from
what I have heard on this floor that the best way is through a board.
Some of the states are operating through a board at this time. Our
state isn't operating in that way. Mr. Broderick says in New York the
board has been of invaluable assistance to him, relieving him of many
responsibilities, and it seems to me a board of three or five men--if
three, two appointed by the Governor and one by the bankers, to suggest
a Bank Commissioner and even perhaps pass on the qualifications of the
examiners, a board non-political in its make-up, would be a splendid
answer to the problem we now have. I really would like to hear from
some of the commissioners who have had experience with a board because
that is the real sensible manner of handling it.Digitized for FRASER 
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Edw. J. Barrett (Illinois): (I would like to say a few more words:
At the time I assumed office, three or four days later two cities de-
clared a banking moratorium and I immediately sent my examiners down
there and took possession of the banks, and the mayors of the respective
cities then declared the moratorium off and the banks were ready to
reopen, and I politely told them the banks had suspended themselves and
any day a bank refused to open for banking business it had suspended, and
that no bank was going to reopen until after I had made an examination
and found it in a solvent condition, and I faught that with the Governor,
the legislature and everyone else until the National moratorium. Then
the Bankers Association sneered and asked me what I was going to do and
I told them I wamnit wavering one bit. that no bank would reopen until
it reopened on a solvent basis and not until an examination was made
that disclosed it was in a solvent condition. I don't care what may be
the sentiment of the Governor or the Association, they should not
dictate policies to CommissioneTs or Supervisors directly charged with
the supervision of these banks.) I think that should be left entirely
with the individual, whether appointed by the Governor or not, and he
is responsible to them for every action and they in turn are responsible
to the public.

* * * * * * * *

\pan Diefendorf (Idaho): (I just want to compliment Mr. Andrew. With
my experience in banking and business I have given this unit bank a good
deal of thought, and I thaught his was a master paper and I believe
covered every phase from the ground up and was so good I can't see there
is much to be said.) We know everything is politics--in the church, the
lodge and everywhere else. We always select friends and those acquainted
who harmonize with aur thought.) I have always had in my mind the deposit
corporation who guaranteed these deposits is the one more vitally in-
terested in the management of the banks, and I suggested they had the
privilege of appointing the chief examiner to work with me, and we have
made examinations and the chief examiner and I would decide as to the
proper management of the bank and proper examiners. If they are going
to guarantee the deposits, they are vitally interested.

* * * * * * * *

cfv
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"Rank Statements and the Public"

By L. Douglas Meredith
From The Journal of Business of University of Chicago

April 1934

* * * * * * * *

( One form in which the detailed statement has been used has contaiged
an enumeration of assets and liabilities of the bank in the conventional
manner followed in large type by a statement of capital stock, surplus,
and undivided profits combined, and below this there has been printed 

()under a heading such as "Invested as Follows," the distribution of the
investments in various types of commitments such as real estate, real
estate first mortgages, stocks, bonds, bank deposits, and cash. Then
there has followed a list of stock and bond investments classified into
groups as government bonds; state and municipal bonds; railroad, indus-
trial, and public utility bonds; and stocks owned.)

* * * * * * * *

New emphasis was placed during the early months of 1933 on the con-
tents of statements by some of the larger institutions of the country,
and especially by New York City banks. The United States Trust Company
and the Corn Exchange Bank Trust Company both disclosed their entire in-
vestment lists to the public, and the report of the latter institution
was an especially significant departure from the ordinary banking
practice of New York City because it included common stocks held by the
bank.

\Detailed statements such as those just described possess all of the
advantages which may accrue from giving the public complete information,
but at the same time possess striking disadvantages. A statement of
this kind may impart too much information to competitors, and, further-
more, customers are likely to resent the disclosure of information such
as the addresses of land and buildings on which the bank holds mortgages.
Publication of detailed information is likely to be viewed as presentment
of a stamp of approval on those securities in which commitments have been
made. The public may purchase such securities, and in event of default,
blame and responsibility are placed on the bank. It is also conceivable
that detailed information of this kind might prove harmful when possessed
by the public, because in the event of a sadden market decline or of de-
fault on a bond issue listed in the statement, undesirable rumors may
gain circulation. When bonds are badly depreciated, as in 1932 and early
1933, disclosure of such information may lead to computations by various
individuals with the result that knowledge of heavy depreciation and of
impairment of capital may become widely disseminated. Finally, detailed
statements are published only from time to time and this fact renders it
exceedingly difficult to keep the public constantly informed concerning
the actual condition of the investment folio. Sales of former holdings
and purchases of additional securities may not become public information
for a considerable period of time, and the statement as formerly pre-
sented may meanwhile convey false impressions.

* * * * * * * *

P.4.'411rd
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Many bankers have come to appreciate the value of bank stateTents
which convey a clear concept of the condition of the particular institu-
tion; and the public has voiced its approval of more meaningful state-
ments. The publication of statements in detailed form discloses growing
recognition of public responsibility on the part of bankers, and con-
stitutes a practice which might well receive widespread adoption.
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PROCEEDINGS NEW JERSEY BANKERS ASSOCIATION- -MAY 1934

Banking--Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow--by Dr. W. Randolph Burgess
Deputy Gov. Fed. Res. Bk., N.Y.

P. 44 

3

Certain demands of the public on the banking
profession have been specifically recognized in the Banking Act
of 1953, otherwise known as the Glass Act. One important provision
of this Act aims to prevent borrowing by bank officers from their
own institutions and to require a bank officer to report to
the Chairman of his Board of Directors any borrowing he may do
at other banks. That is a provision which appears to be a
logical result of some of the abuses of recent years. A
further provision of the Glass bill provides a means by which
incompetent officers, or directors, of a member bank :aay be
removed. This is an important addition to the disciplinary
powers of the superv;sory bodies, whicY have often encountered
in past years serious difficulty in making needed corrections.

21:4
la' I
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NOM 111 ONNINNOIAL & FINANCIAL CaONICLA--ABA Convention-4W. 17, 19$4

Address of President of State Dank Division, Clyde Hendrix, President

Tenn. Talley Bask. aseatur, Ala.

lho State Smak Division has a heavy program ahead thigh will

*nerd its membership many opportunities for active service. Amu%

the noire important objectives mod the mems for reaching them, it is

resammeadods

14 Set we gentians to tight eggresaively for the preservation

of the OW* panking bystem as against any form of bureaucratic enstralisetimo

2. That we take ouch steps as may be neoessary in ardor to bring

*boat a further anendnmst to the Banking Aot of 191S, nodifying it so ae

to met require eassaher State beaks to biome members of the Federal

Seeerve System in order to continue their &omit insurance; and, if

possible, limit assessments to a fixed maxima within the ability of beaks

te P47.

Ne(That we use sur influence to bring about the eo-ordimatism of

examinatioas by the eovaral supervising authorities, with perhaps a revision

of stmadavds and alasaifloations.

4* That we contiaue to emphasise and develop better bank mange-

mot through iastitutes and conformal* and otherwise.

5. That we ergs the putting into prostioe of reasonable stop-loss

mod sarvise 'barges and seek now swims for amiss., i
n order that bankimg

operstions nay shirr a reasonable profitm

we encourage the appointment of sompotent State supervisors.

with adequate pay, amd that we admeate that Wain dapezimmate be removed

as far as is possible froe political infinonoe.

7. !bat we insist an greeter sere being onareised in the greeting

of 2011 charters, with a clown ao.operation batmen the State supervisors ant

tie Comptroller of the Currency with referees* therstos

SI. That we soatinue our proven of promoting more uniform State

henna( isms.

"7: :,-Y)
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*Monetary Developments in the United States"
by Dr. Gaines T. Cartinhour, New York University

(Jourhal of the Canadian Bankers' Asso., April 1954)

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * Only the raising of the standards of banking practices,
wherever this may be necessary, will lead to the creation of a sound
banking system.

(One risk which must be recogni7ed under deeosit insurance during
normal times is the encauragement given to the assumption of increased
banking risks for the sake of higher profits. Without the restraining
influence of the effect of potential losses to depositors, bank manage-
ments may be tempted by risks offering higher but more speculative profits.
Ibis may cause greater losses than in the past. Of course, it may be
pointed out that increased supervisory powers of the F.R.S. over its mem-
bers and F.D.I.c. requirements are offsetting rectors, but increased super-
vision must be exercised effectively to offset the possibilities of an un-
leashed profit motive among banks.)

The structure as well es certain American banking practices are in
great need of renovation in order to be in a better position to meet
problems which will arise in the Puture. Abolishing the payment of
interest on demand de-osits and the establishment of a maximum rate to
be paid on time deposits are desirable changes that have alre..fy been
made and should stop the transferring of furvis from bank to bank resulting
from over-bidding, secret or open, for a depositor's favor. Section 29 of
the Glass-Steagall Act, among others, which provides for the elimin5tion
of unsatisfactory bank officials by the Federal Reserve Board on charges
brought before it by the Comptroller of the Currency, will be valuable if
this aceuired power is actually used.

In order to correct structural defects,,all commercial banks should
be nationalized, and brought within the Federal Reserve System minimum
capitalisation limits should be raised, end legislation provided for a
(substantial extension of branch banking within Federal Reserve Districts.
Branch banking extension is of vital importance. Literally thousands of
communities all elver the United States are destitute of banking facilities.

Furthermore, banking should be made a profession and it would stand
a better dhance of becoming professionalised if it were made ur of large
branch systems. There is more reeson for emphasizing the professional
aspect of baaking at the present time than ever before. Not only has
banking increased in magnitude, but also in complexity.
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SOURCE: 21st ANNUAL REPORT OF FED. RES. BD. --1954

page 205

RECOMMENDATIONS OF FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

* * * * *

ftecent events have caused the Council to feel that it should
sound a note of warning that the System ought itself to be careful
not to permit the operation of influences tending to destroy its
basic characteristics. The Council believes that it sees a tendency
of late towards highly restrictive laws, rules, and regulations with
respect to minute details of bank operation which, if not checked,
will inevitably destroy the independence of the Reserve banks. The I
result of such tendencies, through substituting uniform regulations
from Washington in place of the independent judgment of the several
boards of directors of the Reserve banks, will destroy the morale of
those boards and will prevent that adjustment of local practices to
local needs which Congress clearly contemplated.)

The Council believes that if the Federal Reserve System is to
continue in existence and to perform its best services to the people it
must avoid both bureaucratic tendencies from within and undue governmental
or bank control from without.

talq"cp
0004—,
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60USCE: ECONOAIC CONDITIONS, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE, 6ECURITIEE — 1934 Feb.

(The Net. City Bk. of N.Y.)

Page (46 
owep r. Yqunk's ViewS 

Since the foregoing was written Mr. Owen D. Young has appeared

before the Senate Committee an Benking and Currency, at itE invitation,

and given his testimony reording the bill. 4r. Young is a citizen of

personal distinction, but epecial interest attecher to his viewe in this

inetance beceuac he hr,s been e member of the Board of Directors of thr_

Federal Reserve Bank of Hew York since 19k1, and at present is rervint /.F one

of the three member& appointed by thc Feders1 Reserve Board ht Washington

to represent the United Etat,e Government, PC provided by the Federal Feserve

/wt. Replying to inquiries, Mr. Young expressed concern as to the effects

of the measure upon the Federal Reserve syrtem. Hie opinion iE concisely

stated in two paragraphs whicr we quote, with regret that re have not space

to ,-.4uote the questions ene replies following. He &slid:

Jihen the influence aver thc. credit volume of the country peerem

from the Federal Re&erve Lystem to the Treasury, then, the Federal n(k

heserve Eyetea is practically abolished. It still reattine only, if

retained at all, c& au hdministrutive :,,gency of ttv- Tr.E,ssury.\)

Tlut iz the reason why I think that you will have to be very

careful with this bill lePt you destroy the Federal Reserve 4stez,

perh iya unintentionally. Of course, so long as the Federal Reserve

4stem functions you will have two forces operating in the msrket.

fir)
6 41111,44,
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Meal THE CALIFORNIA BANKER,-JUNE 1954

AMEX& OF THE PRESIDENT—William A. Kenne4,
Pres., The First bational Bank of Noma

Page 20! 
* * * * * * * * *

_Other ChfrEq, 

(Our critics say that bank:: ere operating with insufficient
capital &lac with untrained men ao officers and directors. May
I ask in all fairness at whose doorthe blame should be laid? rho
made the laws anc chLrtered the banks and approved the management?
How often have bankc been licended by state and national banking de-
partments, when a committee of experifnced and impartial bankers would
have definitely refused the charters? The matter of adequate capital
and qualified personnel hue been too often of minor consideretion by
those in authority.

* * * * * 4 * * *
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flbrance Banks versus Unit Banks" by Gaines T. Gartinnour
The Annals, Jenuary 1964.

FEDERAL SOPERVILION

(brance tenking systeee should be operated under nationel charter and
regulated by the 'Federal Government in order to make possiole
°pee, unified, coordinated gyetems. Federal regaletion eould meke possible
a more efficient system of reguletion una eliminate stete supervision,

need not be over-centrelizede There could be e regional system of euper-
whice In tAe majority of cases le far from eatisfectory. Federel eupervision

visory machinery worked out by Federel dietricts.)

Obviously, numerous practical obsteclee atteao ene eaeeuate end
tnoroagdgoing examination of a large brancn system. aowever, if the ateff
of examinert ie thoroughly trained ana fully coordinated, teere snould be no
insurmountable difficulty in making a proper examination. It was the oid,n-
ion of e recent Comptroller of the Currency, don. John V. Pole, that it
was simpler and easier to examine branch bunking. systems of reasonable
size than to examine a number of unit winks esesel to the number of branches
in such a gyetem. investment eecurities ere kept at the head office and the
latter has an account of ell loans made by the branchee. The examination of
sued aystem& does not necessitete simultaneous entry of examiners into tee
head office and all branches. In examining a branch system of some siee,
only the head office and the .a..incipal branchee would be simultaneously
entered, and tee cash on della at the various branohes could be later veri-
fied, and tde accounts kept at the head office could be leter °necked with
the local accounts at the brancdes. by sucn a eystem the examinere could
give wore attention to policy, personnel, end manegement, and less to tee
petty detail which occupies E0 much of their tiae in examining independent
anit banks.

&ince the bank of Americes N.T. S.A. (National Trust and Lel- vins
Association), le tne largest breach organization in the coantry, with close
to NO branches in California and with resources of about 900,000,000, it
eould appear that the methods employed in this laetitution would probably
suffice for other breace gystems of equal or greeter Importance. fitd
force of only forty men, comprehen$ive examinution can be made. Tde pro-
cedure has been to exemine first the head office and e number of tde larger
brancaec repreeentiag about 60 per cent of the bankls total assets. &pece
doee not permit a deteiled explanation. kt all eveate, tne element of the
geograpnical extent of a branch system enould not have an important bearing
upon the problem of exemination (under Federal euthorities), but rsteer
the size and numoer of branche incluued.

AUDITING AND EXECUTIVES

The problem of constructing 414 internal euditing system for 'serge
orancn gystems hae already received coneiderable ettention. It is under-
stood that tae Irving Trust Company over h period of years has made very
detailed technological studies of tne set-up of bookkeeping end operating
routine for a branch system. The Beak of emerica, N.T. z).A., has also
worked out e very satisfactory gyetem for its situation. Generally s,eaking,
the cdief auditor, who is located et head office, saould maintain a ruaniat
audit of the consolidated bookkeeping of a branch system. A corps of ins,ec-
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tors under him should see taut each
often und at uncertain intervals if
audited, and a detailed report made
then be brought to the attention of

oration is inedected annually (or *ore
this is considered neceLary), the books
on all loans. These reeorts snould
the general manager.

In addition to the presiuent, general manh.ger, and assistant oneral man-agers, there snould be stationed at tne head office the chief superintendent ofbranches, chief auditor, und the managers of various departments each asforeign exchange, ecurities, personnel, net business, reseo.rca, bank premises,et cetera.

004110•411000

Gaines T. Cartinnour, B.S., M.B.A., Ph.D., is
assistant professor of finance at the Lchool of Coinerce,
Accounts und Finance, New York University. He is
author of "Branch, Group and Chain Bankind,” and
contributor to banking and flmInclal magazines in
Canada, Lat,land, and the United States.
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SOURCE: THE TARHEEL BANKER - N.C. BANKERS ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS
JUNE 1934

BANK MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS - by 0. Howard Wolfe, Cashier, Phila. Nat. Bk.

Page 37
INDEPENDENT UNIT SYSTEM OVERDONE

* * * * * * * * * *

I believe that something will have to be done about real estate
loans in banks. It might be suggested, for example, that loans upon
real estate should not be permitted to be made in a total amount
greater than 25 per cent of the average savings deposits of a bank,
provided further that such savings deposits should be clearly
limited and defined so that they should be bona fide thrift accounts,
and not, as they are too often at present, either demand accounts or
time deposits.

Page 59 

* * * * * * * * * *

" A NEW DAY DAWNS "
by

Hon. henry T. Rainey, Spe:aker of
House of Rep.

Sound banking does not depend upon examinations. Give the Federal
Government more controJ over banks. Why it hasn't been long since a hand
of steel reached out from the White House and closed every bank in the
United States. Isn't that enough control? Do you want to give them
any more than that? And not one bunk could open without the consent
of the Federal Governipent. That is about enough control to give to
the Federal Government.

Pages 48-49

* * * * * * * * * * *

"ON OUR WAY" - by Eugene F. Black
Gov. F.R.B., Wash. P.C.

* * * * * * * * * * *

I have heard a great many things, a grett many rumblings about what
was going to happen to business igOmerica.I have heard a great deal of
talk about regulaion in America.(I haven't seen any regulation in
America applied unless that regulation was made necessary by the class 

? (J/1
) /

of business itself on which the regulation was applied, not one. No
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The Tarheel Banker

ages 48-49 - On Our Way by Gov. Black (contd.)

regulation has been put on any bank in America that has not been
the result of the act of some other bank in America making that regulation
necessary. Things that went on in certain banks of America, the action
of the officers of certain banks in America, the fact that so many of
them in America forgot their moorings, the fact that 50 many of them
in America forgot that a good name if, rather to be desired than great
riches, and public opinion rather than silver and gold, the fact that
in America we got away in our principles from those learned at our
mother's apron strings,)led to the only regulations that the banks of
America have ever had put on them)

It is perfectly true that all the banks of America did not do that
but all the banks of America are a class in America, and the class of
them through the misdeeds of the leaders of the banking fraternity in
America, have been penalized by regulation. Those regulations were put
on the banks of America by reason of the misdeeds of those men who
were so-called leaders in banking in America.

There was just one trouble about the laws that were passed to effect
that. They were not all entirely regulatory. Some of them were
punitive. The punitive part ought to have been left out; the regulatory
part ought to have been put in.
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SOURCE: BANKING - -Journal of the ABA- -October 1954

Page 5_

Mr. Law -0 4 --a/Jr

gr. Law, speaking at the invitation of Secretary Morgenthau,

said thi existing program of "slow" classification with respect to

loans was na distinct deterrent and discouragement to the expansion

of credit.n (There was, hevtsserted, a general feeling among bankers

that a program of coordination among Government authorities was desirable.

He suggested greater coordination in at least three activities: (a)

a standard, uniform condition stctement after call; (b) elimination to

an irreducible minimum of duplicating and multiple reports requixed by

various banking authorities, and a simplification of required reports;

and (c) centralized examination. For nationta banks one source of

examination should be sufficient; for state banks which are F.D.I.C.

members joint examinstions conducted by state and Federal authorities

should be arranged.)

clQ
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Proceedings of the 55rd Annual Convention
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

Baltimore, October 1934

* * * * * * * * *

(J. S. Love (Superintendent of Banks, Mississippi): * * * * * * * *

I want to tell you gentlemen that the old time method that has been
in existence for twelve years for selecting the Superintendent has now
passed out, I don't know why--probably the Superintendent hasn't made
good. Commencing on January first the term of my office expires and
the Governor appoint the Bank Commissioner in Mississippi. In other
words, the Banking Department has gotten back into politics. Up to this
time the Banking Department has been entirely free of politics regard—
less of who is elected Governor. You can't say that any more. You
know, regardless of how painstaking a Governor is, many Governors are
human and they use the Banking Department to further their own political
interest)

That seems to be the whole of the legislation. Merely for the sake
of the record I wanted to give the dhanges in banking legislation in
Mississippi.

* * * * * * * * *
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Remarks of Jos. A. Broderick (N. Y.)
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

53rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, October 1954

* * * * In this country, so far as this Association is concerned,
one of the ideas is to get groups with similar problems. In the north-
east we do have a number of common problems and these original meetings
were very helpful to all those in attendance. I would like to see that
suggestion made this morning carried out in other parts of the country.
They have common problems in the south, the middle west and the north.
They can discuss the working out of better examination methods, working
out of uniform reports, and I just want to emphasize what I said yester-
day:(we do not need larger reports, we need better reports. We don't
want reports no one can understand, neither supervising authorities nor
the directors, and the directors do not understand the uniform report
of Washington. We need a more simplified form, so I am hoping in the
informal meetings had, probably they will be brought to the point. )

There is one big mistake many of us make when we start building--
we want a change, especially on reports. I have seen it fail back
twenty years ago on banking, when the department Called Report was one
sheet, and they set up numerous different schedules, and many times a
report came back to my institution because the t's weren't crossed,
and so I say, on looking into it most of it failed in the report. Now,
I think there should be more time spent on examinations and less on
reports. (If statistical information is needed it should be called for
in special reports, but not placed in the examiners' reports. And the
bank examiners take more time and pay more attention to making up the
reports than they do to the examination.) I believe in uniformity, if
possible, but based upon some practical ideas. It may work perfectly
in some states, but not in New York and some other states. Let's cut
out the red tape wherever we can. We want to find out the condition
of the institution and if it has violated the law. What is an exami-
nation report? Nothing but an individual expression of an examiner,
what he considers of the institution, whether or not it is violating
the laws, and his idea of the management. No court in the world will
accept it as anything but an opinion--it isn't a statement of facts
but his own opinion of what the facts are. That is why I believe we
should simplify the report and it should be given to the directors so
they can understand their real condition, and what the examiner's
opinion is; as to the things he is criticising, and if he isn't correct
they can come back and say so. Even in the interest of uniformity, I
hope the Association will bear in mind shortness and simplicity, and /
hope they will think a long time before they adopt a uniform report of
examination.

10\
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION --MAY 14,15,16, 1934

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON REVISION OF MISSOURI BANKING LAW:

Page 62

Provision that, where the Commissioner is unable to examine
any bank or trust company annually, he may procure and adopt the
examinatianEiready made of such bank or trust company which he has
not been able to visit and examine, made by examiners of the Federal
Reserve Bank, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, any Clearing
House, or other agency which he shall deem competent and trustworthy.
(Section 5301.)

lob '
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Proceedings of Missouri Bankers Association--May 14-15-16, 1935

THE FUTURE OF THE UNIT BANK--address by L. A. Andrew

yage 94 

Much of the poor banking of the past has evolved around the
idea of "bigness". Nearly all bankers were crazy for large totals,
secured at any cost. We have learned that it is better to have a
profitable bank with $250,000.00 deposits than a bank with deposits
of $1,000,000.00 which is not making money and which is full of poor
loans, put in the investments in order to buy deposits. Large totals
are many times a sign of weakness instead of strength; for instance,
a large number of banks used to make a practice of taking large amount
of public funds, paying excessive interest, and putting up as security
for these deposits practically all of their Government and other good
bonds. We have maintained for several years that a true bank state-
ment should always show what assets of a bank are pledged for deposits,
and want to congratulate the Comptroller of the Currency for putting
this into effect in the statement form recently put out. It is a move
in the right direction and should be copied by State Departments. We
have had a number of banks close, that, on the face of their reports,
showed cash and government bonds equal to half their deposits but when
the show-down came, the cash was a small item and tae government bonds
were all up as security for public funds, particularly for Postal
Savings Deposits. In tnis regard, of course, the banks have been unwise
for years in paying excessive interest on these Postal Savings Deposits.

We are very sure that our banking laws must continue to be
strengthened in every particular if we are to do away with radical
proposals. Many of our states have stronger banking laws today than
the Government. Such legislation should be more uniform. There
should be established in every state a nonpartisan Banking Board,
with the power to approve all appointments in the Department; limit
the amount of interest that may be paid; remove incompetent officers;
and set up rigid restrictions for the purchase of bonds and other
investments. Probably the most important of all, however, is the
entire removal from politics of banking supervision and bank examina-

: 0 tions. That is the greatest danger in the National Banking Department
today; witness the removal of a Chief National Bank Examiner throu6h
the political interference of senators, and this is only one of
thousands of similar cases where this kind of influence dominates the
appointment of supervising and examining personnel.)
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SOURCE: BANKING Oct. 1954

Page 83 
SUGGESTIONS FOR LOAN CLASSIFICATION

Discussing credit at the recent meeting in Washington of
Federal bank examiners, Francis M. Law, President of the American
Bankers Association, said the -revalent complaint against examiners
by bankers was not in regard to the loss or doubtful columns but
rather the classification of loans admitted to be good but criticized
as slow.

"Let us see," he continued, "if we can agree on the following:

HFirst: That banks generally are super-liquid but that under
present conditions it is no longer necessary or advisable for them to
remain so.

"Second: That there is not enough quick commercial paper to
go around.

"Third: That this country cannot, after all, be liquidated on
a 90-day basis.

"Fourth: That every bank may properly have a reasonable pro-
portion of so-called slow paper.

"Fifth: That many good banks would be starving to death but
for the income received from slow paper.)

"Sixth: That the banks are under terrific criticism and censure
because of the fact that the volume of credit continues to shrink rather
than to expand. The volume of this criticism and censure is growing daily.
gany thoughtful bankers have expressed to me the view that it would be fortunate
indeed if the banks of this country could devise ways and means of increasing
loans within the next few days.

"The listing of slow paper is a matter about whicl: there has been
a great difference of opinion and it would seem highly desirable if a fair
and broad definition of 'slow paper subject to criticism' might be agreed
upon. Let us say that there are two classes of slow paper: one which
should be criticized and one which should not be mentioned in the examiner's
report. Let us then set up the elements entering into each class so that
each may be readily identified both by the banker and by the examiner.

"It stands to reason that as long as examiners believe it to be
their duty to hammer constantly on loans that are admittedly good, only
because they are slow, it will have the effect not only of forcing banks
to exert unnecessary pressure on such loans, but will prevent them from
making new loans except those that are liquid and of short duration.
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Banking - Oct. 1934

6uggestions for Loan Classification
Page 83 (contd.)

"There are undoubtedly slow loans in banks, the liquidation of
which depends upon the sale of security and for which security there is
no present market, and many of such loans should be classified as slow.
This especially applies to real estate and mortgage loans secured by un-
certain or inadequate values on property with little or no income and
where the debtor has no paying ability. It also would apply in many
cases to loans based on unlisted securities for which there is no present
market, where the debtor has no paying ability and where the security
pledged has no earning power.

"There are other loans which are plainly good and collectible
over a reasonable period of time, these loans being supported by state-
ments showing sound assets. There are many sound conforming real estate
loans running naturally over a period of years secured by income-bearing
property, properly margined, and these, it would seem, should not be
mentioned as slow in the examiner's report, if kept in current condition."

Loans supported by unlisted securities, but which are backed by
statements showing unquestionable values, and on which reasonable returns
are being applied to liquidation of the debt, might well be eliminated from
the slow column. The banks are and should be interested in the new direct
loans to industry and in the home modernization loans; these two classes
might be called slow because they are made under 8n extended payment plan,
although they surely should not be criticized by the examiner when properly
set up.

"The examiner and the banker alike must recognize the fundamental
changes that have taken place in the last few years,"Mr. Law stated.
nWe must all try to understand the trends and objectives of these changes
in order to deal effectively with them."

Examiners should carefully appraise the management of banks, "for
management makes the bank." The laws have been strengthened and the various
departments having supervision aver banks are in a position to correct abuses.
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SOURCE: REPORT ON BANKS OF DEPOSIT & DISCOUNT, ETC. - N.Y. 1934

PAGE 7 
UNIFORMITY CF LAWS AND SUPEEVIbION

The benefits to be gained from conforming state and national
policies and requirements with respect to supervision of state and
national banks have been clearly demonstrated in the establishment
of uniform maximum interest rates and in the administration
of the Stephens Branch Bank Act. Some progress has also been
made in standardizing the forms of examination reports in use by
the national supervisory agencies and the methods used in con-
ducting bank examinations. Chhen substantial uniformity as
between state and national agencies has been established, as it
should be, since all examinations serve the same general purpose,
it will be possible to eliminate duplication of examinations by a
free exchange of information and reports among such agencies.
There can be no dissent from the principle that a government
department charged with the duty of bank supervision should keep
itself informed of the condition of institutions which are subject
to it. Ihis can be done without imposing upon the banks the bur-
den of numerous examinations if proper coordination exists among
all supervisory authorities. It has long been the policy of this
Department to make its examination reports of member banks
available to the Federal Reserve Bank and to permit Federal
heserve examiners to conduct elcaminations jointly with those made
by this Department. To some extent the same practice has been
followed with respect to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion and its examiners.)

Page 10
BANKING BOARD

The Banking Board has now been in existence nearly three years.
To one familiar with its activities, it must be evident that the
Board has proven of invaluable assistance in conducting the work
of the Department. In addition to the functions which it has per-
formed in promulgating rules and regulations of a general chsr-
acter, it has also passed upon numerous problems involving indi
vidual institutions as well as questions of policy in connection with
the administration of the Department. On the basis of his expe-
rience during a trying period, the Superintendent is convinced not
only that the Board should be continued but that in event its emer-
gency powers,should be broadened to such an extent as may be neces-
sary to enable it to deal with abnormal conditions which may here-
after develop.

-'*are permitted to eNpire on March 1, 1935, its regular powers

54
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heport on Banks of Deposit & Discount, etc.-N.Y. 1934 (Contd.)

Page 10 (contd.)

It should be borne in mind that the members of the Board receive
no compensation for the services which they render. Notwith-
standing this fact, their profound interest in the work of the
Department is indicated by their willingness to convene at any
time upon the call of the Superintendent. During the year thirty-
one meetings have been held, at which the average attendance has
exceeded two-thirds of all the members.

Page 25 (Banking Board)

* * * * * * * *

At the time of its formation, the Board was authorized among
other things to make rules and regulations for the purpose of
establishing safe and sound methods of banking and safeguarding
the interests of depositors, creditors and stockholders generally in
times of emergency. A question deserving of consideration is
whether this power should not be made more specific as to the au-
thority of the Board to limit temporarily withdrawals from bank-
ing institutions in cases where such action is necessary for the
protection of depositors and the public generally. Experience has
demonstrated that it is frequently possible to avoid bank closings
by so limiting withdrawals from institutions which have been sub-
jected to unusual demands as to afford them time in which to
licuefy their assets or strengthen their capital structures. Such
a power would in no sense be radical or out of harmony with the
spirit of the prevent law, for the Superintendent alreaCy haF power
to close an institution and wind up its affairs; en action, in all
cases, which is more drastic and far-reaching, in its effect upon the
public, than the act of limiting withdrawals.

BANKING BOARD RESOLUTIONS

Page 30

* * * * * * * *

6.

WHEREAE, In the opinion of this Banking Board, the interests of
depositors and stockholders and the public generally in banking
institutions subject to the supervision of the Banking Department
will best be protected by eliminating thE rendexing and publication
of the quarterly reports referred to in the Banking Law for the
first quarter of the current year 1934, now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That sections 42, 43, 133, 170, 216 and any other pro-
visions of law relsting to the rendering or publication of periodical
reports of persons or corporations subject to the supervision of the
Banking Department ere hereby suspended and shall be deemed to
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Report on Banks of Deposit & Discount, etc. - N.Y. 1934 (contd.)

Page 30 (contd.)

be inoperative until further action is taken by this Board; and
further, that the Superintendent of panks is authorized and di-
rected to omit the usual call for such periodic reports for the first
quarter, including the months of January, February and ftrch
of the year 1934.

Adopted liarch 15, 1954.

PAGE 10
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION

NEW RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) The Banking Board. .Since certain factors of the emergency
still exist, consideration should be given to the continuation of the
emergency powers of the Banking Board. If such powers are not
continued, then the original powers of the Board should be clarified
to permit the Board, under unusual and extraordinary circum-
stances,to

(a) Ilijake variations from the literal requirements of the
Banking Law, provided such variations are in accord with the
spirit of the law;
(b) Omit the calling for and rendering of reports;
(c) Limit temporarily withdrawals of deposits or shares

from persons or corporations subject to the Banking Law;
(d) Prescribe the purpose for which subordinated capital

notes and debentures may be treated 8.5 capital.

The powers of the Board should also be clarified with respect to
authority to fix maximum interest rates and in proper cases, to
make exceptions to such rates. The recommendation of previous
years, that the Banking Board should be authorized, after a hearing,
to remove from office officers and directors who are responsible for
violations of the Banking Law, or for the continuance of unsafe
and unsound practices, is renewed.

* * * * * * * * *
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Address by Leo T. Crowley, Chairman,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * * * * * *

To facilitate our own activities and to give the most effective

cooperation in your work, the Corporation has considered conducting a

school for examiners, and developing a service which we would like to

call a "bank clinic". This would be a service for dealing with in—

dividual banking nroblems which would be available to you if you wish

to use it. It is the intention that the facilities of the school for

._, examiners and of the "clinic" be made available to the aupervising

authorities of any state so far as the commissioner of the state may

desire. plan to offer this service merely as partners. Our

thought is that every contribution possible must be .1-Jade to carry our

joint enterprise to a successful ccmclusion.

* * * * * * * *

Pe`rl lo
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Address by John G. Nichols, Chief, Examining Division,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * * * * *

Appraisal of Assets

* * * * * * * * *

With reference to the slow column, we realize that many banks have
a large volume of loans that are not readily collectible, but we do
not feel that all such loans should be set out in the examiner's report
as Slow loans, provided they are intrinsically sound and do not con-
tain any element of danger. It is felt, especially under existing con-
ditions, that examiners should be careful to differentiate between Siow
Joans which are entirely safe and Slow loans which are properly subject
to criticism. The latter would include those loans which are likely to
develop into partial or total losses unless given special attention by
the management. Slow loans which are not subject to criticism would
include properly secured real estate loans in good standinE, and other
loans--both secured and unsecured--which are unquestionably good but
cannot be readily liquidated. However, if the aggregate of such loans
is found to be of unreasonable proportion to the total resources, it
would appear proper that such condition be made a matter of general
criticism without listinF: the specific loans as Slow. If the reports
are filled with loans which are only technically slow, the management's
attention is diverted from the loans which should have its first and
serious attention. Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that many
banks have a large volume of loans which are entitled to, and should
have a Slow classification because of the element of danger involved.
By listing such loans as Slow examiners direct the attention of tne
management to the problems which confront it, and thus places it on
notice that unless such loans receive the most careful attention, sub-
stantial losses are likely to result.

* * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: ASSOCIATION NEWS BULLFTIN-Suvings Banks Association of
State of New York

OCTOBER 18-19, 1934

ADDRESS by Hon. Joseph A. Broderick

Page 16 

Let us keep three things in mind in looking forward: Structure,
management and methods. Is our present structure the proper one?
In what way could it be improved? Do we need so many separate offi-
cial staffs to handle the savings deposits of this state? Should
there be a development in the establishment of branch offices, not
new banks, because in ell the talk in regard to branch banking in
this country, no true students of the situation ever said that we
needed fewer banking offices. The have said we needed fewer banks.
Your bank, commercial banks, all banks are established for only one
purpose: to promote the advantage and convenience of the public, not
to promote separate organizations.

Every depositor in every savings bank is entitled to good manage-
ment, and I am glad to say that in nearly all of our banks we have
had adequate management. But we must strengthen. We have done that
during the past four or five years through the cooperation of you
gentlemen. We have reduced the number, and there is room for further
reduction.

There is a different degree of skill in management. It is possible
to carry things forward, bring institutions together, and get a composite
management which is better than the management of either. You now have
in your own organization the Savings Banks Trust Company, and in your
Savings Banks Insurance Fund, of which the Savings Banks Trust Company is
the trustee, such skill. They have a vital interest in the conduct, in
the management and in the condition of every savings bank in this state.
They are looking to improved methods, to strengthened management, and
from time to time they make suggestions. I am hoping, gentlemen, that
when their suggestions are made, you will give your full consideration
and cooperation. I say say the suggestions are made in cooperation
with the Banking Department, because the whole theory of this Savings
Banks Fund is to insure the cooperation of the savings banks themselves.
The bavings Banks Fund is really a self-governing body, and no government
official and no governmental party ever wants to take the management out
of the hands of a well regulated industry or banking organi7ation. Right
in your own hands you have the means of bringing about a strenEthening of
your situation.

Pages 17-18 

* * * We do not like to send out critical reports. We do not like to
send out letters to which you will take offense. You can cooperate with
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Association News Bulletin - October 1934

Hon. Jos. A. Broderick
Pages 17-18 (contd.)

us by removing the objections that are raised, and then there will
be no ground for criticism.

No criticism has ever been made by an examiner in our department,
or by one of the deputies, or by the Superintendent himself which
was not intended as constructive criticism. We are not attempting
to fix your policy. It is our duty, however, to call your attention
to points that we do not think are proper in your policy. We do not
intend to tell you what type of securities to buy or not to buy, but
it is our duty to point it out to you when you concentrate your
purchases in issues which impartial authorities believe are open to
objection.

We do not want to fix your real estate policy, but we point out
that in et least fort3, or fifty savings banks we have had a special
corps, through cooperation with the Savings Banks Trust Company, study
your real estate management and conditions, and make suggeEtions to
you. Where there are practices or policies which we consider are not
in the best interests of your depositors or your bank, it is our duty
to take as stringent action as may be necessary to bring about a
correction of those conditions. I am pretty sure you will agree with
us.
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Address by Senator Arthur Vandenberg
Convention of the Michigan Bankers Asso., June 22, 1934.

(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * * * *

Let it be said in this connection that it is not the fault of the

bank today that it cannot serve the credit needs of industry and

agriculture. Many an unjustified assault is made upon private banking

in the name of a complaint that the bank is hoarding its money, with

an unwillingness to answer its essential function. The reason, as

every man in this room knows, that the bank cannot function today with

normal industrial and agricultural credit is because of rules and regu-

lations, examinations and appraisals, and the Government won't permit

it.

* * * * * * * * * *

q8
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Address by Henry H. Sanger, V. Pres.,
ManufactUrers National Bank, Detroit

Convention of Michigan Bankers Asso., June 22, 1934.
(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * * * *

In the past, the country banks of Michigan have practically been
compelled by the State Banking Commissioner to invest half of their
savIngs in mortgage loans, and that if they could not get good mortgage
loans, they said, "Buy real estate bonds." You all know what happened
to the country banks of Michigan.

I had the opportunity to inspect the bond lists of a great many
country banks in the last two or three years, and it was really
pathetic. I remember one bank in particular that had a little less
than $200,000 in a diversified list of bonds, one or two bonds of
different issues. Ninety-eight per cent of them were in default,
and, in my opinion, there was not one of them that would ever pay out.

I said to the banker, "Your bank is busted." This was before the
moratorium. I said, "What are you carrying those bonds on your
books at?" He said, "At par, we paid par for them. We feel eventually
they will pay out." I said, "Why do you feel that way?" "Well, we
hope they will." I said, "How does the banking commissioner permit
you stay open?" He said, "We are the only bank in this community, and
he wants us to stay open." I said, "How do you dare take deposits?
How do you do a banking business when your capital is four times wiped
out?" "Oh," he said, "we take it in, but we don't pay it out." Need-
less to say, a short time afterwards they folded up and closed their
doors.

* * * * * * * * * *

qo
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SOURCE: ANNUAL REl'ORT OF COMMISSIONER OF BANKS FOR mAsp. —

PART II - 1934

Page ii 

Chap. 251. An Act relative to the examination of banks.

Chap. 270. An Act relating to the examination of banks, the
destruction of certain bank records and penalizing accessories
in larcenies from banks.

Page iv

TRIENNIAL VERIFICATION OF DEPOSITORS' PASS BOOKS

The triennial verification of depositors' pass books and accounts
was made during the year 1934 in all savings banks, savings depart-
ments of trust companies, co-operative banks, and credit unions.
The total amount of deposits in all banks verified was $1,764,502,-
536.23 or 68.78 per cent of the total deposits. A comparison of
the percentage of accounts and deposits verified in the years 1931
and 1934 is as follows:

:
:

:

Percentage of
Deposits Verified

Percentage of
Accbunts Verified

1934 : 1931 : 19M : 1931 :

Savings banks  • 63.13 : 54.64 : 48.75 : 41.8Z :Savings Department of trust companies. : 79.01 : 73.42 : 55.33 : 48.41 :
Co-operative banks • 93.23 : 93.87 : 92.14 : 93.08 :
Credit Unions (shares & depositF). . . ; 80.84 : 79.43 : 73.76 : 70.63 :

:_af
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Annual Report of Commissioner of Banks for lass. (Part II - 1934) contd.

Page ix

* * * * * * * * * *

b. Central Organization 

In the last two annual reports there was outlined in detail
information concerning the Central Organization established in the
Banking Department in June of 1932 for the administration of
closed banks.

This Central Organization now consists of a Supervising Agent,
a General Liquidation Counsel, a Chief Liquidation Auditor,
4 Clerks, 2 Real Estate Assistants, 6 Auditors and a Stenographer,
all of whom devote their full time to this work.
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SOURCE: THE MISSISSIPPI BANKER -- MAY 19Z4

CHANGES IN MISSISSIPPI BANKING LAWS--by Hon. J. T. Brown, Pres.,
Capital National Bank in Jackson

Page 26

The cash reserve requirements remain the same, but if the
Comptroller be of the opinion that the condition of a bank is such
that no dividend should be declared or paid, it becomes his duty,
according to the terms of bection 48 of the new Act to forthwith
issue his order directing that no further dividends be declared or paid
by such bank. Failure on the part of the directors to observe the
Comptroller's orders renders them liable personally for the full
amount of any dividend declared in violation thereof. The order
remains in effect until cancelled by the Comptroller.
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The Mississippi Banker -- May 1934

ADDRESS BY J. S. LOVE, Supt. of Banks.-"Banking Conditions in Mississippi
Today as Compared With One YearAgo"

Page 36  

In qualifying State banks for insurance, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation examinations were in the main fair and
retisonable. They worked with the Banking Department in an un-
tiring, sympathetic manner, and thraugh the assistance and co-
operation given we were successful in having deposits in all
banks insured, with the exception of two. However, the greatest
assistance and the greatest cooperation and the greatest good
came to Mississippi through the Officers of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation. Had it not been for their sympathetic handling
of the situation and theirintense interest in our Mississippi banks
and their desire to save ever bank, it would not have been at all
possible to have completed the job so successfully.

* * * * * * * *
98 percent of depositors in these banks--in number end amount

are insured by the United States Government and in all cases the
capital structure has been increased to the extent that depositors
in every bank have from five-to-one to ten-to-one protection in the
way of capital structure.
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SOURCE: THE OHIO BANKER -- JULY 1934

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT -- Clark Will

PaKe 5
* 4- it- -X-

Of course there can be no objection to proper government super—
vision. No one will argue against carefully considered and practical

legislation and strict supervision of our banks through thorough

exEminations. There also should be properly safeguarded power to remove

unqualified officers and directors. Let us have regulation of the
type which will prevent banking difficulty but spare that day when

the credit facilities of the country are completely in the hands of

the government which would of necessity act largely on the basis of

political rather than sound economic policy.

f43
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THE OHIO BANKER -- JULY 1934

ADDRESS BY THEODORE H. TANGEMAN

Page 9 

I appreciated the remarks made by your President about the
types of examination that you are having. I have suggested to two
very enterprising publishing houses that same ingenious man should
invent a new type of paper, en absolutely indestructible paper.
It would be very much in demand for your promissory notes, because
they are being handled so often and by so many different people
that unless you have almost indestructible paper the paper itself
will be worn out by examinations.
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"The Regional Clearinghouse Movement"
Address by William K. Payne, Chairman,
National Bank of Auburn, New York

40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

At the beginning of this century the banking needs of the country were
cared for by about 8,400 banks. By 1920 the number had increased to nearly

thirty thousand. During the last 12 years, half of these banks have

closed their doors, causing trertendous losses of accumulated wealth, un-

told suffering and privations and a loss of confidence which has been a

large factor in the impairment of our business morals. The cut-throat

competition of too many banks, and too prevalent a class of incompetent

bank managers engendered extravagance, speculation and unwise practices

even among bankers inherently sound and experienced. The public, through

its Government, insists that this condition shall cease. I believe that

every real banker is of the same mind.

It is primarily the banker's task to see to it that there shall be

.laintained in America a system of banking in which each individual bank

will be a safe place for the deposit of the accumulated funds of the com-

munity, where the funds so gathered may be wisely and safely loaned to the

best advantage of all concerned, and where the profits of operation will

be such as to insure a sound protection to the bank's customers, and

sufficient return to the shareholders to attract adequate capital into

the banking business. A good banking law alone cannot accomplish this.

The mere creation of a corporate organization, whatever its powers and

its safeguards, will create neither brains nor character. Nor do I think

that a bank can be successfully run by a supervisory official or examiner,

however wise he may be. He neither knows the needs of the community and

its problems, nor has he a sense of responsibility to those who have in-

vested their money in the enterprise. I can conceive of no other method

for the successful operation of a banking system Ahich can take the place

of the cooperative judgment of the bankers chosen by the shareholders of

the individual banks.

May I emphasize that I am speaking of the successful operation of a

banking system, and I am pleading for the cooperative action of the
individual banks.

Te have now, and have always had, a large number of successfully

managed individual banks. They need neither greater regulation, nor re-

form from within. But if it is to be brought about that only sound, rell-

managed banks are to share the banking business of the country, I cannot

avoid the conclusion that such a result can be obtained only by all the
ks in the system joining in a cooperative movement of self-regulation

in regional clearinghouse groups, whose policies will be largely controlled

by the best banking minds in the territory embraced in the organization.

Bankers' associations, both nation-wide and in the States and in

smaller subdivisions, have a record of wonderful accomplishments, in many

ways. I believe the bankers' associations have more real accomplishments

to their credit than nearly any of the others of the vast number of trade

organizations Ahich exist in nearly every branch of American business.

'76%
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But the weakness of this sort of organization is that it has had relatively
less influence for good on those bankers who most need it, and has no
power to compel such bankers either to join the association, or to follor
its precepts after they become members.
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SOURCE: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPT. OF BANKE OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA - June 30, 1934

Pale 128

(Statement of Ed. Rainey, retiring Supt. of Banks)

Deposit insurance has been the outstanding feature of the year.
In connection with insurance several important things must be noted:

1. Deposits up to $5,000 are fully insured.

2. Examinations by the F.D.I.C. were a check on State Banking

Department examinations. So complete was the agreement between
the twoexemining forces that California supervision may be considered
as having received unqualified approval.

3. California banks received a high rating by the F.D.I.C.
when applying for a certificate of insurance.
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SOURCE: REPORT OF THE BANK COMMISSIONER OF THE STATE OF UTAH-June, 1934

Page 7 

* * * * I believe the Department should be self-sustaining
and suggestions are made for the following changes:

1. The law requiring two examinations of banks per year
should be changed to give the Commissioner discretionary
powers and the fee assessed each bank should be on an
annual basis and not per examination. The total annuhl
fee need not be raised in case of banks.

2. An additional per diem should be charged banks having a
trust department for the examination of that department.

3. Building and loan companies should be assessed as are
banks--that is, on the basis of total assets.

4. Expenses of examiners in the field should be borne by the
institution under examination.

5. A fee should be paid by banks qualifying as state depos-
itories, sufficient to sustain the State Depository Board.
This will include National banks.

6. The law requiring four call reports each year for banks
should be changed to give the Commissioner discretionary
powers in order that the published reports of the State
and National banks can be made on uniform dates.
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SOURCE: BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE BANK COMMISSIONER OF THE STATE OF KANSAS--
Sept. 1, 1954

Page 4

* * * In order to further improve the condition of this depart-
ment I wish to make the following suggestions, which I hope will
receive your most careful consideration:

1. That we be permitted by legislative act to increase the
salaries of our examiners to a point where they will be receiving
compensation which would compare favorably with the national bank
examining forces, allowing them a salary of sufficient size to
warrant their remaining with this department indefinitely. The
salaries of the employees of this department, including the
examiners, were materially reduced at the last regular session of
the legislature. Since that time there has been a decided increase
in the cost of living, which, in my opinion, justifies a return to
the old basis of compensation. As the matter now stands our examiners
are grossly underpaid, and we marvel at the fact that we are able to
keep such efficient help at the low salaries we have to offer. We
beg to call your attention to the fact that fees collected for bank
examinations are turned into the general fund of the state treasurer
and funds reappropriated for the expense of this department. While
the income from examination fees is not quite enough to pay our
overhead expense, this department must not be looked upon as a
revenue-producing department.
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SOURCE: 27th ANNUAL REPORT OF DIVISION OF BANKS -- STATE OF OHIO
Decefaber 31, 1934

Page 10

SAFEGUARDING OF LOANS

The unthinking and uninformed who criticise banks for refusing tz-, loan
funds indiscriminately fail to consider the unwisdom of making loans not
properly secured. Moreover, they display a lack of knowledge of safe and
sound banking practice, and of the duties andmesponsibilities of banking of-
ficials. The funds loaned belong to the depositors and shareholders, and it
is the bounden duty of the loaning officials to see to it that such funds are
properly safeguarded. It should be borne in mind always that banks are but
the trustees and custodians of these funds of the people. Hence the obliga-
tion devolving upon the banks to be cautious in making loans,--to be sure
the loans are backed by satisfactory security, and that there is assurance the
borrowers will be able to pay these loans.

In this connection, it is not amiss to emphasize that prospective borrow-
ers should be willing to furnish statements as to their financial affairs as
often as they may be deemed necessary. The banks under State supervision are
being required to have on hand at all times credit files containing borrowers
financial statements. It is vital that this rule obtain.

No bank can be intelligently examined and its proper rating certified un-
less the examiner has before him the statements of borrowers on unsecured
loans.

The information thus furnished will be helpful, not only to the bank
but the customer as well, as in many cases the banker, by wise counsel will
be able to make suggestions, which will lead to correction of an impaired
financial condition of the customer which the statement discloses.
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SOURCE: THE TARHFEL BANKER - N.C. BANKERS ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS
JUNE 1934

REPORT OF THE  SECRETLEY,_ Paul P. Brown

Pages 61-62
* * * * * * * * * *

In 1932 Arkansas suffered thirty attacks by bank robbers with
a loss running between $40,000 and $50,000. In April, 1933, Mr.
Viasson, Commissioner of Banks, offered the suggestion to the banks,
that the best way to stop these robberies seems to lie in taking
the profit out of them. After severtil conferences with bankers and
insurance men he issued on August 19, 1933, the following orders to
every state bank in Arkansas:

1. You are not to have on your premises at any time cash,
including coin and currency, aggregating more than 1 per centum of
your total deposits of all classifications as reflected by the
latest statement furnished by you to this department.

2.Funds unexpectedly received and in excess of this maximum cash-on-
hand allowance will be dispatched by you to your reserve depository as
promptly as possible.

3. Exposed cash, meaning cash on counters, in cages, etc. end not
under time lock, shall at no time exceed 20 per centum of the total
allowable cash you are permitted to have on hand.

4. At such time and for the entire duration of such intervals as
your time lock is off, all entrance doors to your premises must:

a. Be closed and securely fastened, or
b. Guarded by at least two employees, or guards, equipped

with loaded firearms and stationed at each such unlocked
entrance door.

At the ZI same time a copy of these orders was submitted to each of
the national banks in our Stste, together with a cover letter pointing
out the crisis with which we were confronted and inviting their cooperation.

In the six months that elapsed following the issuance of these orders
there were but six attacks on banks in Arkansas with a total loss amount-
ing to less than $4,000. Truly the observance of these orders "took the
profit out of bank robbery."

r-r-.
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EOURCE: PROCEEDINGS MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION—May 14-1E-16, 1934

THE FUTULL OF THE UNIT BANK—eddress by L. A. Andrew

Pages 96-J4

1 (Tveryone egrees that one of the male causes of cur banking
trodble was too many henks. The Nations' Department wer to bleme as

, much or more than the State tepertmentr for the excensive chertertng

(1,/
4, of new institutions. I know in my own state that the Comptroller in

(y Ot several cases issued chertere where our survey bed ehown tilet benks ,
Na were not needed ad• the State Department bed refused the epplication)

The Federal Deposit Ineusence Corporation, can be of immenee help
in this reward by practieally dictating whether they will take into
the Irv,uranee Cor9oration benks that may be organized. The FNIC con
ale° put into effect 6 great meny rules for the better management of
banks which will, in effect, give us uniform laws for better banks.
They have done this already in one inetance by settinE a three per
cent top for interest. (Bank exeminations to be effective must be
made by experienced. men, free from political influence. It iv to be
regretted thet our Nationbl repertaent i. , yo bound up with politice.
This ie true in R lesser degree of me.ny State Departments. The greetest

/ danger in the unification of benkin idee /8 the putt:ng of the entire
contrel of the banks in this country into a political bureaucreey in

. i Washington. We rill never heve 7roper banking supervision, natignal or
1 stete, until it ir taken entirely away from political influence. The
.

Comotroller of the Ourrenc should bp selected by e nonpartit.en croup
_

of outstendieg bunkers, similar to the Federal Reeerve Advisory Council
without the consent of the Senete. Commissioners of B,Jnking in the
different stetes ehould be selected in a eimilr manner and without the
approvel of eny 2olitical body. I am firmly of the belief that if you
could get to the inside of the supervising trouble in this country you
would find thet probebly 74 per cent of it was caused by improper
politic/11 influence in one way or another.)

tr.
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EOUFTL: PBOCaDINGE OF MILSOWII liANK;:itE AEZOCIATION--May 14-15-1C, 1934

THI MIME OF THE UNIT BANK--sddress by L. L. Andrew

Pax!!! 96 

It is not ncez,:shr5 to haAie ourtnty of Lank Cpositt. to sake
th, customert-,' cJA*e. It ia necesary to have bettcr bankz,
which mesas better mc:nagement, c4,12. be brought Lbot; by a
change in the bankius las and some of tIle fundanortal.$ of banking
practice which hsvt, been perverted during tho pbst i,eneration.

Oae of the. main causts cf poor hInking hau been use of thc
bankl6 invest4.3nto. by officers for their (An profit. This hos had
many devious complicatims, as is well kncan. Anothcr important cause
of weak banking bzs been tbe mixture oi coui;ercial am; invc.atment banking
in tiv_. same inctitution, the bidding for business by tle making of un-
safe lot.ns, tht payment of too ti641 interbst, and tne eombinl.tion of
banks and Ulf-Jr sfalistes of diMrent kinos cover up thc resultL
of specJli,,tive bankink.

ro9
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Aisuouri bunkerz le3;.:ocic.tdm--Itay 14-15-10, 1274

THE BENEFITS OF DEPOSIT INSU1ANCEe-Paper by Leo T, Crowley

Paz!, 105

Incidentally, WE ilcpc that in tA ver - ncar Nture copies ofall ext.minetion reports will be made available to directors ofthe subject bank. May I not point out to you the benefitr to bpderived through cerefully considerini. sucb an examnr.tion reymort?Ihe exeminers who helm been employed by thc Corr:oration ereexperienced men. They have had the opportunity cf vieiting manyhank6 and of following the progress ef the institutions which theyhave examined. a report of examlnation 14LC:f by one of these menoffers 611 unueul opportImity for the e.irectcrs of a hank t7 get aperspective of the activities of their institutions which it is notlikely thet they would be able to get In any- othcr way. The bank-ing experience of most of the directors of banks 74tAn this stetehas been limited to tae institutions in wtich ther,i- are no-q interested.They have not had the opportunity, therefore, of compering their:droblems with those of othtx banke, Which probl(ma in lany cases arequite similer. Through the aena of e report of exr,lwination, however,the directors of banks are able to see their institutions in E unir:ueway. It is through the means of these examinAion reorts that theyere able to k.ain the benefit of the experinte of. the examiner whosebusiness it 1-p,,s been to anAyze many different institutions.
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Proceedings of the 33rd Annual Convention

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
Baltimore, October 1934

* * * * * * * * *

John D. Hospelhorn (Deputy Bank Commissioner, Maryland): * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

The Bank Commissioner in his Annual Report to the Governor on
February 10, 1934, made the following suggestions as amendments to our
present banking law:

1. Increased fees for examination work.

2. Limiting investment in bank buildings and fixtures.

3. Providing for uniformity in the number of shares reouired

to be owned for qualification of a director in a state
bank and trust company.

4. Prohibit institutions from investing funds in stocks, ex-
cept stocks of the Federal Reserve Bank and the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.

5. Granting authority to Mutual Savings Banks for the establish-
ment of branches.

6. Granting authority to the Bank Commissioner to examine into
the affairs of all affiliates or other closely allied corpo-
rations with any banking institution.

7. Prohibiting formation of affiliates except for reorganization
purposes.

8. Permitting the Bank Commissioner to furnish information to
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation with regard to any
state member of that corporation.

9. Recommending a complete change in the Small Loan Act, pro-
viding for closer supervision and granting the Commissioner
powers to investigate the fitness of the applicants before
he isaues a lice:1Se, and further reouiring the applicant to
have at least $25,000 in liquid funds before he is authorized
to grant the applicant license.

* * * * * * * * *

r-
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Discussion following speeches by F. D. I. C. Officials

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 19F4

O. H. MoberlY (Missouri): Referring to the joint examination, I

quite in accord with the recommendations of Mr. Crowley.
 In Missouri we

try to cooperate in joint examination. I find, howeve
r, that there is

some dissatisfaction or inconvenience in full cooperat
ion, due to the

fact that our examiners must not only earn their salary 
but also earn

the expenses of the department and are forced to work 
a little more

rapidly than the Corporation examiners, the Corporatio
n examiners making

a complete report while at the bank. If some provision co
uld be made

whereby they could operate more rapidly we would be very
 glad to oo-

operate more fially than in the past. I just offer tha
t as a suggestion.

Mr. Crowley: You mean our men hold your men up, because aur men

are slower? As a matter of fact, it should be our men are ahead of yours.

gr. Nichols: One difficulty is that our report is much longer than

the state report and to cover the ground it doe
s take longer, sometimes

a day longer, to make the exam!nation report of the bank. 
A great deal

of that report does have to be completed in the bank
, a man can't take

it out and finish it in his room. The answer is, I thin41 the adoption

of a uniform report, then his examiners will have to sta
y as long as our

examiners.

J. A. Broderick (New York):( I wonder why y
ou can't simplify your

report? I don't think any bank is justified in prolonging an 
examination

just because you have a very long report. The idea of a reT.ort is to

show the condition of an institution, to make comments on s
uch loans as

are necessary, to get information in regard to the earni
ngs and to give

details as to legal violations. If I may say, the reaso
n why Near York

State will not adopt the uniform report is because we bel
ieve a simplified

report ie necessary, ane that can be readily understood b
y the directors

of an institution. The comment of directors is that it takes some 
time

to underetand an examination rel:ort and to find aut what i
s vitally

necessary to them. I believe in a simplified form of rep
ort, and I be-

lieve examiners should furnish that to them, but I do not
 think every

question under the sun should be aaswered by the exami
ners. In the re-

ports throughout the country--most of the questions are 
not necessary

in the exam'nation report if the examiner is doing h
is duty. He knows

how many have attended directors meetinge and of any vio
lations. I think

the directors of the institutions are just as much in
terested in the re-

port ae the examiners are. I think the examinati
on report should be put

in such a fors that the directors can readily 
understand violations and

criticism in regard to loans, and let us drop the
 statistical and other

information for a special examination if necessa
ry, instead of extending

thp examination, so an equal amount of time w
ill be taken by both. Let

us; find some way of making examinatioas which a
re more effective than in

ft 46
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the past, and not have most of the examiner's time taken in filling in
his reports with fignres in which no one is intereeted.)

Mr. Crow4y: Don't you think the information the examiner should
get for the chief examiner is a knowledge of bank attendance of direc-
tors, etc.?

mr. Broderick: An examiner always has information he woull like to
convey to the evtef examiner and that should be rut in the rei-ort with
salient features going back to the directors. / believe in the educa-
tion of directors as well as the Department, but from an examiner's stand-
point, many examiners are more disturbed about filling out the quertione
on the report than they are in the condition of the institution. I think
it is very easy, Mr. Crowley, to show quickly to the examining staff and
supervising directors, on a very few sheets, the results of an exemination.

Mr. Crowley: We are perfectly villins to simplify if by simplifica-
tion we do not eliminate the necessary information.

Mr. Broderick: You have a Pg0i deal of information there, Mr.
Crowley, that is not necessary and only tekes up time. My comments are
not made as Superintendent of Banks but as an examiner of long standing.

M. E. Bristow (Virginia): As one of the supervisors who would
favor uniformity of forms, it wauld be helpful if we hsd an opportunity
to discuss the forms that are to be put in use. I would like very much
to see our forms uniform with yours (FDIC). With the forms you have
already adopted, fhe supervisors haven't had an opportunity of being
heard or offerine suggestions. Of course I see the viewpoint expressed,
and I believe the examiners' reports should be as brief as Possible and
limited to getting facts more than statisticsi information. That should
be done at the office.

D. W. Bates (Iowa): Mr. Chairman, I am not opposed to the appoint-
ment of the committee, but I think the committee at this stage would be
entirely useless. The form of report haa been adopted and isit in use
and now a committee to reform that will just retard progress in my
opinion. I am down next to Missouri, where Mr. Moberly comes from. I
join with him in what he hes to say about the report. (Most of us (at
least in my state) the department is supported by the compensation that
the examiner gets in examining these Institutions. When we send an ex-
aminer aut to examine a bank we expect him to pay his way ss well as
the expenses of the office, and also expect his to do hia duty as re-
quired under the law. He is sent aut to examine the bank, but he isn't
sent out to get a statistical report to be filed in the archives in
Washington.) I do not believe it is necessary, to find aut whether a
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bank is sound, to have as mach in the report as the reports adopted con-

tain. I think they should be simplified. If the F. D. I. C. requires
all of the information that is called for by these remorts I think that
information should be aside from the examination proper of the bank amd

if the F. D. I. C. desires that information they should get it following
the proper examination of the bank, and let their examiner continue so
that aurs may be released when the joint examination of the bank proper
is made.

We are very grateful for the F. D. I. C. so far, -- if they are
making examinations without cost to us, but I cantt tell how lour that
may continue and certainly it would be a very great drain on our
treasury if we had to pay in the future for these examinations, if they
are going to prolong them as long as it takes to make the examination
now.

I am not offering this as a criticism, because I join in what has
been said in perfect unanimity between our department and the department
in Washington. Nobody, I think, can say he has had any better treatment
at the hands of those in charge of the F. D. I. C. than we have. We
have done our best to cooperate, and I think we have--I hope so at any
rate, but I do say this, that the examination or report must be
simplified in some manner because of the time it takes to make as
examination of the bank. Unless it is done the joint examinations,
which re have been carrying on ln Iowa very satisfactorily, will have
to cease because of the expense and time consumed in making the ex-
amination.

Gurney P. Hood (North Carolina): Our experience in North Carolina:
in the old days we would send aut two men to examine a small hank, and
they would spend one day in the bank and two days in the office, and the
management was under the impression we were charging them three times
as much for the examination ae it cost. In my opinion every examination
should be completed at the bank. Now, the F. D. I. C. sends two men and
we send one man, and it takes three days to examine the bank and the
result is that the examination costs us less under the present system
than it did under the old system. Further, as Commissioner of Banks,
we need all the statistical information in the report and bank manage-
ment, and these reports are helpful to us--they cost us less money and
we are glad that they are as long as they are. Cooperation of the De-
partment with the F. D. I. C. and the cooperation of the F. D. I. C. with
anr Department has been perfect. Their work has reestablished in aur
state a real State Banking System.)

R. B. Gormley (Georgia): Mr. Crowley, Gentleman(' listened with
a great deal of interest to the discussion this morning, and if I may
be permitted to humbly ofrer a suggestion or thought which may occur to
you as radical, I would like to do so. It occurs to me that if the
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F. D. I. C. could accept the examinations of the various State Banking
Departments--take in Georgia, I have a staff of five for making exami-
nations, against the Federal Reserve, National Banking and those of the
F. D. I. C., and it seems to me there should be an amendment to the
F. D. I. C. Act to permit the corporation to accept our fora of exami-
nation.

Mr. Crowley: I would like to answer that. You are a fine bunch of
fellows and we have high regard for you, but we aren't going that far.
You couldn't expect us to insure yaur banks and not be able to know
what is going on.

Nr. GormItty: You insure national banks without that examination.

Mr. Crowley: Yes, but we have some Federal control there.\

* * * * * *
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Discussion folloring spPeches by F. D. I. C. Officials
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

35rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * * * ̀?-

J. S. Love (Mississippi): * * * * * * *

I was very much interested in v..hat Ir. Stronck saLl regarding bank
management, and I am inclined to believe the "atare of our system de-
pends upon the efficiency of bank management. I think that is the key
to the whole thing. (In my state we do not in every instance have
competent bank man-..gellent and the F. D. I. C. has been a little lenient
along that line, necessarily so 'Is I see it, until conditions adjust
themselves en it will not be hurtftl t.o the blnk itself or the com-
munity in rhich it is located, but our grebtest work is to help in
improving the bank management. We need to go to school ourselves, :;13
bank commissioners and as examiners; we need to imrrove zeid brave improved
by actual experience in the llst 'r*ive or ten years. I have been in the
de7artuient since 1915 and have gained there all the experience 7te spoke
of, and yet I am a student and have many, many thinzs to learn. I
befinning to feel I know very little about the profession.Otill, rhen
I think of' the thinfs brive gone through and how well we hvve come ant,
it is prol,ably with the hand of God; but without the assistance from the
government agencies I_don't know what- woaihbAce be•pnrae_ofils 

ILIV‘states, ani I a.2 very glr,d of the assistance and cooperation which

(L) 

been fine in every respect; bat I doubt that--coming back again to the
main point in this discussion, we will be able to suintain the dual

1Ni 
system of banking unless we prove ourselves worthy and competent bankers
and perfect our bank man ,gement;)* * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *
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The Oeattle Conference - Report by
Howard H. Hansen, Supervisor of Banking, Wash.
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

75rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * *(When the F. D. I. C. came into the 17cture we attempted
wherever ,possible to make eeneral examinetiona with them. We found,
however, that aur examTnation was a little different than that of the
F. D. I. C. We have non-member state banks, member state banks, and
trust departments of national banks, and the F. D. T. C. chief examiner
had the states of rashington, Oregon and part of Liaho to examine, so
our fields did not coincide, but eherever possible ee made joint exami-
nations. 7e found, however, in all these joint examinetions, both with
the Federal Reserve and the F. D. I. C., that the time taken for making
these examinations was from one-half to one-third longer with the same
number of our men and the same number of Federal men. This was brought
about to a considerable extent by reason of the fact that there rere
two sets of examiners and only one set of bank officers and they got in
each other's way. There were different types of reports to make up,
sometimes the loan classifications were a little different and, in the
case of member banks, the Federal Reserve examiners paid particular at-
tention to past due paper, while we look to solvency. Little differences
like that resulted in a longer time foe making the examinetion. Also,
in Aultiple examinations, it takes at least twice as much of the officers'
tiue to take care of examiners and furnish them eitb reeorts and informa-
tion to comrlete the examination9

Running thronch all of this, ee met remember that all state baaks
are examined either by the Federal Reeerve Bank or the D. I. C. in
addition to our own examination, but the national banks are exneiined
only by the national baak examiners and not by the r. D. I. C. or Federal
Reserve Bank. It was, therefore, aur then;ht to try to perfect a
program that rould be accepteble to the Federal Reeerve Mink anl the
r. D. I. C. whereby they would accept our examination 5$ their own.
laturally, we had to give same thought to the responsibility ehich
they have in their respective positions, 7,articularly the F. D. I. C.,
which have guaranteed deposits in non-member state banks end member
banks and naturally want a complete picture of those banks. They have
48 states and 48 different supervisors to deel with and the eost seridus
trouble in connection rith accepting the examinatione of these numerous
supervising authorities is the feet that there is no uniformity in
making these reports. Therefore, if we are to suggest a prograe to the
F. D. I. C. for making one examit3etion by the state supervisory authority,
we must take their viewpoint also and provide uniformity to help them
quickly to grasp the picture of a bank. Early in September, 1.)out the
time of the Seattle meeting, a conference was held in Washington, at-
tended by representativesof the F. D. I. C., Federal Reserve Bank and
Comptroller, at which time they agreed upon a uniform fore of examination,

.A. LIS
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already discussed this morning. I am in ,iccord with the gentleman 'Aho
desired more breirity in that report and an emieavor to give a quicker
and clearer picture of the examination, but I do believe tlp:t if this
committee meets with representatives of the F. D. I. C., they can .;7ork
out a good uniform report that we all can agree to use.

Then another factor in making exf,ain!tions is the caliber of ex-
iliners and their experience. We should be able to satisfy the F. D. I. C.

rand the Federal Reserve that our examiners are competent and able to do
the job. If .e can make a reasonable showing, agree to use uniform ex-
amination rerorts, and show that aur examiners are able to perform the
task, then I think it is reasonable thLt -e rec:uest consideration be
given to elimination of this multiple examination er!tem -s it now exists.

One additional point: re feel that the F. D. I. C. and Federal Re-
serve Bank should have a close contact with state supervisory authorities
in order that we can give a clearer picture from our respective states,
particularly those of us who are far from the orfice in Washington.
Therefore, the chief oxamincq's should be left in their positions
shauld work closely with us, reviewing rei_orts as we review them and con-
sulting with us and we with them as to improvements that may be put into
effect.)
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Address by H. N. Stronck, Assistant to Director, F. D. I. C.
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

35rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

It has been said that, when a loan is made by a bank in most in-,
stances, that loan at the time of making is a good loan, and that the
reason for loane drifting into the "doubtful" and "loss" stage is because
the rosition of the borrower was not followed up in a proper manner after
the loan vas granted. Similarly, in the case of banks, all of you have
had experiences where a perfectly sound bank at a given time drifted into
an unsound iwtitution during a relatively short interval of time. In
many instances this occurs not due to economic forces beyond the control
of the indivic4ual bank, but thraugh bad bank management that permitted
factors to enter into the situation which eventually caused the downfall
of the institution. You have also seen many instances where an unsound
bank was placed on a sound basis through changes in management policies
and methods.

An analysis of the enrning position and the dividend policy of banks
over a period of years indicated that in a substantial number of in-
stances unfavorable factors, rith reference to true earnings and dividend
policies, have developed, which factors, in some instances, can be
largely controlled by the regulating authorities. In these instances
the capital position of the banks was si.riously affected by the payment
of dividends substantially in excess of the total earnings over a period
of five years. The directors of some banks declared dividends which
they knew were in excess of earnings. Directors of other banks de-
clared high dividends due to a lack of knowledge as to the amount of net
profits actually available for dividends. In most instances no pro-
visions had been made for losses. This is due largely to the fact that
many banks did not make ample provisions for losses on a current basis,
but permitted these losses to accumulate to a point where they wiped
out the entire capital structure, or created a very substantial impair,-
ment. If the regulating authorities will take a firm rosition rith the
banks that losses should be provided for currently, and that excessive
and unwarranted dividends be discountenanced, such a position will be
of considerable aid in the protection of present sound aapital structures.

In other instances it has been 4*ound that what might be termed nor,-
mal net earnings of a bank were drained through the payment of excessive
salaries to aome officers--salaries so far in excess of normal that it
appeared almost self-erident that the notive was not one of protecting
the depositors of the bank, but one of getting all that could be gotten
out of the bank. It is believed that the regulat4ng authorities can and
should also take a firm position on practices of that kind.
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Another factor which needs discouragement and which can be discouraged
by the regulating authorities, is to permit the banks to invest too large
a proportion of their capitel in bank buildings. During the pFat fifteen
years there developed a veritable orgy of excessive expenditures in bank
buildinge--bnildings which were far beyond the needs or requirements or
the financial capaeity of the banks, and as a result, in s7ite of a great
reduction in number of hanking units, there are still many instances
where the building situation stranglea the earning position.

On the other side of the picture, there is a substantial number of
banks whose business volume le sufficiently fereat to develop from it a
satisfactory earning position, but unfortunately, this is not being done.
Usually, in such instances, it is also found that the bank management is
decidedly weak on asset administration, and even though the capital
position is restored, indications are that unless bank management policies
and practices are changed for the better, the present sound capital will
be dissipated during a relatively short interval of time. There are also
still too many banks whose management has not availed itself of the re-
sources placed at its disposal for strengthening the capital structure,
or who have gone only part way in the program. ?deny banks were reorganized
under a plan whereby substantially all of the new capital structure was
contributed by the depositors and not by the management, and practically
the same management and the same managerial policies ere in the reorganized
bank as were in the prior bank where the depositors had taken substantial
losses. In aany such Lnstances this management does not realire nor does
it seem to aare, that one of the first principles of sound bank management
is the protection of depositors, interests, and unless auch management
is carefully watched, the same old story may happen again.

The question arises, in just what manner may the examining and
regulatory bodies be of constructive aid in these Tubnormal eituations?
We knor from experience that some good work has been done by examiners
in their meetings with the directors of banks; that a great deal has also
been accomplished hy conferences held with the bankars in the offices of
the regulatine officials. However, due to improvement in huainess con-
ditions and also the fact that there has been a considerable increase in
deposits in some banks, which placed their liauidity in a comfortable
position, a tendency is developing where some bankers are taking a sore
independent position, and refuse to listen to advice or even demands of
the regulating authoritiea in the manner in which they did when their
banks were in trouble.

The process from now oa appears to be more toward an educational
caLpaign and salesmanship along the lines of convincing bank management
to accept sound banking policies and procedures for the resultant beaefit
of active officers of the bank, the Board of Directors, and the atock-
holders. Juet whet form such a program should take is as y-t problematical,
but experience has shown that *here individuals thoroughly versed in the
problems of bank management, and with the right kind of personality, have
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had an opportunity of spending some time with the management of banks,
a great deal of good has been accomplished. The regular bank examiner,
in his examination work is limited by time ahd by scope of examination.
Also, many able bank examine -s, from a standpoint of asset valuation, do
not have the training, experience or personality to undertake the giving
of advice on bank management problems of a general scope.

ON know that there are many instances where a bank is in need of
41 constructive aid and that purely a reexamination of the bank from a

4.\\ 
standpoint of re-valuating its assets is of /Lit, little benefit. It is
believed, however, that in place of making such a reexamination, if
skilled individuals in the field of bank management were sent to the
bask and could remain there without time limitation, much constructive
work could be accomplished. This Corporntion is willing to cooperate
with you in undertaking a work of that nature, and is willing to develop
a specialized personnel whose zervices can be placed at your disposal.
This personnel would make a special analysis of such banks, goiag
thoroughly into the management, operating, and financial problems,
develop therefrom a program of sound bank management, and attempt to
sal the idea to the bank's directors and officers.)
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"Code of Fair Competition for Bankers
and Activities of the Code Committee"

Address by A. J. Stilwell, Vice President,
Continental Illinois Nat. Bank and Trust Co.,Chicago

58th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Aeso., May 1934

(The Hoosier Banker, June 1934)

* * * * * * * * *

Bankers generally have recognized that the diminishing margin of

profit in banking operations requires the elimination of unprofitable

accounts, and what ie equally important, the impartial and equitable

treatment of its customers.

Bankers have in some cape knowingly, more often I believe un-

wittingly, used the profits from profitable accounts to defray the ex-

pense of handling unprofitable accounts. Manifestly this is unfair

both to the bank and to the banking public. Service for nothing, or

service that is paid by someone else, is neither good business nor

sound economics in these tYles when the soundest banking practices are

being demanded everywhere. It is this line of reasoning that has

produced what is known as the measured service charge.

* * * * * * * * *

In a public appearance in 1951, Mr. John W. Pole, then Comptroller

of the Currency, discussing the public aspect of bank management, said

in part*

("We appear in this country to be fully committed to the policy of

governmental control over banking. All of our banking systems, whether

state or national, operate under specific power, granted by legislative

enactment and bank operations under these powers are supervised by a

public official charged with the duty of holding the banks strictly I 4 Nr
within the confines of the statutes. In addition to this statutory

limitation, the pupervising officers frequently are given the power

to mmke rules and regulations in the further application of the statutes.

In banking, as in many of our activities, we are inclined to attempt to

cure all defective operations by new statutory enactments and new govern-

mental regulations. )

eIn the final analysis, however, governmental action, whether

statutory or regulatory, can only set the metes and bounds of bank

operations. They can penalize violations of the law and clan exercise

a restraining influence upon banking practices within the law, but it

is well known that good management can not be produced by legislation

or governmental fiat. Good management must be a natural growth from

within the institution.

"What constitutes good management can always be determined by the

consensus of banking opinion. The larger the bank the more important

becomes the question of management. Banks of metropolitan size bear

a gre t responsibility to their shareholders and to the ublic and it

is essential that their banking policies and practices measure up to
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the highest existing standards. In our large cities the clearinghouses
have clayed an effective part in the development of local banking
standards. Tbe type of work done by these voluntary associations should
be extended if possible to all banks. know of no better instrumentality
through which to buill up in this country banking traditions strong
enough to effectively discourage all types of bad banking.

"I realise that from the standpoint of the banker, banking is a
private business similar to other gainful occupations and that the
funJamental business principles of freedom of action and unity of
responsibility upon boards of directors should not be subjected to what
might be called governmental interference. On the other handOn
banking there is a large -ublic interest at stake--an interest both of
the government and of the depositore--and so long as there is the
possibility of a repetition of certain recent outstanding examples of 14-.3
bad management, whether through incompetency or through a willful die-
regard of responsibility and honor, there is the prospect of increaeng
the rowers of governmental supervision as a remedy.",)

* * * * * * * * * *
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Address tv Merle Thorpe, Zditor,
?he Nation's BusinWill

38th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asses, lipP, 1,114.
(The Hoosier Banker, June, 1914)

* * * * * * * *

The nations has mover before witmessed sash a general and emstimmems
usahraking et our hnsimess life. ?hes enmittingly we have weakened ihe
faith mad eenfidenoe ef the people in the very institntins and preeeftes
they met we to bring badk prospaeous

le bogus with the innks• Bankers have borne the brunt of the
general mmakrekimg *MU* bees going on. There is no ciomed seams
for the bother. Re Iwo always been fair game for tbe demagogue,

If the hasher lends messy mad Marge* interest, he is a messer.
he doesn't load memory to 1110,, Didk end Marry, he is a tight...le&

The bank crisis, AAA led te se mesh criticius et hashers and our
banking machinery, Ma ommeed primart4y lireulualeremaing fear as tbe
part of the public. Criticism against a lamkes polio, et lending is
really a critialsm avinst the Wale etato of mind. Basks, perhaps
1.4ore so than other businesses, sr*, and mast be, sensitive te a slats
ef nind. In this, the bask is a communal institutive. Its strength or
evabneee at a given tine nay be due as much or sore to the forces out-
side, in the seummmity, as to the policies or prestige* inside, within
the control of ommaigement.

In our effort te remedy sad reform, se teo often forget this. Seel
improvement will oeme from conwiderttion of balding fundamentals mud
semad public policies, rather thee earful* vriPteme or enperficialitivA,
Geed beaks are the prod/nets of preper4 equippedy fsr-eseing A= of Ugh
prefrestomal steederds, with a kegs sense of public inters044 But(peed
bunko sem be seshumed6 and eves vielkid„ by agemoiee beyond their ono.
trol„ mmeh as emotes erveremeetal aredit or surremey policies, punitive
repressive or hssimess development, slander end hyeteria. Geed millefe-
want amd improved efficiency of balk exesetiive easnot be supplied by
law. ?he banker "head not be expected, amy mere them any other man,
to foresee the unforeeeeable, or to prediet the unpredictable, *specially
4hers sass thinking amd mass action ars elnoermed. ?be basic diffi-
culties or banking institutions htive been crested Weed the controls
of management.(lhere are but relatively few eveeptiess to this. All
over the land, sewed amd sagasious mem, placing dielharge of duty befere
personal profits have enabled Morison beekinp: to weather a storm ef
1.111~1.1.11.101 PrOPortielle*

* * * * * * • * *

Amerias has good balks end good hashers. It is interesting, in our
velesemt state of self-oritioism, to note that very recently there sere
those in both Canada and England who were advoc3ting our banking system
for their 'vestries. There is roost for improvement, as always, but in
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seeking improvement, we shonld avoid making reetrictions, aimed at pre-
venting a ropotitios of reeent mistakes, that would hampwr the leveler- ,
meet of honking functions se desirable in nesuel times._)In good times
there is mo criticism of honks for giving tee soak credit, althorn.' tn
feet such a adstFlke is usually more productive of widespread esnumaiW
inlary than the other extreme of filling to meet every insistent damomas I
Ws, the public!, Should help our bankers to resist, rather then te 4011100
fora to, the rubliole seed•

It is xy observation at Washintse that away se-ealled reforms are
urged Immense of reeentment agninot the ossagismal bookselp 111
eroOkod000s or bad juAgnent, has brought Nis to his tastitatios. This
desire is to runt* bankers quite es mads am it is to satogoard Maks,
Sash a motive is osarooly condasive to semi banking legislation,.
litter tapalsos never wits good law*

* • * * * * * *
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Address by C. B. Axford
38th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., May, 1974.

(The Hoosier Banker, June, 19F4)

Perhaps the most concrete current problem is the code and the service
°harp's. To me the code idea looms as a possible way to escape or avoid
the miscarriages of state and Federal supervision, which were such great
factors in the accumulation of errors which led to 1929. Somehow, in the
development of local group co-operation, I have felt we could find
ppachinery for self-discipline among banks. We have depended too much upon

I
"Federal and state banking policemen to keep the banker with outlaw tenden-
cies within the bounds of reasan and sound banking. When the results have
been bad, as in the case of the National Bank of Kentucky, the Bank of
United States, the American Fxchange Bank of Little Rock, we h,ve all been
condemned for the failure. Where there is such group responsibility, there
should be developed group means for controlling the wildcat.

The service charge portion of the banking code, therefore, appeals to
me as something on which we can cut our teeth in this matter of group oo-
operation. Cutting teeth is iainful for babes. It appears equally pain-
ful for banking groups. But we shall be poor victims of our own individ-
ualism if we let the initial friction of working out the service charge
problem discourage us.

Looking over the banking scene, I am eJeJuraged by the example of
the mutual savings banks in developing group action. They have their
special problem, but no more so than the baaks of your own county and
state. How they have stood together, co-operating in insurance, ad-
vertising, central banking, and standards for assets and service policies
should be an inspiration. In New York their advertising dominates the
banking field. In Massachusette they are self-ineured, as a result of
their determination not to heocme involved in what they consider the
potential nation(11 weaknesses of the FDIC. In both Massachusetts and
New York they have their own central banking And rediscount system,

And so, if we can master this relatively simple little problem of
the minimum service charge, the practice in co-operation which it gives
us should be valuable in wider fields--agricultural work, group invest-
ment counsel, group credit information exchanges, group advertising,
group co-operation and consultation with the superviaory authorities on
matters of discipline.

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * Will we assume a couple of years from now that we have
legislated forever out of our financial system the fear of banking and
currency crises, and of stock market panics? I am afraid that the
current legislative procedure is laying the foundation for the illusions
of the past all over again. We have a great confidence in laws in this
country, and in political infallibility in the execution of law, too
great a confidence. From 1913 to 1929 we labored under the national
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delusion that we had eliminated forever the chance of a banking and

currency panic, since we had our banking and currency under the all wise

control of the Federal Reserve System. But we know now that the Federal

was nanipulated for many eocial and politieal ends which cauld oaly

result in its ruin, which came from the totally unexpected saurce of

a stock exchange panic.

We yielded aur susceptibility to illusions when we looked upon the

Iftderal Reserve System and said it was good. We aseumed that we might

helve bank failures, and that we might have minor depressions, but we

timid never have a banking currency panic again. We forgot that in 1913

bankers had told Congress and President Wilson that within twenty years

the fruit of the Federal Reserve System would be the greatest panic

which the world had ever seen. But it came almost on schedule time.

Instead of teaching our people had legislators a lesson about

bankiag, we proceeded to legislate again. 'Ne diagnosed our trouble as

lack of confidence ia banks and proceeded to give every email depositor

a guarantee. le have laid the groundwork for the same cycle of erro
r

which led from the creation of the Federal Reserve System, threugh a

period or immense expansion of deposit liabilities to a period of

immense contraction. * * * * * *

But if I dare to read a sign-post of the pest end venture a pre-

diction as violent es that of ?organ and Dawes when the Federal Reserve

System was created, it is that within a dozen years from the inception

of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, we Shall see our banking

syetem down In ruias about our heads again ualess thines are vitally

end .%ndamentally eoee eisely run both at rashington end et home than

they eere under Talson, Harding, Coolidge and Hoover.

I am afraid that I must assume that the colossal lack of an 
under-

standing of what is sound, self-liquidating banking on the part of 
aur

millions will negative what forces there are for economic wisdom in

Washington once more aud that the level of cur nationel banking an
d

currency problem will be the common denominator of the banking aad

economic intelligence of 125,000,000 people, and that is pretty low.

When a nation hes to have its batiks, its mortgages, its prosperity,

its faith in itself guaranteed, it is in extraordinary danger of

fooling itaelf, for the very fact that a guarantee is being granted

is likely to be double assurauce that the risk is so great that no

guarantee can meet it.

* * * * * * * * *

To me the more detailed beak statement is the simplest answer to

the great banking problem--how to get more safe banks. Advertising

competition among banks which feeturee the size of their assets is

foolish and suicidal, for it can only end by the bigger banks swal
lowing

the little ones.
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But on the basis of properly presented detailed statements, thecompetition between banks can be kept on a quality basis where it aughtto be. The simplest way that we know to get more safe banks is to re—quire more honestly frank credit reFortv from banka to their creditors,the public. Where it has been tried it has worked wonders in building, up the standards of local banking comprtition.) DOPF it stimulate your1,_ interest in the idea if T tell you that one of the biggest branch bank\ proponents in the United States, with offices in St. Paul, is using moredetailed statements with telling effect to prove the superiority of histype of banking? Looking back for the signposts of the past we findthat before the days of legislation for the purTose of making bankingperf,7,ct, the better the bank, the more detailed its statement re-rorts.
\ 14 find British banks, where there are no banking laws on the subject,)( recognising the right of the public to have as good a credit standard

+
' ' from them as they themselw:15 demand.

1
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS NEW IORK STATIC BANKERS ASSOCIATION - 19
54

Page 8 THE BANKING CODE AND FAIR TRADE PRACTICES - Mr. Rona
ld Ransom,

Chairman of the Banking Code Committeel)

I am going to get off the track just a moment t
o say that

every man I have come in contact with who has ha
d any con-

nection with a code for any industry, sincerely 
feels that his

industry is by all odds the most difficult to
 codify. I do be-

lieve, though, that we can prove that banking 
is more dif-

ficult than any other for these reasons: WI helm more re-

lationships to maintain. :We are already gowern
id and con-

trolled end ruled by a diversity of laws, st
ate and national.

We have the national banking authorities to 
consider when

we are talking about anything for banks; 46 
state authorities:

we have the Federal Reserve Board; the RFC; t
he FDIC, and,

like all codes, the NRD.)

We have a great number of bankers representing 
banks

of all sizes, doing ail classes of busin
ess, and bankers happen

to be individualistic.

41
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BOURCEs MORT OS BANKS DEPOSIT & DISCOUNT, ETC. - N.Y. 1954

UNIFORMITY OF LAM ANL SUPERVISION

(The uniformity in supervisory policis *doh has been accom-

plished has been in keeping with the trend toward conforming state

and federal banking laws. Taking into consideration amendments

which were made to the laws of this State at the last session of the

Legislature, state banks and trust companies are now subject to

substantially the same legal requirements as apply to national

and state member banks., Well disparity as still exists in bankint

prbctices due to different's in laws will tend to disappear as the

national program is carried out and all banks having federal

deposit insurance btoose members of the Federal Reserve System

a& they are recuired to do in order to rditin deposit insurance after

July 1, 19E7.

(As indicated in last year's reArt, the present 5uperintendent

favors the unification of banking through membership of all insti-

tutions in the Federta Reserve System. While a degree of cooper-

ation presantly exists between the various supervisory agmeit's,

greeter coordination is imperbtive if conflieta of policieF are to 10 1
be avoided. jnder present conditions the averego institution finds

itself subject to numerous examinations ane sometimes to inconsis-

tent advice or directions of different supervisory authorities. If

the activities of all such federal authorities could be centralised,

complete cooperation with the state authority could be aseem.

plished. If this i$ not done, then 6 central authority with exclusive

jurisdiction over all banking institutions will probably result.)

16'74
40
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Remarks of Wm. D. Gordon (Penn.)
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

55rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, October, 1954

* * * * * * * * *

* * * * * I agree one of the disadvantages we have is the forty-
eight separate systems of examination and supervision. However, you
would be amazed to know how closely states like Massachusetts, New
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio are supervising problems that are arising.
We are alike industrially. We have like problems in these states, that
is why in 1951 when we first called this group together we endeavored
to pick out the states with the same problems.

There are other states with geographical boundaries, where their
questions are similar. For that reason I am strongly for the zoning
of the cauntry by the President. In fact, I introduced a resolution
and had it passed the last time, but nothing was ever done. I believe
it is high time that was put through. It was done, we can testify, in
the Eastern states and the value can not be measured that was gotten
at these meetings. We are meeting five or six times a year. Whenever
something arose of paramount importance we called a meeting and had
the finest informal discussion of judgment combined by the bAnking
supervisors.

I am in favor of introducing a resolution that the President zone
the country with regard to comparable districts, having like problems
so far as possible, and he appoint committees or a chairman of the
group to organize these particular banking secretaries so as to get to-
gether several times with a view to establishing informal records, may-
be for bank examinations, etc., which will help to break down the
criticism of the forty-eight states going in different directions,
because you would be surprised to learn how many have common problems.
I will move such a thing be done.

10,9
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER--JUNE 1934

ADDRESS OF THE HON. EDWARD RAINEY, State Supt. of Banks

Page 197 

(We have now passed through another and exceedingly important
stage of banking in the United States--the period of multiple examina-
tions leading to bank insurance. You know, during the latter part
of last year I wondered what bankers did besides being examined. If 1
they wanted to get into the Federal Reserve, they were being examined
by the Federal Reserve. They were being examined by the R.F.C. if they
wanted preferred stocks. They were being examined simultaneously by
my departillent and by the deposit insurance people if they were a State
bank and were applying for insurance, and almost all of them did, and
the national banks were girding themselves up for the examinations which
were to come along for the permanent insurance period which apparently
we are not going to have just at this momen0

X -X- X- X-
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SOURCE; ASSOCIATION NEWS BULLETIN - bavinge Banks Association of
State of New iork

OCTOBER 18-19, 1934

AMUSE by HON. JOLVH A. BRODERICK

?ate A5

Voluntary bction is preferable vt all times. Thone of yom
who know ae well know that I am opposed to "the big stick", mud
it has never beea used in the Banking Department except as a
last reaort. Why *wet the savings banks of this state take

voluntary action? It iv to the interest of their own institutions;
it strengthens their own positiom and strengthens the system as
a whole.

You say you can't do that unless the ememeroial bmks follow

suit. I tell you gentlemen, free easilsrenoes with commercial
banks throughout the state, they will follow very quickly, the:- will

go along with you at the same time. Cie have had discussions with
the Washincton authorities fir the last eix mostha on this question'.
I have favored a redustion of interest rates since the first quarter
of this year as a mark 0: conservatism. r realize that it would be 0
better if we would get unified action on the part of the national
and state departments, but I find they have complications down in \
111Ohington which make it almost impossible for them to direct a
reduction of interest rates covering the whole country. They say
*soh state Should handle itF own affairs.) If a reduction is posable
in one state or sae district, it Should be made there.

Well, it took two years to get the **eta. down frou four and a half
to four per cent in up-stete districts. To be quite frank, I wart to
say it didn't take fifteen minutes to tot them damu from four and a
half to four in Greeter iew York some four years ego; but it is to
your interest, it is to the interest of the depositors of your brInk,
and it ie to the intereet of the savings bank system of this stte
thLt the rate be reduced to a maximum of two and a half per cent, and
just as quickly as you can do it.
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SOURCE: 241.414 ASSKSMENT (15Z3-13Z4) btate 44ember Bank Examination
(General Files)

Letter to Board from R. L. Austin, Chmn of the Board and FRA et ?hiladelphia,
dated July 25, 19.64

* * * * * * * *

* k * Thlis banking departeents of Pennsylvania and New Jersey
employ relatively large examining forces, use more comprehensive forms
of ext.mluatiou reports than the National examiner's form, and spend eore
time on the examinations Caen do the Sational examiners, with the
consequence that their bills are larger for Witai examination than the
Comptroller's bill, on a basis, for the examiw.tion of National banks
of sixilar 614,e. in addition, 48 our axawiners participate in the
exLiaigt.tioub of all c.;tate Aiesber beaks and .se runabr c. bill coverint the
co.,t (salaries ..ne. olpenses ouly) of that porLiou of our tiork
not rek.ted to the sub4ect ol credits, t4e Litate member bunks in Lest:
two st..tes alrea,..' are subjected to cbtalos whial alot,t im,tanoes tare
equal to or exceed the cost of two examilu.tions on a fee basis under the
Comptroller's gystem. * *

* * ;er * * * * * *
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SOURCE: THE MIUISSIPPI BANKER -- MAY 1954

AtDRES&. OF MR. GILMER NIMTON, Chairman of the Board of the Union Planters
Nationti Bank of Meq)his

Page 16-16 

In olosint; tl”se rowrks I spesk !. good word for the tmk

elaminers. Regerd them 3r your bEst frh-ner ne listen to their

cdvice. They are prohibited by lsw from eivin certEin specific

inforwtion about othr beaks' affairs, but yol, un uilit/ly count

:xi it that their advice ir bbeed on exprrience somerheru else.
You might not wee Aith them on comc points, but consider most

carefully what they advise and if you heed their advice you will

probably run EA Lound bGnk 1:ifter tll, thii+ is mr Fora.
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Address by L. Z. Birdzell, General Counsel,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Convention of Michigan Bankers Asso., June 22, 1954.
(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * * * *

In the face of the record since the insurance fund came into effect,
which I have already given you, there should be no occasion to arme its
need. However, there are still some who say that it is bat a substitute
for a sound banking system, and that our efforts should be directed
toward establishing better management for banks rather than insuring
banks against losses. The proponents of this argument usually give the
Canadian banking system as an illustration.

I The argument for better hanks is well taken. We concur fully in
f, what its proponents say, but we feel that better banking can best be
. " achieved with the aid of our corporation. In the United States there

is a division of authority between the several states and the Federal
Government, and consequently, unlike the Dominion of Canada, the
character of our banking varies according to the location of the bank
and the character of supervision given it. Through the aid of our
corporation we believe that there can be a better co—ordination through.
out the country to the end that a uniform high standard of banking may
be maintained.

* * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCEs WOW ON DAM OF WORT 6 DISCOUNT, ETC. - N.Y. 1974

BRANCH BANXINC

Zama* (Banking Board)

The Stephens Act, dividing the state iate nine districts and per-
mitting branch banking by basks and trust sompemies within ouch
diatrictsv has nee been a law for *boat seven months. The pro-
visions of that Ast are clear that the Legislature wag eepecially
oemeerned that it should be administered in ouch a way as to avoid
nodule and unsound expansion of banking under its terms. This
principle the Beard bar kept constantly in mind in the exercise of
ite power under the Act to approve or disapprove applications for
branches. (Set oar has ths &nerd weighed with the utmost eare
all applicatioms whit* have come before it but it luis alao aided rind
approved the polioy of the Soperintendent in cooperating with the
office of the Comptroller of the Curremmy in an effort to establish
a assmos policy as between state mad national systems. The com.
tiummase of this policy is not only advisable but imperetive if
brawl* honking is to develop am a sound basis. For the imposes
of determining in what communities and 'oder what eomditisas
there is to be a further expansion of banking facilities, all the
banks of the State most be treated as belonging to one system. The
single purpose of providing mood end adequate banking faeilitics
for all sections of the State eemmet be achieved in the absence of
mop, ration between the tmo agenclem which are authorised te permit
the formation of new beaks or branchosi

The belief of the Nord in this principle is reflected ia a rfsolu-
tion adopted Marsh 25, 1955 pursuant to which the tioard meme-
rialised Congress to incorporate in any amendment to the Foleval
banking laws provisiems requiring the approval ef 'tate asamri.
ties for the estabeishnent of a national bank or brawl* thereof in
any oommuaity served by * state bank or treat cumpany, pro-
vided the State would likewise enact legislation requiring the
approval of the Yederal authorities for the establishment of a state
bank or trust or branch thereof in any eommunity served
by ft national blet7
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Annual Report of the F. D. I. C.
For the Year Ending Dec. 51, 1954

(Page 34)

Standards of admission.(The Corporation should be given sufficient
power to protect itself against incurring excessive risks. For this
reason it should have the right to control admissions to insurance in
accordance with standards specified in the statute and to require the
withdrawal from insurance benefits of any bank which is found to be 

N1(1°\engaging in unsound practices. The standards of admission should
embrace the convenience and needs of the community in which the bank
is located, the capabilities and integrity of its management, the
earnings possibilities, and the financial and general condition of the
bank. The Corporation should not be required to insure deposits in
banks which disregard sound managerial policies.)
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA PANKER--JUNE 1934

BANKING AND RECOVERY —by Hon. J. F. T. O'CONNOR, C. of C.

Pa_g 246
* * * * * *

Previous Deposit Insurance

Another argument is that the banks themselves have been insuring

deposits for more than fifty years. When the state or the city or the

county came to you with their large deposits, they immediately took out
of your bank your best bonds and your best securities to insure their

deposits. It was rather difficult to explain to the man on the street
why a city or 8 state or a government deposit should be insured, and if
anything happened to the bank, it was t3 be paid first, and if there
was anything left, the man on the street was to get it.

So having insured these deposits in the banks in the country, as
was the general practice and custom in every state, was it not difficult
to approve the discrimination against the man and woman who really needed
the pittance that they had saved?
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SOURCE:

A CONSIDERATION OF BANK INVESTMENT POLICIES—Prepared by Prof. B.H.
 Beckhart

for the Commission on Banking Law and Practice, Association of

Reserve City Bankers---May 29, 1934.

Pa_ge 60

(In addition to these suggestions member banks should be

required to publish their assets in a much more detailed
 form

than is now the case. The volume of open-market paper should be

listed separately, loans to customers should be grou
ped and listed

in accordance with maturity dates, the volume of overdu
e loans and Via

debts should be given, the details of the bond account s
hould be

published including the amount of &ny part of the 
bond account which

has been pledged against borrowed funds. In addition, member banks

should be called upon, in special reports to group their
 customers'

loans by industries and by the occupations of the borr
oThers.)
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SOURCE: THE OHIO BANKFR -- JULY 1934

ROOSEVELT'S THREE—NO—TRUMP SYSTEM — by Mr. Paul atallon, "ewspaper
Columnist, Washington, D.C.

Page 21

\ ( QUESTION: Which of the government agencies, the Federal

c))

Reserve, the comptrollerls office the R.F.C., or the F.D.I.C.
is going to be the boss of the banks? "

MR. MALLON: As I understand it, one of them tells you one
thing and the other one tells you directly the opposite, isn't
that it? I don't know. Of course they have created mushroom
organizations down there, they have very vigorous personalities in
charge of each of them and they sometimes step on each others'
toes and there was such a vast business it would be impossible to
prevent inconsistency in application of the program, but eventually I
s-ould believe that those things will work themselves out during the
course of time until a definite single authority is established.)

35' legA8
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SOURCE: THE OHIO BANKER - JULY 1935

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT--B. S. Wellman

Page 4

* * * * * * * * *

At our convention a year ago, President Will in his opening
address pointed to the tendency to increase Federal control of
the banking business and warned of its consequences. He should
be congratulated for the accuracy with which he forecast develop-
ments. You all know that for the past several months there has been
pending before Congress the Banking Act of 1935, with its drastic
Title II sandwiched between other provisions which are construc-
tive in character and approved by the bankers. Title II would
sound the death-knell of private banking in the United States and
literally turn bankers into "money-changers" and our institutions
into dispensaries of credit according to rules and regulations
promulgated from Washington. Its objectionable features have
been ably pointed out not only by bnnkers, but by representatives
of other business and public organizations. At our session tomorrow
we shall have the privilege to hear from men who have followed
closely the course of this legislation. Our Association has done
its bit in helping to oppose Title II. Perhaps these men can tell
us how we, out here in Ohio, can be of further help in bringing
about the elimination of its unsound provisions.

36
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS NEW YORK STATE BANKERS ASSOCIATION- 1934

Page 54 (Address by Hon. Leo T. Crowley, Chairman, FDIC - THL BENEFITS
OF DEPOSIT INSURANCE)

Recently, there has been perfected a revised form of bank
examination report. This has been accomplished through
the co-operation of the office of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation. The use of the new uniform exami-
nation report is but the first step in this fruitful field ELS far
as co-operation and improvement of bank supervision and
management is concerned. We are in hopes that we will be
able to make further advances along these lines, particularly
with a view to increasing the effectiveness of an examination
and at the same time reducing the number of different ex-
aminations required by the various supervising authorities.
In this matter we invite your co-operation. We are very
pleased that considerable proLress has already been made and
that the authorities concerned are so kindly disposed to co-
operate with us.
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SOURCE: THE OHIO BANKER -- JULY 1934

ADERFU OF THE PRESILENT - Clark Will

Page 5 

We have been confronted with a difficult situation. By one

agency we have been urged to lend generously; by another we have

been instructed to be strict in our credit requirements and to

have regard for maturities. This seems warranted under existing

conditions. But the banker has been between the "devil and the

deep blue sea." We want to aid recovery, we want to make loans,

but we must make loans which will be repaid. We are still charged

with the responsibility of conducting our institution4n the inter-

est of our depositors and our stockholders. These responsibilities

cannot be evaded.

Let us hope that in the near future te may witness the establish-

ment of a sound and consistent government policy in regard to the

extension of bank credit and that it will be possible to bring

about the gradual rttirement of the government from the field of

finance which normally is and should be the province of privately

owned institutions.

One of the surest ways of avoiding further governmentel participa-

tion in banking is to develop the soundest possible banking system.

This has been the aim of the Ohio Bankers Association during the

past year. Every effort of the Association whether in the field of

legislation, bank management, protection from robbery, trust depart-

ment operation, public education, etc., has had es its goal sounder

and safer banking in Ohio.
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Address by William B. Cudlip,

Counsel, Michigan Bankers Association
Convention of the Michigan Bankers Asso., June 22, 1934.

(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * * *

It does seem to me that all that many bankers do today is to re-
ceive letters from the authorities advising them to keep liquid, read
newspaper accounts from other authorities advising them to lend money
on risks that are not bank risks, explain to depositors the complicated
banking laws, rulings and regulations, file preferred stock applications,
speculate in Government bonds, and break the seal upon a bottle of good
Bourbon when your Government bond market operations return a small

1? profit. Not a bad temporary existence, but is it temporary? That is
the crucial Question. To a large extent it will be a permanent system
if not checked. For that reason you must take concerted and vigorous
action to the end of recovering the true banking functions under
reasonable restrictions on a basis where there is a legitimate profit
involved.

Haven't you been acquiescent long enough? Isn't it time to rise,
answer the challenge, and show the falsity of many of the untruths which
have been peddled about the banker? If you submit to present abuses,
you will be further tread upon. You are members of a proud profession.
It is worth preserving. If private banking is to aurvive you must re-
gain your right to do business upon a proper basis, and not act as
lackeys to a bureaucracy of your own Government. Your passive resistance
will cost you loss of respect, for if you don't consider the situation
important enough to oppose, others will agree with you in your impliedly
admitted failure to carry on. If the Government intends to run the
business, you ought to know that so you can act accordingly.

21_

* * * * * * * * * *
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Address of J. S. Brock, President,
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * * * *

There were instances in 1933 when different Federal bank examiners
would examine the same state bank within a few months of each other and
their estimated losses would differ from one hundred to three hundred
per centum. An examiner from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
would follow up an examination made by exPminers of the Federal Denosit
Insurance Corroration and show absolutely different results. How can
a Georgia native know the value of South Louisiana agricultural lands
after he comes direct from examining banks in Georgia? Or a New York
examiner know the value of Oregon real estate? In 1933 value was
indeed an abstruse rord.

In the city of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, there were four comparatively
large banks; three state banks and one national bank. One of the state
banks was wholly owned by the national bank and was absorbed by this
national bank, making one hundred per cent available to its depositors.
The other two state banks, always considered as.two of the very best
banks in the state, whose resources equalled some sixty per cent of the
four banks combined, not being members of the Federal Reserve System
because past experience had proved to them that it was exrensive and
inexpedient, were forced, because of the actions taken by the Federal
authorities, to misunderstanding on the part of the public generally and
to fear on the part of the directing officials of the banks, to remain
on a restricted basis of operation. These two banks eventually pooled
their resources because of these restrictions and formed a national bank,
one of the banks paying fifty cents to the depositors and the other
seventy-five cents. If these two good banks (and they were--I nad ex-
amined them for two decades) had been treated the same as the national
bank--and they were twice as large--then the banks would never have been
closed, the depositors would have received 100 cents on the dollar, and
the stockholders would not have taken such tremendous losses. This state
chartered savings affiliate was under my supervision, therefore I am
entirely certain of my statement. Vihen these reorganizations were
effected during the middle of 1933, values were low and, literally, a
wringing-out process was had. The new bank had ninety per cent of its
assets represented by cash and United States bonds. This is just one
out of hundreds of similar instances. How can the United States govern-
ment, having no knowledge of the sixty per cent of the banking facilities
of Baton Rouge, go to that city and, without giving a hearing of any
kind to the sixty per cent, save the forty per cent and destroy the sixty?

* * * * * * * * *

When the Federal authorities took over all the banks during the
national banking holidays, our work, which had been, up to that time,
practically a night and day affair, began to be continuous. It appeared
that whatever direction we turned we encountered fresh and more dan-
gerous obstacles. Then the state member banks in certain cities were

ort
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not licensed to open, we found ourselves in practically an impossible
position. Our hands were tied. By not granting licenses after the
banking holidays to open unrestrictedly the Federal government in New
Orleans alone had closed three of the largest Reserve city banks in
the south that carried hundreds of accounts of smaller banks. The two
larger of these banks have since proven in court, during official in-
vestigation, that they were in a solvent condition. For years and years
my department had been making examinations of those banks, yet the
Federal authorities did not see fit to counsel with us, nor did they so
much as say one word to the State Department before taking the action
that they did take, and the one that brought about what trouble we had
during the year 1933.

* * * * * * * * *

Only the State non-member banks throughout the United States were
examined by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation exallior6, and all
national banks and State member banks of the Federal Reserve System were
automatically allowed to enter 1934 as members of the Temporary Deposit
Insurance Fund. In other words our state banks--with all their tremendous
resources present and potential--had to place themselves in an unim-
peachable financial condition before they could be approved by the Federal
authorities, whereas it was apparently a foregone conclusion that national
banks were entirely safe and solvent.

The member banks of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation will
contribute to the upkeep of the Insurance Fund fees based on deposit
liability. Is it fair to make two-thirds of the banking resources of the
United States clean house thoroughly and completely, and then in the
future, after thousands of stockholders and millions of depositors have
sustained losses because of the house cleanings to also expect them to
pay the freight on the same basis as the remaining third that have not
been reouired to clean house thoroughly and completely?

* * * * * * * * *

I do feel we need representation, particularly at the next session
of Congress, for the state banks. Vle saw what came of this meeting in
Washington last time, and in my opinion we should have had more
authority and certainly there is going to be an onslaught of legislation
in regard to a central bank and the centralization of bankinz, many
phases which will directly affect state banks, and since we are their
guardians I think it behooves us to prepare ourselves to intelligently
present facts and also definite nolicies regarding anything that may be
brought up. In other words, for us to learn as we did about the guar-
antee bill after it had passed, and we were told that member banks and
national banks were automatically admitted to the F. D. I. C. while state
non-member banks had to nass the test and have the approval of the Com-
missioners of Banking and in turn be passed upon by government authorities--
that was outright discrimination against state banks. Fortunately, the
men on the board were fair and broad minded in their interpretation, and
I haven't heard of a single complaint from the banking commissioners re-

\ garding the treatment accorded state non-member banks in their districts.
Nevertheless, we want to be forewarned and forearmed. Te need someone to

represent us in Washington. * * * * * * * * *
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